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Community Services Administration 
730 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
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Dear Mr. Walker: 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
DiVISION OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 
. 132.1 Lady St. 
Columbia, sc 29201 
The attached work program for Operation Anti-Freeze # II, "Emergency 
Energy Program," grant is for the South Carolina Division of Economic Opportunity 
for further distribution to the Community Action Agencies in the state. 
The South Carolina CAP Directors Association agreed by general consent on 
October 11, 1975, that the allocation of funds be based on a formula of a $1,000 
base for each capped county and $.091 for each poor person in each county. Each 
CAA will be responsible for their share of the inkind match 1 additionally, the 
Greenville CAA, Orangeburg CAA, and Aiken CAA are responsible to insure that the 
inkind share for the uncapped counties is obtained. 
As you will note, some of the CAAs failed to include an itemized cost break-
out indicating completely how they intend to use the amount of funds allocated to 
them. Where there is no complete breakout of cost, the SEOO will cause those CAAs 
to prepare one for inclusion in their work program. The program, however, is set 
up for at least ninety percent of the funds provided under this grant to be expended 
for weatherization materials. The remaining ten percent will be used for emergency 
assistance to prevent hardship or endangerment to health due to utility shut-off 
or lack of fuel. The labor and administrative cost will be provided by a $282,000 
Department of Commerce grant and through local CAA resources. 
We are geared up and Governor Edwards has personally expressed a strong desire 
and mandate to start Operation Anti-Freeze # II on December 1, 1975. According to 
the briefing on Department of Commerce Title X funds on November 7 1 1975, howeverc 
there may be a delay of from 30 to 90 days before these funds are available to the 
CAAs for the hiring of carpenters and carpenter helpers for the program. If this 
happens, it may be as late as March 1976 before the program can get off the ground. 
As Regional Director, you can play an important part in jarring loose the red tape 
in Washington and Atlanta so the Department of Commerce's Title X funds can be 
available before December 31, 1975. The success of our program depends on the early 
release of these funds. I might add that Governor Edwards was highly impressed 
with last year's program and has expressed a tremendous amount of interest in this 
year's project, as previously stated. As a matter of interest, the Governor has 
agreed to kick off this year 1 s program by driving the first nail in the first home 
to be weatherized in the state, so any help on your part will be appreciated. 
Mr. William "Sonny" Walker 
Page two 
November 12, 1975 
The attached work program is a consolidation of work programs from each 
of the seventeen CAAs who will operate programs in the counties under their 
operational control. 
If you have any questions concerning this work program, please get in touch 
with me as soon as possible. 
JLS/Rds 
Attachment: Work Program 
cc; Phil Davis 
Robert Clark 
Larkin Bell 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE # II 
WEATHERIZATION PROGRAM 
Narrative Proposal 
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM ADDRESSED 
The rapidly developing national energy crisis requires a rapid mobilization 
of all manner of national resources to meet the crisis. Consumer conservation 
of energy shrinking of consumption until production can be expanded -- is 
one of the major means by which a full-scale crisis can yet be averted. To 
., 
achieve consumer conservation of the necessary scope and depth may entail transforma-
! 
tion of the American way of life from bne of abundance and waste to one of scarcity 
• 
and frugality. To accomplish this, on a crash basis, a concerted effort must be 
mounted. The sneak attack of energy shortages has caught us unprepared, and 
-'- placed the very life of our poor and elderly citizens in South Carolina in jeopardy. 
.. ... 
" • 0 0 
South Carolina have long since been 
0 • 0 
In short, the S95,000 poor and elderly of 
·oliving at subsistence~levels id 
• " ~ 0 t 0 
are certainly no lers patriotic than anyone&e1~, and will wa~t 0to cut dow~ where_, 
terms of Bnergy coRsumptiot. • • • The poor a.nd eld~fly 
~ • t 
ever t:rey can. But perhaps their major ccmtrihution can be in realm of demonstra-
• tion of frugality and survival techniques, are old hands at this with the stakes 
commonly a matter of life or death. 
Poor people spend a much greater portion of their income on energy than any 
other group. Fifteen percent of the poor 's income is spent on energy, compared 
with seven for the income group and four percent for the well off. 
The poor pay a higher price per unit for electricity and natural gas than the non-
poor. Rates for these fuels are higher at lower consumption rates. The older a 
person is, the more likely that he or she will be poor. Over half of the people 65 
years of age and over have incomes below the poverty level. 
·-
-2-
PAST EFFORTS IN THIS PROJECT 
Operation Anti-Freeze, as the project is labeled, began in the winter of 
1974, with the realization by the SEOO and the South Carolina Commission on 
Aging (COA) of the problems the energy crunch is causing for the poor of our state. 
Nearly $164,000 in cash and in-kind was used for winterization of 1,434 homes for 
the elderly, needy, and other disadvantaged poor persons. These funds were 
raised through the joint efforts of the SEOO and the COA and the Community Action 
Agencies. A federal allocation of $93,000 for winterization of homes for the 
elderly had been granted to the COA while the SEOO was able to obtain a $20,000 
grant from CSA in Atlanta. CAA Directors agreed to provide non-federal matching 
• funds and cash contributions which added up to a state-wide total of $51,000 in 
cash and in-kind. 
By nature, training, and experience, the CAAs are uniquely qualified to make 














of Opera~ion Anti-Freeze # II 
~ 
~ 0 
~ ~ ~ fl • • • 
0 .. i.. t 
The program will reduce the already su~fering o~ the poor and elaerly in terms 
of meeting the increased cost ofoenergy in recent years. • It is important to recognize, 
as the CAAs do, what the poor can and cannot do to help meet the crisis. For when 
a family is already consuming at a bare subsistence level, if being asked to consume 
still less, it is being asked to commit suicide. There is no question but that the 
bulk of the human suffering which shortages are going to entail will be concentrated 
in scope and intensity, in the poor income community. To keep human suffering and 







The Department of Commerce through a special grant of $282,000 will provide 
the labor for the Operation Anti-Freeze# II. 
PROJECTED RESULTS 
Each CAA has established tentative goals and a unit cost in the weatheriza-
tion of each home. These goals and unit cost are outlined on each individual CAA 
work program at.TAB B through TAB R. 
EVALUATION DESIGN 
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ALLOCATION REQUIRED MATCH 
$"2,950 $ 848 
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Page two ~ 0 
10 1 75 ~ 
(21' ( 3) (4) ( 5) 
NUMBER OF 1\.MOUJi,JT PER 
0 
$1 1000 PER 
0 
POOR PERSONS POOR W!~RSON COUNTY tJNDER TOTAL 
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY PER COUNTY B~ COUN'rY Cl\P 1\GEN CY 1\LLOCl\TION REQUIRED MATCH TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING 
.... ... 
Dillon-Marion 231215 $ 2 uJ..13 $ 21000 $ 41113 
' 
$ 919 $ 51032 
Dillon 111783 J.~Qn 11000 2,073 466 21539 
Marion 11,43 2 ll~o 11000 21040 453 2,493 




1 o'8o Greenville 661811 61080 ]_I ooo. 0 21646 91726 
Greenville 341918 31178 ~ 11000 41178 11383 51561 
Anderson 161775 ].I 527 .. ----- 11527 664 2,191 
Oconee 71019 '638 ----- 638 278 916 0 
Pickens 81099 0 Ji37 ----- 0 
0
737 321 1,058 
GLEAMS 31,012 2, 8,22 <> 61000 
0 
81822 11228 10,050 
Greenwood 71038 640 • 11000 0 1,640 279 1,899 
Laurens 7' 515 684 11 000 • .... 1,684 297 1,981 
Edgefield 51559 .;o6 1,000 11506 220 1,726 
Abbeville 41244 . 386 0 11000 11386 168 11554 
0 
McCormick 3,079 280 0 11000 11280 122 11402 '•'?' 0 
Saluda 31577 326 t. 1100() 1,326 142 11468 
~ 
{r 
Horry-Georsetown 49,989 41549 0 3,000 0 7 1549 11980 9,529 
Harry 211373 1,945 11000 0 21945 846 31791 
Georgetown 12,131 11104 11000 2,104 481 2,585 
Williamsburg 161485 1, 50cW • 1,000 2,500 653 3,153 0 
-~ Lvwcountry 161135 1,468 21000 
0 
31468 639 4,107 
Collet on 101296 937 1,000 
, 
1,937 408 2,345 
0 
Hampton 51839 531 • 11000 ° 1,531 231 l, 762 
.,_ 
Midlands 66,255 61029 0 p ~1000 10,029 21624 12,653 
Fairfield 7,480 681 1ll 1,000 11681 296 1,977 
Lexington 13,220 1,203 11 000 ° 21203 524 21727 
Newberry 51948 0 541 ~ 11000 0 l, 541 236 l, 777 
Richland 391607 31604 Q 11000 4,604 1,568 6,174 
Co> 
.,. 
0 ------·--- -····- -·--------------· 
.... ---~'I!I"""'~~P"lllli%4 4iiJ!lU~W .. W,...:tt _____________ _ 
~g4.182 EnP-q~ Progr~m 
Pd<:Je thL::t:: 1 
.. 10/10/7 5 















SEOO ( 1) 
TOTAL 
For audit Costs 














12167 2 0 
81110 
81488 














337 0 .. 
















$.091 per poor person+ $1 1000 per capped co"nty 
$.0396 per poor person • .. 
f I ( 
" 
$1,000 PER 























(5) $.091 per poor person + $1 1000 per capped county + required match 
~ 
0 















0 ( 3) (4) (5) 
TOTAL' 
ALLOCATION REQUIRED MATCH TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING 
' 
0 
$ 51658 $ 11592 $ 71250 
11418 182 11600 
0 3,412 11050 41462 
0 
337 146 483 
491 214 705 
513
0
94 11477 61871 
11606 264 11870 
3<'788 11213 51001 
' 
' 81897 21131 111028 
2,153 502 21655 
11738 ° 321 21059 
1,772 336 21058 
3123~ 972 41206 
$94,148 $ 231564 $1171712 
34 0 34 
o$94,f82 $ 231564 $ll71746 
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'"' OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY· APPLICATION FOR COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM · I (FOR OEO USE) OATE: •HeE:tvtto Rcsnv•tl {<>r 
SUMMARY OF WORK PROGRN.lS AND BUDGET (1'1<••• trt•• '" r,;,., <1""'1>·· Src in>truni""' on rn<Pu.J 10£0 '""'""';"" 67/o.~ O.lfllopp•o•·•l 
.., .. .,c 0 .. AOIPI.IC.ANT AC.f.NC:V ff. f h G 2, NAMII: OF" EX£CUTIV~ CIR~,S:TOR J. Pi10tl~ (/nci .. Jc ar<o cod<} •· PROORAM YEAR e. GRANT<:!; NO, 
· 0 ~ce o t e overnor FRoM 1 To , , 
Division of Economic Opportunity J. Lee Spratt • 603(758-3191 12-1-75 jll-30-75 1 40632 
tTAIII:T AOOIU:SS 7, CITY . 1·· ITATE t, 'liP COOl!; to; P!oAoN YEAR 
0 
1321 Lady St. Rm. 311 Columbia I S.C. 29201 0 1 0 2 JID 3 • 0 4 5 
.... Q.IC.(T Tl't'l,..£ ANO 1~. ! t). 14. TIME TASLE tO. o !16. l7. ll~ u. OTH£f' RESOURCE 
1TATIItloltf:NT Oil' P"JiliQR• ~C:TIVITIES R£QUIAilC TO ACHtE\IIt GOAL,. PROGRAM YEAR QTR. TA.\INU<IG ANO T~CHNI~AI.. I PA 01:0 JI'"UNOS NO, .A.Vl>;H .. A8\.,E 
ITY A5515i"ANCE RE.QUIRC:C ! MOS, (Sperl{y ~tTIOYr\t 
O""'C:•V[A.t\ GOAd .. l ·J 1ST 2ND JRC o4TH I cr.d ~0'-''') 
OPERATION ANTI- OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE # II · [ , • $ 94,182 12 $23,564 rn 
FREEZE # II 1. The State Office of Econo- . , o will be f 
1. This Energy mic Opportunity in coordinatio a • v'ded by the 
Crisis Grant to th~ with the Community Action Agenp- c~s as show 
sc SEOO will be ies (CAAs} developed this 1 ' ' T!ill A. 
' 0 
used in the CAAs proposal to weatherize homes I , $64,835 
listed under for the elderly and disadvanta< - ? ' T · t1e x Fund 
ColUI!l!l 13 through ed people in the state.. p· edmont CM 
the ·En~rgy Crisis Emphasis will be placed on : i $15,000 
Program in the · identification of other needs ! , Lpcal . cash t 
Community Action and problems brought on by • P~edmont CM 





area. inability to pay cash or obtaif I o T tle x fund 
2. This (]rant is fpr .credit to purchase fuel oil. 1 I ' • , G eenvil1e C tc;> AA •. 
use throughout the 2. The .seventeen CAAs in coor-1 · • ., $15,000 
CAAs.in the state, dination with the loca~ Counci~ • e Lpca1 cash t 
and ~s to be ~- on Aging, churches 1 and communr , Wj:tccamaw CM 
gated by the SEOO .
1 
i ty groups will assist in· pr. ov d-, $28. 2, 000 
with the advise ing a list of homes in need of I I • T t1e ·X fund 
and consent of the , ! , st>oo to hire 
'· AtO TO~tNOR1TY ~NT£RPR1s'' at. TOTALS CARR~I~E~O~F~O~R~W~A~R~&;F~R~O~M~P~R~E~V~IO~~~S~P~A~C~E~S~(~ff~o~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
22, CRAtlD TOTAL. ' • I··~ '::J4;JJ:!2 I .. ~6231458. 
' H. LESS ESTIMATED UNEXPEifDED FUN09 (Carryovtt) I I 
_________ _ _ ____________ _!•· tl_ET AOOr!"IONAL FUN_()_S.,.REQU EHED FROM 0 EO (lwn 22 minus 23) ..L $ 941 182 I 
---------------------------~~~~~--~~------·~~--------------------------~C~ERTIFICATIOH c 
TWll APPL..tCATICN HAS O£E:N (CJacck 0 4u OF ••gu G.S Clppropti.otc.) 
A, 0 Approved by the applicant' a 11. D Reviewed by the applicano's admloistednJ 
1ovcrnina ~curd. boatd and apptoV>c:~ by iu aovernina officit.ls. 
"· -..A....,tt A.NO TlTt..C OF PRINCIPAL. COV!£RNING Ofii'F'~C\A\.. OR PA!NC:IP41... OJifFICER OF GOVEANIN/; SOAkO 
J. Lee Spratt, state Director 
~0 FORM ~19 (Tost) At.tGll AEP\..)o.Ci;:t CAP FORM I, O,._T£0 AVG 61, WHIC:H M~V 6£ UIEO UNTIL JAN 71 




g(~nl tec;,iv~:d <t.l .t re::11.1lt ot 'hi, applicAtion .will be subjC'C:l ~.o 
21, DATf: I·''· OAT£ OF t!lOAAO .p .. 
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STA1'C.tt .. UtNT OF 
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ment of funds will 
be by appropriate 
delegate agreement 
in base amounts 
shown under Column 
17. The actual 
cash to be disburs-
ed tb each CAA is 
shown at TAB A. 




ACTIVITIES REQUIR£0 "f'O ACHIEVE GOAl.. 
TIME 1'A£H .. E 
PROGRAMYS:AR QTR. 
liT I iNDl3RO l•TH 
repair. The CAAs will first 
prepare a weatherization 01 
each horne to be weatherized.The 
Community Action Agency will 
then proceed to weatherize horne. 
by stopping the infiltration of 
through the homes to include 
weather stripping, plastic sheeJ~ 
ing, tarpaper, repair of 
and floors, storm windows and 
linoleum on a limited basis. 
After the infiltration of air 
has been reduced, the CAAs will 
proceed to more permanent type 
revairs, Also on a limited basjls 
coal{ wood, kerosene, and fue~ 
oil will be stockpiled for 
issue for emergency cases, 
Revolving fund accounts will be 
established to make loans to th€ 
disadvantaged and.the elderly 
who are unable to pay cash or 
obtain credit t'or fuel oil, coal
1
, 
woodf or kerosene, 
3, Outreach workers will also be 
used to identify tl~e needy. 
Priority of work and time tables 
pn work completion will be 
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OATS: SUII!IMlTT£0 I' GRAN"I"EE: NO. 























$ 3., 7 72 CETA 
to Aiken CAA 
$3,77 2 Aging 
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Rtservtcl for 




0 I TIME TA.BLE 4 OTHER. RESOURCES 
~ORM ~~~ (Tttt) NOV 11 
PRIOR• 
I, TV 
ACTIVITIES AEQUIAEO TO ACHIEVE. GOAL. 
PROGRAMYE;AA QTH, TRAINING ANO TECHNICAL PA AVAIL.ABI...E 
__ __ o AS51STANCtt REQUIREO · OEO ~UNOS (Sprcify omounl 
••~~ 2No[lROl•TH o ondtourct) 
'
1
4. The identification of theo 1-. r-1-i' I 
needy and the establishment. of I I ! • .. I 
the priority of work in six / I 
counties not covered by a CAA o I i 
will be done by the CAA adjacent I o j 
to these counties. Those I I 
counties are: Oconee, Pickens, I 
Anderson, Barnwell, and Allen- 1 • i 
dale , and B?IJ!lberg. 1 
5. The programs in each CAA wil : 
augment, expand or broaden curre t 1 
Energy Crisis Programs. Provide I , 
job opportunities for carpenters, I 
carpenter assistants trainees , 
and volunteers in the home • ! 
weatherization phase of the ! 
program. j' 
6. The grant to the S.C. SEOO " 
will be delegated to the follow o 
ing CAAs who will follow CSA • 
Instruction 6143-;t.,"Emergency 
Energy Conservation Program" da • 
July 23, 1975, their CSA Commun'ty [ 
Action Planning Guide to Weathe1- i 
ization and work program as I 
I 0 
I 
approved in Annexes B thr?pgh R , 1 ·I '1 


















and this summary of the work 1 I I 0 0 L 
comply with the delegate agree~lW' I I . 
ment between the SEOO and the C 
1 
I 
and other instructions as they ·___.1 a 1-------l---,-i-------
TOTAL THIS PAGE 
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SUMMARY OF WORK PROGRAMS AND BUDG'CT. Continuation Sheet 
"' E OJ' APPLICANT AC!:NCV ' PL.AN V EAR. 0 OATE SUBMITTED ( ~ 
Division of Economic Opportunity ' ·<> 01 02 m3 04 05 Nov. 12, 1975 • 
0TIME TABLE. 0 
~"O.IECT TITL.E ANO 
PRIOR• PROGR~YEAA QTR, TRAINING AND TECHNICAL. 
ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE GOAl. A !I 51 ST).N C E A EOUI REO 
PA OEO fi'UNOS ITATI.lto41!NT OF 
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B. Aiken County CAA: Aiken and 
0 0 
Barnwell Counties. I 
I 0 c. Beaufort-JasEer Counties CAA 
I D. Berkeley-Dorchester Counties -CAA 0 I 
E. Carolina CAA: York, Chester 0 
0 
Lancaster, and Union Counties 
F. Charleston County CAA 0 0 
' <> 
G. Chesterfield-Marlboro CountiE s <> . 
CAA 0 
u 
H. Darlington County CAA 0 0 
I • Dillon-Marion Counties CAA 0 
I 0 i 
0 
J, ;Florence County CAA 0 
K• ·Greenville County CM; Green-
ville! Anderson, Oconee, Puicken,. 0 
0 
.. 
Counties. ,, .... 
L. ~LEAMS Count~ CAA; Greenwoo4, 
0 
0 I 
Laurens, Edgefield, Abbevillel I I McCormick, and Saluda Co':ntoies. o I 
M. Lowcountry CAA; Hampton and • I 
Colleton Counties. 0 I 





Newberry! Richland! and ;Fair'<:' < 
0 
I 
field Counties. c 
o. Orang:ebu::2 CAA; Ora:r\geburgf 0 I ' '<' < 
and Allendale 0 Calhoun! Bamberg 1 0 
I I Counties. ,, 
0 
" I Ll P. Piedmont CAA; Spartanburg, I I .. 0 and Cherokee Counties. ' oj_j_l_'-
0 0 TOTAL THII PAGE I 
0 
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0 1 TIME TABLE -1 I IOTHER. RESOURCES 
RIOA PROGRAMYB.AA QTR TRAINING ANO TECHNICAL. PA NO, l AVAI\..ABL.fi 
p tTY • i ACTIVITIE5 REQUIRED TO ACHIEV&: GOAL. 0 I5T 1_2_0N-~~~ >AD ;~TH_:_! 
0 
0 ABISTANCE REOUIR£0 ~OEO fltUNOS MOS~, I (5~~~~~~:,:~}"' l,r 
Q. Waccamaw CAA: Harry, George I , 1 I 
, town, and Williamsburg _counties. 
1 
\ I , 
jR. Wateree CAA: Sumter;· Kerspa , I o f 
Clarendon, and Lee Counties. ·• 
7. Of the $94,182 CSA funds, . i I 
each CAA will receive a base of I j 1 o 
$1,000 per CSA County and the • 
CAAs will provide an in-~ind no -
federal match as indicated at 
TAB A. 
8. The CAAs through their own o 
initiative are providing addit~ : 
ional ~unds tor Operation Anti~ 
0 
,Freeze .# I ;I:, " • 
9; Delegate Agency Agreements 
will be signed between the SEOO 
and the CAAs in the execution 
of this program, o o 
0, Emergency shelter and ·in cas~ 
of severe weather conditions, ~ 
health services and care ~ill b 
provided in an emergency in . 
accordance with the State Disas 
ter Preparedness plan through t e 








thro~gho~t the state., : • • I I • • • I 
!_ ________ • __ • __ ," L__L 0 • L~----1 ~-----
--------------------------------------------------~'~------·---------- TOTAL THII PAGE 













PROJECT OBJECTIVE: ·"Operation Anti:..Freeze # II" 
" Energy ·crisis Program made to the SEOO will ne 
delega.ted to the·l7 CAAs to we.atherize homes f!Jr 
~he. poor elde;rly in coordination wi.th the local 
. . · '. . ; count;:y Council on Aging and other poor and also --···-·--'#·--··· ---- --_---··---···--·---..... _· --··--·:.., ________ .. ____ , ....... ___ .. -wtll pla-c·e- E!mphasis "on iiientiffcation o.t: otlier 
Ci!!:NCY: 
P.ANT Ntll-!BER: 
Division of Economic Opportunity 
40632 
• • en~rgy needs and problems brought on by the 
Office of the Governor o snir<'ll ina cost of energy. 
' ~ . 1 YEAR PIAN 
P.c-::;~1 AREA: "Operation Anti-Freeze # II" Energy Grisis · 




"Operation Anti-Freeze # II" Energy Crisis 
Program by delegate agreements with 
•Community Action Agencies as follows: 
B. Aiken Community Action Commission 
-" 















See Tab B 






fro weatherize· 20. homes of ~~derlr Wea h~'z.i e 20 
and disadvantaged in Barnwe~l home. for elde 
County and Aiken countv. Tb aid and isad 
al, , .. , 
1n reduc1ng consumpt1on, 
0 
c 
sa~e energy, etc., and to im-
prove living conditions. To . 
~rovide emergency energy assist-
ance. 
To weatherize homes for eligibli, 
indigenous participants who .face Wea e· 
energy • Establish, 'if max omes. 
possible, a revolving fund acco t 
with certain target area fuel 
companies to enable low-income 
persons to receive timely and 
necessary energy serv.ices. Make 
emergency energy assistance 













ASSIGt'HZNT CHECK .QNE I DSSC:RIPTION 
WITH SUB-STEPS I BEGIN. 1t:E:ND I 'OPER1BE~E I ' (IF NECESSARY) I ~~ Ll . 1--" . ' I RSLT IRSLT' ' I_· __ . ,-
l 
D, Berkeley~Dorchester Economic Develop-
ment, Corporation 
E. Carolina ~ommunity Actidns~ Inc. 
., 
F. Ch~rl'eston County Econom~c Opportunity 





1 II See Tab D I -~ Weatherizing 42 homes in the two 
'I ,, "' 1 • counties. Weatherstripping of 
. I 
~omes (general home repairs) 1 
I 
• clean" out clogged flues I re,pzl.ir 
Weatqer;i.z.ifg 42 
homes 
. c leaks in oil lines to heater and 
' stoves, repair insulated el~ctri 
~ leal wires (irisulation, i.e., ply 
wood, plastic, corking material-··-
etc-o) 1 install li.noleum where. 
needed. 
I 
See Tab E I . 




' I T~ provide up to $250'per poor IWeat eriz of family in funds for weatheriza- 75 h mes 
ltion of 75 homes. Project will elde· 1 a 
,,provide improved li ying condl·tio s a vant 
for elderly and poor: _To pro-
vide emergency p.ssistance. 'to 
~revent hardship or endangerment ~ . I 
W I 
I) 





. I 'I 
l I I 









1 I I 
j I 






to health due to utility shut 
o!" lack of fuel. 
To meet.the identified energy 
problems of.the poor; defining 
means and ways of alleviating 
s~ch problems; formulating·p.nd 
/carrying out a _basic action plan 
to deal with the problem result~ 
ing from the energy crisis. · · 
Develop strategy for and imple-
ment the weatherizing of homes. 
To provide emergency assis~nce 
of food and clothing. 1· 
~<>-· 
'• 
PAGE 2 OF 5 
'··- ~ 
PAGES _· ___ J ______ , ______ J 
-··· -. 1 
"' 
MAJO~ ACTIVITIES, 
H. Darli'ngton County Community Action 
Agency 
I 
I. Dillon-Marion Human Resources Deyelop- · 
ment Commission 
., 
J. Florence c;::ounty Community Actions 






















See Tab H 
~ I 
-~ ' I See Tab I I 
J' I I I 
~ I I I 
. 'See Tab J I 
I I I 
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To~weatherize the· homes of 50 
Senior Citizen familie.s. 'TO 
provide fuel on an emergency 
~- basis for 83 families as t9 how 
4 
how to make the most o:e .their' 




















to conserve energy and tips on 
fuel. . . . . 
...... 
l ITo reduce the use of energy con- We aU e.rizc tion )f.' 
I 1 §Umption throu9h_~e..?~-~eriza.:tion 53 he mes or th = ~~ 
of names for 53 elderly and elde ly. ' :/~. 
0 I 
c 'poor residents~ To provide ' . ~·. 'f 
I emergency fuel for 100 poor· 
resid€1nts. 
" I ~ I I •. 
I 
/To ~rovide assistance in t~ are~ 
of energy to 1,500 low-incQme. Weat eriz ng of 
individuals through weatheriza- maxirum hcmes 
o ti~n of homes and the provision tor he e derly 
~ · lof.e~erg~ncy ~ss~stance duri~g · L Cl1}Sls Sl tuatlons. .. 





McCormick-Saluda Communit~ Actions, Inc 
M. Lowcountry Community Action Agency 






0, Orangeburg Area 9ommittee for Economi9 
Progress,. Inc, 















y 1 ASS IGt-.~U::NT 
See Tab L 
c 
_See Tab M ,,, 
See Tab N 
<> 



























To weatherize homes for the Weat 
.:....;;:..;:;..;;;~,;:::...::=~ 




To weatherize at! least 34 homes 
of individuals whose inc~me~is 
within CSA Poverty Guidelin~s. 
(especially senior citizens) . To 
provide more comfortable and -
h-eal thy living conditions whi,le 
at the same time mintmizipg the 
cost of fuel electricity . 
Weat1ierlzilng 
maxi~um n4rber tf 
home . 
To prov:i,de weahterizing servis;es Weatl:erizing of 
to 150 low-income homeowners in 150 ow-ircome 
Richland, Lexington,· Newberry, home~.· 
and Fairfield Counties living in 
"
1
housing that needs min?r repair:S 
such :as weathersbdpping, repair 
of holes · , leaking roof 
l~inor to heating system, 
etc. Provide emergency .f.uel ahd 
utilities . 
Weatherize homes owned or rented Weat . 
by individuals and families of maxi 
'''low-income status~ . Provide·· -0-:f:-:-h+----+-'--"'-
emergenct funds to families who· 
are in need of assistance iri 
restoring services. .. 
To weatherize 200 homes fo~ low-
' 
'• 
income families, to insula~e !Toad 20( low-
their homes to prevent health inc or e Pe< ple b-v . 
~ . "'I hazards and make their homes more .we.a heri: inq 
·" livable during the winter months the r hor es~ 
' . 
To emergency assistance. 
' .. ~· 
PAGE 4 <; PAGES 
i -··•"'\ ·i .. ~. 1 --·:-j 
'-' 
C. .. .r" A/5 
I • . PLANfi<"ED RESULTS --
SCHEDU~E v j RESPON- . . 
PI..A:-;:>~B.:' 
·~ SIBILITY 0 MAJOR ACTIVITIES, I ASSIGNNi':NT CHECK ONE . DES':RI?TION QUARTERLY RESULTS 
. r (IF NZCESSARY) WITH SUB-STEPS BEGIN END I 0 • OPER BE!!IE I ·j. I_ . • RSLTIRSLT 
Q. Waccamaw Economic Opportunity Council jsee Tab Q . I To w.eatherize 7 5 poorest of the To WE a the ize 7 p 
!poor senior citizens homes in · home. 
Hor~y, Georgetown, and Williams-
:j burg Counties and to provi~e . ·-- I hE5ating fuel ·assistance to ·:the 
~I 
0 poor through coritractua·l a~range 
.. ment with fuel suppliers. -. . . . 
' ,. 
R. Wateree ·Community Action Agency 
1 
I 
'Tab R ~o repair and increase the ther= Weat erizc: tion Jf 
. . mal efficiency o~ at least· 5Q maxir urn he mes. 
homes u.l:l: popr or. near 
poor persons. To provide emer-. lgency assistance funds for fuel .. . ' I . 
" 
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:oo (AUDIT COST) 
""OTALS 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE # II 
B U D G E T 
COST BREAKOUT 
OF 










? 0 3,700 ! 413 0 
1)3 ,330 ~ ;.. 320 0 ..• I• 
t,372 * 
0 (; 
3,354 i ;i 0 
~ 
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To winterize 20 1. Identify homes nelildin~ ' homes in Aiken & winterizing. , ,. 
Barnwell Counties 
by improving the 2. Hire carpenter/super- 0 0 ~ thermal efficien ':!.Y visor and two help~rs . . 
of dwellings. . 
0 
3. a~ Repair windows, " --:;, 
roofs, walls, ..... 
caulk c"racks and.., 
joints. 
0 . • . 
b. Insulate attic • ~ 
floors, walls. . 
Weatherstrip" door:; .. 
a.a. 1'10 ":0 hiiNO .. ITV ltNTitAPAISitS 0 <zo. TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD FROM PREVIOUS PAGES (If any} 
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filters, heating squr¢e • 
Restore utility se~i¢e. 
Prevent cutoff. 
Provid~ fo~ ~merge~cy 





Counsel low-income and 
































TOTAL Tf!'l P'.r;F. S?.qso -$-15 1444 
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1' Wi-I!!!RI .' 
~~ AFI.E:A: Housing 
: BCAi\0 AP?RO'JES: 
SIGNATURE Ol:'.CHAIRHAN: 
SCHEDULE 
HAJOR ACTIVITIES, : 
WITH SUB-STEPS BEGIN I END 
PROJECT DESIGN OUTLINE -
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OPERATION· ANTI-FREEZR #11 
"WINTERIZATION ENERGY PROGRAM 11 
8/31/rS ~ • 






ldentify homes needing winteriz-
1
' 11'/ 
ing. · 75 
Hire staff. 





. . Di:t~ector 
Repair' windows·, roo.fs; walls, 12/1 8/31 S:SD 
cau;Lk cr~cks and joints •. Insu- 75 . 76 Dir~ctor 
r late att~c, f1oora, walls, · Weat.herstrip doors, windows, . . bank 'foundations. Repair,· · 
adju~t dangerous heati~g . sources. ~E?place filters, 
' I heating source .. . . r 0 .. Restor-e 'utility servi.ce or pre- ll/1 8/31 · CSD 
ven-t cuto.ff. Provide for. emer- 75 76 Directo: 





I . I ox 





· . blankets, clo'th:Lng. · · .. 
~{3f . 2~~--·--i 00 
I 1 .. . s: Council low-income and eiderly 11/l 














• } .. ~. 
PR~JECT OBJECTIVES: 
To winterize 20 homes in Aiken 
and Barnwell· ·co}lnt.ies' by im-
proving .the therma·l efficiency. 
· ·· of dwellings. 
To pl?ovid:eentergency assistance. 
. 
I 
PLANNED RESULTS • 
... 
•, .. 
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:CYa ·Aiken County· Coml't1.unity Action Commission, lnc. . o 
. .' . 1 YEJ\fl PLAN ~T HU:-!9!:!\t 
;wt AREA: Housing 




l-lAJOR ACTIVITIES, : . 
. . WI'l1i SUB-STEPS . 
• 
~ 
OPERATION· ANTI-FREEZE. #1~ · 
"'WINTERIZATION ENERGY PROGRAM'' 
·(Continued) 
-

















PROJECT DESIGN OUTLINE . 
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ClitCl< ONE ASSIGWiENT 
BEGIN END OPEfl BENE 0 
RSLT RSL~· .,., 
0 
0 .. '• . 
9/1/ 9/20}' CSD 
76 76 Director X "' 
0 




. . 0 
c 
0 
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To wi~terize 20 homes, ~n Aiken a~ 
Barnwell Counti~s.~y~improving th~ 
thermal efficiency of dwellings .. 
·To provide emergency assis~anoe • 
PLANNED RESULTS 
PLAN~:::' 
DES<::RI?TION QUARTZRLY P~SULT 
(IF N!CESSi\RY) 
1 2 3 4 -
" .. 
'· " t. · I X X X :X . 
. 
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OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE #11, "WINTERIZATION ENERGYo PROGRAM" 
0 
Aiken County Community Action Commis-sion, Inc. 
Dept. of 
Funding Source CSA State Commerce CETA 
Aiken County $2,500. $653 0 
Barnwell County 450 195 
""" 
Total CSA and Match $2,950 $_M8 
--- r:sA & Match 
0 
0 
Materials and Supplies 0 0 
Materials $3,423 
Energy Assistance 375 





! Tota1s j$3,798 $7,052 ~3 '772 
Number of Houses to be winterized 0 
Aiken County - 17 houses 0 • 
Barnwell County - 3 houses 
" 
Total 20 Houses 0 
0 
0 
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II. ji,IO 'fO WINOIOIITY lllNYCIOIIOIIIS&I 
lTV 
1. Sul:mi t ao:ept.able work. . 
program that 'IIIICIUld allow tl:e 
agency to receive its' alloca-
ted funds for winterization 
and energy activities. 
2. Hire necessary staff to 
perfonn required services, ana 
recruit volunteers to ·assist. 
3. Advertise ard info:r:m ta:t:-
get a.:r;ea cxmrunities of cri-
teria for eligiliility to re-
·c.eive energy and winterization 
assistance. . 
4. Gather names sul:mitted ·to 
rec.ei ve services and/or bene-
fits. 
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n. GRAND TOTAl. 0 
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5. Purchase winterization sup-
plies. 
, ............ . 
ftfltO<HtAwYa.t.,_ • .,,., 
111'! Jt<Ol11tOI4TH I o 
XIX 
6. Be:] in winterizing l':lc:mas as 1 . 1 x 
listed by priorities. 
7. Establish, if possible,. a 
revolving funds ·account with 
certain target area fuel. c:Cm-
panies to enable l~inel:!lre 
persons to receive tilrely arrl 
necessary energy services~ 
8. Make E!l:e.rgency energy assis-
tance allocations to i.rrligenous 
clients. · 
• 
9. Inspect canpleted winterize<: 
hares. 
0. Evaluate overall effective-
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;f lUtiD.t 40597 . 1 YEAR PI..A.N 
'JII .. 'C u.i:A I Energy . o 
; ncu.o UPIO',ES I /~ "1-1. n ·-
. . : , ~ · .• !GiiATURE 0!'. CKAIIV-IAN 1 ~ .. 




I RES.~ON- I SCHEDULE 
SI!ILITY 
CfJ!:CX ONE I J.sstcNHt:Nt' ' ... . ~ KIU'OK AC'l'IVI'l'IES, ~ • . . . . ~· i:f ~·:·. 
' WITH SUI-S'l'DI 
.. 
1. 0 Sul::mit ·acceptable work p~am ·that 
w5uld allOW the agency to recei:Ve its I 
allocated funds for winterization and 
energy activities. -
2.0· Hire necessary staff to perform re-
quired ~ices, and iecrUit volunteers to 
assist. · · 
2.1 Advertise for temporary ·Staf~. 
. 
BEGIN I END Ol'ER 0 
RSLT 
0/28 111i1s l:.i oir. & · 0 J{ 
·n. Asst. 0 
. I I 
~1/24 !12112 lwinterizatlo X 
SUpervisor 0 









2. t Interview and hire staff • 12/1 J-2/12 I Ninterizaticni X • ·
2. 3 Solicit volunteers fran local ci vilia:d 12/1 
and mill tarY a:mrunity. . . . . 
2. 4 Orientate staff and volunteers in 
aspects of. the ·program. · · 
12/10 
·3. 0 MVert:!.ae and inform target area lll/17 
oafm.mit.ies of criteria for eligibili.ty to 
reoEd.ve· energy and. winterization assista.nce. . . ' .. 
Supervisor 
12/12 I CAA Staff . I ~ I r 
12/121 t~inter~zado1 X 1 0 
I Super:t vsor " 







:JROJECT OBJECTIVES r To assist tb:! in: 
.genous eligible participan:ts, who face e:r.ter~; 
problems during the winter, .'th.r6J.gh aoorge.n< 
fuel allocations and winterization of hares, ... 
PLANNED RESULTS 
O!S~RIPTIOH 












sc:.:N M'_ I M.l\M · 
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I X IX 
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NCY1 Beaufort-Jasper E.O.C~' Inc. 1 YEAR PIAN 
NT Wi·\3E!\: 40597 ~ . 
0 
, 
lj~l ,\1\!:A; Energy ·. . . !L _ ... jjl1c}/ J ·PROJECT DESIG~ OUTLINE !: BC,\i\0 AP?RO'JES: /'1, flu_Y ~'I · • (..{~ o 
SICi'Nt\TURE 0~ .CAAI~-i.\Nr }f./'o-"VV'' . · G-'P A/5 · 
. . --
'SCHEDULE 1 RESPO:-{-
. MAJOit ACTIVITIES, ' . SIBILITY 
ASSIGNHC:N! CHECK O~E 
WITH SUB-STEPS 
3.1 Make anoouncerrents ~ ~ arx1 
scl:Xx>ls; utilize news releases · arrl local 
radio stations. · 
4.0 Gather names sul:mitte.d to receive ser-
vices arrl/or benefits. . . ·. , 
BEGIN I END I OPER BENE 
RSLT RSLT 
7 I cent I CAA Staff 
f X 
.. 
12/1 I oont.l CM. Staff r x 
:.4.1 Assess :j.ndividual ancv~r f~ly neros. '112/B I ~/1 . CN;. Staff X 
4.2 Make up client priority' list acco!ding l12/B I 4/1 
to needs. . . . 
. 
5. 0 · Purchase winterization SUH?lies. 
0 • • 
6. 0 Begin w.\.nteriz~ hares as l~sted by 
priori ties. . 
7. 0 Establish, if possible; a revolving 
:furrls acrount with certain target area fuel 
a::.ri1pan:i.e$ to enable l~i.ncc:tre persons to 
receive tirrezy .and ~ssary ~ 'services 





I Winterizat,ioo .x n 
Supervisor. 
I CAA staff I IX 
I CAA st.0ff , I IX 
I I ' <> . .,. 
12/291 ·3;~o 1 fiscal Mali, I· ~I X 
., 
8. 0 ~. errergency energy- assistance auuu:u· 
tiais to irrli.genoo.s. clients. Officer 
,. 
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,, Beaufort-Jasper E.O.C., 
wtJH.IERt 40597 
·~'I AW I Energy 
;..CM.O AP,JtO'JES I 
II~TUJ\£ o.r .CHAIIU-IAN1 
· H.Uoi ACTIVITIES, : • 
~ 
!nc. 
1 YEAR PLAN .... .. 
P!'~ j:frw~(b~T·OESIC~ OUTLI~E 





ASSIGNHt:Nl' · CHECK ON.! 
., . .. 
,.. ...... ----~,-~.····· . \.. .. ' " . " '•"' , ! i I • · .. 'l 
( 
. .. . 
. ' .. 
: . 
l'ROJECT OBJECTIWS I 
PLANNED RESUL'I'S 
PLAN:f.C· 
O!S'::lUi'TIOH QUARTZI\LY RESU'L1 ... 
. (I!" HtcE:SSARY) _I ! Wl:'nt, SUI•STBPS BEGIN END OPER. BEN& . •. R.SLT JI.S!.T 0 . ; 
• . . 
8.1 Have 'Client fill .out Flrergency 12/29 3/30 CAA staff X? 0 . . X X. . 
Family Assistance· request form. . • . 
8. 2 · Assess 'reeds of client.· 12~9 3/30 CAA Staff 
. . .: ~ ' X X 
0 
I,. .. 
8: 3 · 1~e up cl'Eck apd attach back-up .12/29 3/30 Fiscal Offi"' X i. · I X X 
infonnatioh for files .. ' · . ·. . staff <> 
~ . ·-· . 9.0 · Inspec:t canple~ winterized hCtres. 12/22 cont. Winterizatio X X X 0 . SUpervisor . 
; 
10.0 Evaluate overall effectiveness of 4/15 4/30 X . . X 
program activities and secvices. CAA, staff 0 0 . . 
10.1 Send' out questionaires to partici~ 4/1 4/15 CA.A staff X X 
pants to t:eceive their input on program . . effectiveness. 0 
0 .. 
,..., 
. ' 0 ! . . . • . -.. 





BEAI.JFORT-J:AS E .O.C. , lNC. 
Cost of winterization materials (caulking, weather stripping, 
nails, r<X>fing paper, p::>lyetl:elene, plastic sheet.irg, floor-
ing, etc.) 
Fool Errergency Assistance FUnds for eligible recipients. 
Total In-kirrl match 
} 
y 
$ !i~:~ ~" 
3~ 503. c.o ~e. .. 
$4~~9 .. 09 ~ 
654.00 " 
" ."i 
.t!,I57,CJt>f ·. t 
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orrrcc Or CCOHOMIC OPP011TUNITY • API'LICATIOH To~--;;MMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM (f01l0(0USE)u•tt;ULCL>vrll !''''·"·••/' 
'"r.1A J· ! I I .. ,., , .. I 
-----~ '· ..., ........ ,o.PP\.I(ANT AGCNCY 
lA RYI IQR~ CRA.( D BU 
. r 
\lrurtl ft'llt'tl 
J. PHONE (l,rlutlc urt-o cvJ~) I •· PHOChAM ( ~: ~ 
/1~ tl~) r rt•A 
a.-1 • OF ltXItCUTIVE OIR&:C:,T~II 
mtly,j 
/W '"' 
B&D Economic development Corporation Thomas Myers 803=899-7373 -~2o/7s ·--~;i7u 40.585 
$, S Tt.U;:: C:l AOv"'"'•• -··--.. . . .. ..:1"1"'( I, ITA Tit 0, ZIP C:OOii: 10, PLAN YEAR 
--<.· 
P.O. Box 1215 Moncks Corner I S.C. 29461 
CJ 1 02 03 0-' 05 
"· ""oJt:.c:T TITLe .... a I"· ••· ' 4• TIME TAaL.e: 11• "· ·,7, ,... ''·ot""" '· JTATCM<:NT OF I PRIOR• AC:TIVITII:S RI!:QUIAI:O TO AC:HII!V&: GOAl. P~OGRAM YEAR QTR. TRAINING AND TECHNICAL PA oE:o ~v .. os "'O. .. • .,~ 
ONC:·~EAR c;o.lLI lTV . . • .... . · ' A$$1STANC:£ RltQVIR£0 j Mos. ($rr<•'> 
liT !2ND IIRO jcYH •·";, 
B&D Economic Development Cor 1 
poration N:i.nterization Pro-
ject (Housing) . . 
Local low-income senior citi· 
zens homes in the two countl'es 
that are in dire need of win 
terizing. · · · 
i 
Contact Senior Citizens of t~e 
t\YO counties to provide us w:l.th 
data of the number of seniorl 
citizens that arc in need of 
housina rer)airs. • ,. I 
~. 
Organize community group andl. 
solicit as many volunteers ~ 
possible in aiding in imple-
menting this project~ . 
It is th0. ai1n of our Agency to 
winterizing Houses in the two 
counties. This can be dor.e 
throU<Jh.our Housing Coordinators 
and ~wo hel~P.rs. Our rt~ency has 
a truck_wb.ich can car,ry the e(luipt-
ment to winterize home and do gel1-




In every community WE:' anticipate 
a volu;,teer crew to aid us in · 
completing onr task in winteriz-
ing the:
1 
homes in each county. 
"":#' ~ • 
~, :)· ..... ~·: 
I .: IiI: 
,, : , '')I 
"•,il'' • :· J 
'{! .. 
s.c. State Office of Econo-
mic Opportunity 
S.C. State Housing Authorit1 
····:·:1: :.fl!GE 21. LESS ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED FUNDS (Corryovcr} 
2~. NET AODITIOIIAL FUNDS REQUESTED FROM CEO (Item 22 01inur 23! 
CERTJ FICA TION 
1e. ,It!$ Af,l 1 \.iCATtON HAS Ut:CH {(*'/,~t'ic ttgtt Clf "J,•• dl Olt[lfO(Uf'ate.,) 
A copy of thl¥ npplicution h:l~t bct'n lurw"tdcd lu tbt Sr.atf' Go~trrrr~;,u'~ officf'. h is \:f'\Jrf\tovJ ., .. ~ 
1.\A,tc:cd by du:- utu.lctRi~ntd th:tt any t=:fant rc:r~ivC'd #I 1 tC'!>u:l vi •hr~ :tp;'lliC"'tJc:n: 'W'ill L-«"" \uhjf"Ct hi A,· f&J AI•I"'"'J by 11>~ opplit•nt'• ·u. 0 
IVVtHllnf. 
by tltc op()licant's adtnlni,·cerio& 
nn.J dnj>rovcd hy its govetnin~ olliciolr. the gt'nttra1 cundi1j ovcrni.nr. CAl• ,;.runu. 
' 
"·~:;.-... -:.;;-;;;;,~~~:7;7~,.~·L.. CQVCitNJNG 011 P'ICIA\.. on PHH4<::1P.At.. Of:fiiCCA OF OOVCf\NINC OOAAC 2~ ,IH~6NATU1Ut /} / • ~-;-~~o:.·;~·--~-·--~7;~~;;,;;-
/.- ">:/7 Af'/U ~ .. ..1. + "'•0""~ 
c.~,l'l-· .41 "/7/.t · 1""" _Wi.ll:l..::tm_L watts 
C)(.U f C)llM Ill? (Tul) AU~ ?l 11•.1•L~t:r• t::At• I"QI; .. I, I>A1TIJ AVO u, YIIIICII MAV Ulf V~i·o UNTIL J~N U, 
,,.... ........ _ 
·----------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
IIOfitlCY:FE:D Economic Dev. Corporation 
1\HJ.tl'l' NU!-\Dl~f\: 40585 
JlJl(C,Hf\H ,\nJ~il: 
J)M'l< llOMtD 1\PB\OVES: October 27, 1975 
'I, 
J, YEA 11 PljH · 
PJWJl~CT Dl~SlllN OUTLINE ·· 
OIIP A/5 ' 
, . 
; . 1 
· PHOJECT OBJECTIVES: · 
.I 
To winterize homes for seni! ~itizens to make 
their living conditions homfortatile, healthY 
and enjoyable. 
. ········-·-··-··- .. -··-··-·--... -·--·-·--- ---.. -··· ---- ... ----··--_ .... ·- . .. 
'1-11\JOR /1C'riV1TIESJ o-- ~ SCHEDULE ftESPOHSIBILIICJ~ • ·-· ···- PL:~~;.~-RB~UL'l'S ---·-··---~:·~---· ··-·--·····-····. ·-· ... ··-·-· -~. -·· 




! . ' ~ . . 'J1l~C/\ ONE j DESCRIPTION ·· I PL:.t;i~!cl) 
I • ,."'I t' • • "''t • ' I r. ~, .. ,.... ,. r .•. lJEQIN I ~liD . ' I JPAH DEI'JJ.: Qv.d.J.._,fn,J: i(,:,0lil: 
.. I I l1SLTRSL'1 (IFNECESS/\RY) (' ·----·-·-·~-~~.. •.... [~--~-~ 
\'JI'I'H SUB-S'l'El)S 
'B&D Economic Development Corporation Winterizati~ 
Project (Housing) 12/75 l' 
Lqcal low·income senior citizens homes in 'the two··-<;.•·· 
counties that are in dire need of winterizing. 
Contact Senior Citizens Organization of the two 
counties to provide us with data of the number of sen 
ior citizens that are in need of housing, r:epairs. 
Organize, community group and solicit as many volun~ 
teers as ppssible in aiding in implementing this pro- I 
ject. 
Advertisement will be done'in the community through 
news articles, radios, church announceme1:1ts and mouth;,. 
to mouth communication. We will also solicit civic or-j ~:; 
ganization and other social service agencies ;·in imple 
menting this project. 
Winterizing 42 homes in the two counties. 
a. Weather stripping of homes {general home repairs). 
b. Clean out clogged flues. I 
Repair leaks in oil lines to heater and stoves 
Repair insulated electrical wire (insulation, ply-
























I It is the aim of our Agency to wiJ 
terizing houses in the two countiJs. 
This can be done through our Hous-
ing Coordinators and two helpers. 
Our agency has a ~ruck whicro can 
carry the equipment to winterizinf! 
homes and do general repairs on 
homes. 
II 
In every community we anticipate 
a volunteer crew to aid us in com-
pleting our task in winterizing 
the homes in each county. 
r. ~})·:rtrr.) \ . ~· -\-r' f: -~--·~ ' I I.,,, 'I ' '. 'I\ <I ...... ~-·· .J ·.'!I 
,.).,. ,, ~~ 
)CT 29 1975. 
SOUfH [GC:. ,;;illC 
X 
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Building materials at $100,.00 per house 
.· 25 Homes in Berkeley CoJnty. 




Part-time Sec. Bookkeeper 




130 hrs. @ 2.50 
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OFFICE OF I!CONOMIC OF'PO!!TUNITY ·APPLICATION FOI'! COMM.UNITY ACTION PROGRAM 
SUMMARY OF VIORK PROGRAMS AND llUDGET (/'lraH ty(•< nr r•i•;·,lrnrl,. Src ln.wurrloul oo •••••rt<.) 
. I . .! I 
'-.( 
(FOR 0£0 USE) OAT& RI:CE:!•no 




J. ""'"""' 0~ APP\.tCANT AGENt:Y 4. l'"ANJ!:: C,.·EJf.ECUTIVC: OlRI!CTOR a. PMONII {/•~lud• "'"'code,' I •· P'IOGFIAM YEAR e. GJIIAN T CC: NO • 
I . !"' Jo~n R. Rumford .... 0... I TO c 1' c ·tv Act' 803--327-6151 10-1-75 9-30-76 - -- - ·- --- ---·-· ... 
•· STAT£ I'· "'" co4 •o .. "1.4N YII:A~ I I l I 40657 ••• TAI:IE"1' AOO"'r;•• 1. CITY 
P.O Box 820 CSS Rock Hill s • c .l 2 9 7 30 l . 0 1 . 0 2 'o 3 . f.iU 4 os ... ,.ROJCC 1' Tl "tt..E ANO ·~· I ,_ !'"· TIME TABI.I!. 10. . .. "· ... 1 1~ OTHC:llt tii£10\IRC.C 
STATC'4 kN T 0' ,.f.'t!OIIII• ACTIVITI&:;S Rt:OUf~EO TO ACHit;:V(t COAl.. riROGRAM YEA!'! QTR. TlltAINI,.,O ANQ TEC:HNlC:AL ..... OEO ,.UNOS >10. AVAU.A8\.C 
ON&•VI'A'I COAt.l lTV 
AS~t..ITANCE Alli:QUiillltiEO -..os. (Spui{T .. ..,,.,,.., 
-- t l f S T ~N 0 lAO 4TH ' GrA u.wu/ 
Energy Crisis Assist 1.0 Planning and Identificatipn ·. .. 
ance for Senior 1.1 Contact wtth the three--,., ... ··- Assistance will be pro- 05 $7 ,091..,00 $1,345 
Citizens -Operation Councils on Aging, DSS :_ _ -- vided by the S. C. .Non-federal 
Keepwarm II and other a&encies to Economic Opportunity share from 
. '2,!: 0 identify potential parti- Office State/local 
cipants in four 'county,· 
I 
'· to provide'up to $W 1 I funds. 
per poor family in area. ''""' ' 
funds for winteri- 1.2 Receipt of Applications -- -- :n I 
zation of 75 homes, from clients. 
work to be completed 1.3 Contact Subcoo~ractors '~; I 
by March 31, 1976. or persons who can per' -- -- I " ~ 
Project will provide .. form the: work. .. ~- ., ·:...t.. 
~ 
improved living I, "' 
conditions 'for the .2 .o Program Opera tLon . 
poor. 2.1 Issue au thorfza:tion for '4 
To provide emergency work on :L11di vidual Lomes -- ~-- ... '" . 
assistance to preve t from among applicants. ! ,. ' hardship or endanger 2.2 Issue payment for satis- -· ~-- . ., ·.; c I ! 
ment to health due t factory work or materials[ ; . 
utilitv shut off or .ack 2 3 Como1ete oro><ram work --
U • .&10 T8 !'"!tiel! .. TIAPA:UU , ! L .. 11. TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD FROM PREVIOUS PAGES (lfony) I 
'·. d:~ •' . n. CI!ANO TOTAL S7 .091.00 
I . 
'·-;--
u. LESS ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED FUNDS (Co,.yov•') I . 
••· NET AOOITIOHAL FUNDS REQUESTED ~ROM OEO ll<•m 22 mioUJ 2J) $7 .091 .00 I 
CERTIFICHION 
.J'~ THII APflll..tCATJON HAt IUtE::N (Cit•dt uGu ot "bu cu Gppropriutft.) 
... D: Apprn•d l>y •h• app licont'o 
ao•flnina bctrd. 
a. 0 Rc,it'wt'd by the •pplicant',,adfbinistt>rina 
boatd and app•ovcd. by iu AOVt'tnt~! oUlci•lt. 
A copy of thi1 appticatlcr~ h:u bf'en forlfatd!!d to the St•t~t GoYetnor•s oHicr. hit ~~&ndrrsrood- erui 
asret'd by the und~rsl.ncd 1hat any sr•nt trcei•ed as a result of thi' •pplic.-ion wiU be t\lhjeoct •• 
the atneral condltiont aovetntna CAP 1r•nts. 
------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------~---------------r-------------------••• No\._.~ ANO TIT\..11 01' ,_flltiNCf,.A\. OOVI;A.NiNG OJII'JII'tCIAl.. 0~ PAI"'*CIPAI,. OJI'I"'H::C:Il 0,. OC,.YEANINC ftOAR'O ae. 04l'£. 0"' 804UII•D A,_• 
PA0V41., 
Harry Byrda Cbai~an of.the Do~ ---~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
OEO FORM 419 (Teat) •uo 11 A:IPLACO:s CAP 1'0"" 1, o•TE'o AUG u. "'"""'"' .,. • .,. t>.l: un.o"uNrll. JAN,._ 
... 
.... J:J.• 
I ,__,_,, J f . j 
\:< 




·0#·.: , .•. • .. ; .• : ........ ~ ·~. ..... ,. .• oi.o ~ .: •• ..· .. 
... 
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SUW.\ARY OF WORK PROGRAMS AND BUDGET. Continuation Sheet 
NAWil 0' AfliPl.ICANT AGI[NCV P~AN YEA,. 
Carolina Community Actions, Inc. 01 02 03 Kl~ os 
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Identify thos~ participants 
who are in. need of' financia~, __ ,_ __ 
assistance for fuel, ~tili~ l 
ties, etc'. --,;-· , 
Provide financia~ assistanc 
in-securing fuel, utilities, - --
etc., 'through an approv~d 
system of payment. , .• 
I I' ' I f 
j3.0 Reporting 
3.1 Report progresSJI'\onthiy to 
Evaluation Committee and to 
3.2 Indicate';linkages "..lith othe. 
Agencies as req~ired. 1 ~ 
programs operated b-}"" Agency 
particularly Housin~-and -- ---
Energy Program 
4.0 Evaluation 
4.1 Follow up by making at leas 
one visi t 1 to each clienr. to 
determine effectivene,"'.s. 
4.2 Evaluate Program 
\·. 
5.0 Recycle Planning 
I 




TAAININQ ANO TIECHNICAL. 
AIIIITANCI[ AltOUI"EO 
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. l YEAR PLAN 
PROJECT DESIGN OUTLINE 
. GAP A/5 
. ~)..';D IIROJECT OBJECTIVES: to provide up to 
$l-Ge-per family in fund~ for winterizatio 
of 75 homes, work to be.cempleted by 
Maroh 31, 1976. Project·will provide 
emergency assistance to prevent hardship 
_,._...,.._,_ 1.........__~ ..l~~-.1..- __ ,__.!__ ']_.!_.a.. __ 
'"'()_ ........ ---. ... - ~ IIC:O:LCll UUC CO UCL<LXC) 
shut off or lack of fuel. 
PLAN~~O RESULTS • 
MAJOi< ACTIVITIES, , -~ SChE/l:] RE~;~;~ITY . •• 
· ' i ' ASSIGl'-:'1-LC:NT CHECK ON- OZ:S<:RI?TION 
Wint sua-STEPS · · · 1 •• • BEGIN J END ! ~ · I , , • OPER I! BENE •· · (IF NE:CESSARY) I . l I I 
PLAN:'-~~ 
QtJART~iU.'l P..!:SUL 
. . . . I ! RSLT.RSLT ,' • . 
~I .. I I -, I 1.0 Planning and Identification · 11-75 1 11-75 X 
1.1 Contact with Councils· on·Aging, DSS anr I . . Personnel 
other agencies to' identify. potential lJ.-75 /..11-75 ·Director 
participants in :fOur county area. · 
1.2 Receipt of Applications from clien'ts ' 11-75 .11-75/.Personnel Di 
1.3. ~~ntact Subcontrac~ors or persons who/ · Ot~er CCA'St 
can per~onn the wor~.. .111-75 Il:75i Personnel Di 
2.0 Program Operation 1 11-i)~- 3-76 lpersonnel Di 
2.1 Issue au.thorizati9n fo.r work on indi-~ I I 1,.· • · 
vidual homes .from among.·ap'plicants 11-75j 2-7') ! Personnel Di 
2.2 Issu.e payment for satisfactory· work o,ll-75+v-2.;..76 ) Ac7ounting 
materials purchased fol£' clients. ' . . 
2. 3 Complet-e' work program· · i. 1 • 11-75 3-76 I Staff· ~ 
2.4 Ident_ify those participan.ts .who. ·are .·illl-75 3-76 Staff 
need of financial assistance for fuel, ·v 
utilities, et-c. · . · . v 1 
2.5 Prov.ide financial assistance in securi g ~~ ·. 
fuel,.[ut~l.ities, etc., throug~ an . 11-75 3:.76 Staff 
approved, system of payment. • •,' I 0 '( 
' ' 
3.0 Repo.rti~g . 1 
3.1' .Rep?rt 'progress :monthl~.t:o Eva:k~~~ion 11-75 4·-7.~6 P. erso.·nnel Di 
qommittee and to ggenc~7s as requ~red. \ · . . 
3. 2 Indicat:e link;ages with other programs 1 11 _7 si 4_76 Pers~nnel Dir,. 
operated by Agency, particularly . y . : ..... -I 
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CAROLINA COMMUNITY ACT£0NS, INC. 
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA 29730 
PROPOSAL FOR OPERATION KEEP WARM II 
WINTERIZATION PROGRAM 
Description and Scope of Work 
A. Purpose 
The purpose of the program is to apply limited CSA funds·, possibly 
later amplified-with U. s. Department of Commerce funds and local 
funds, to winterize 75 family dwellings occupied by the low-income 
in the four- county area of York, Lancaster, Chester and Union 
Counties of South Carolina. The work will be completed by March 31, 
1976. There will be a limit of ~per dwelling expended. 
't .:;o 
B. Scope of \vork 
1. The project will function in the four counties of Chester, 
Lancaster, Union and York. The indentification of clients will be 
provided by Councils on Aging, Department of Social Services, CCA's 
Information and Referral Program, and o,ther agencies who will have 
contact with the poor. 
2. The work to .. he performed for those selected clients from among 
those applying, will be limited to minor repairs not to exceed $-l-6& ;2.s"t1 
per dwelling. Typical activities will include: shuttering of windows 
on sides not exposed to sunlight; replacing of roof shingles or tin or 
clapboard; insulation; banking or insulating around foundation and sills 
by use of plastic or tar·paper; tarpapering or sealing of holes in roof 
or walls, exterior and interior; covering of floors with linoleum or 
other f.~..oor covering; replacement of wood ,siding or tfloors thqt>i:-
missing; replacement of windows;· caulking;; '*eatherst;iipping; glastic {· j 
sheeting for;do~rs and;lvin4ows; rs }o tirep~aces; and1 repairs to , 
coal st.oves, gas or oil stoves. ; .. . ) 
:' ~;: f ·, 
3. In ac:;ordance ~ith CSA Instruction 6143-1, 10% of, the !:fl ,091 will 
be utilized for emergeno/ ass}stance to prevent hardship or endangerment 
to health due to utility shut~off or lack of fuel. 
4. There will be no fewer than 75 homes winterized• ·Clients can 
supplement the maximum expenditure of $1~~ per dwelling. 
1. s.-l) 
5. Staff of the aforementioned agencies will work closely with CCA 
Project Director, Tom Dabney, Personnel Director. These persons concerned 
with the poor will be directly involved in the program. 
6. Other agency efforts will be coordinated with the program to provide 
the best possible results and use of resources. CCA expects to receive 
an additional grant directly from CSA which should result in the winter-
ization of an additional 75 homes. It is also anticipated that labor 
will be provided by a grant from the U. s. Department of Commerce through 
the State OEO Office. 
7. Carolina will assume responsibility for operation of the program. 
This shall include planning, operation and evaluation. 
8. No sub-contractors will be used. 
II. Time Frame 
A. Schedule 
The attached A/5 and 419 reflect the proposed schedule. Staff will 
proceed to identify clients immediately with the help of the previously 
mentioned agencies. Work on homes c~n be expected to begin on or 





The funds to be ~sed for this project are: 
$7,091.00 from S.C.O.E.O., which is from a CSA grant 
$1,345.00 from State funds of Carolina to be used to 
satisfy the In-Kind reluirements 
The total is $8,436.00. This shall be'· diviJed among the counties 
either equally with each county receiving the same amount or using 
the formula of $1,000 base and $.091 for each poor person in each 
county. Any additional funds received such as u. s. Department 
of Commerce, or additional CSA money will be allocated in the same 
manner. It is anticipated that the labo-r:;, involv~d will be provided 
by CCA' s Manpower Programs or paid for by local share. ~olunteers 
cap alos proyide labo~ ;upper~. , 
t~~~~u 1 e : ! T ,, ··"' 
I : : b ? 
There wil~ be no administrative expenses. Anj incurred will be 
absorbed by other programs. Staff 11<0ed will be existing d from 
other program sources. 
Labor incurred is estimated at a maximum to be paid the prevailing 
rate for work performed. Most of the work can be accomplished by 
carpenters, many of whom are out of work now due to the economy, 
who would welcome some activities for employment. 
't ._,: 
c. Left-Over Funds 
All funds will be expended to benefit clients. No left-over money 
is expected but should there be any, it will be used for an activity 
related to the energy. 
IV. Restrictions 
A. No restrictions except that O.E.O. requires their funds be used for 





B. Monthly reports will be prepared by the Project Director. His 
report is submitted to the Director of Operations and Executive 
Director. Summary reports will be provided the Evaluation 
Committee monthly. 
C. Evaluation shall be conducted during the life of the project, 
probably in March, 1976, by the Evaluation Committee. The 
evaluation is to be conducted through on-site visits to sampling 
of clients. 
V. Civil Rights 
A. Carolina Community Actions certifies that there shall be no 
discrimination with regard to clients with regard to race, 
color, creed, sex, age, religion or national origin. · 
B., Any persons employed to perform services under this contract shall 
be employed without regard to age, race, color, creed, sex, religion 
or national origion. 




A. Many poor,j elderly poor live in substandard housing. They have 
no E~sour~s with which to address the problems of repairs of 
roof, floo.rs, sides or in general making their dwellings more 
comfortabl'e in winter. In short, they need winterizing of 





No personnel, other than part-time help to accomplish weather-
proofing will be needed. It is expected that the persons 
employe'd will be carpe::tters, fully qualified for this task. 
~rogram perso3nel .. will be under th~ 'direct!on{of Tom Dabney, 
Personnel Direct$ who wil~ supervise the jho{ect. 
' ~ 
T~e f<"\cili ti'es of CIJ.\ Hi 11 He used to the extend necessary. 
Equipment ne·~ded will be small tools, saws and la-:lders. r' 
The applicant agency is a private non-profit corporation. It was 
established in August 1966. It operates over 20 programs a year 
to meet the needs of the people of the four counties.· Total funds 
within these budgets exceed $2.2 million a year. There are over 
145 full-time staff. 
.. 
PREFACE 
In December of 1974, the SEOO, Commission on Aging, DSS, Trident Area Program for 
the Aging, COBRA and the local CAP agreed to cooperatively meet the identified 
energy problems of the poor, define means and ways of alleviating such problems 
and formulate and carry out a basic plan to deal with the problems resulting from 
the energy crisis. Efforts were concentrated upon winterization of homes as a 
major activity towards the accomplishment of the aforementioned objective. The 
Commission on Aging and the SEOO provided the funds and established written agree-
ments 1ilth CAP agencies across the state for the utilization of these funds for 
either direct costs or as matching or seed monies. · 
In Charleston, the Committee on Better Racial Assurance (COBRA), a private non-
profit agency, contracted with the DSS and the Trident Area Program for the Ag-
ing to provide core services to senior citizens in the tri-county area. This 
effort commenced April 1, 197.5 and was extended to operate through September, 197.5. 
As the COBRA funds were to be used equitably among the tlu:·ee counties, the local 
CAP saw an opportunity to get the maximum utilization of monies available to the 
CAP by augmenting the funds available to COBRA for Charleston County. Strategy 
was developed and at the termination of the period for wrich the CAPs' f~~ds were 
available (January 1, 197.5 to June 30, 197.5), 67 homes of elderly persons had 
been l.vi .... r1terized at an average cost of $100 per ho'1lse. Up to 80 homes were tar-
geted. vle fell short of accomplishing these due to weather conditions (rainy 
season), unavailability of materials, and the difficulty in securing reliable 
carpa11ters. Generally, repairs to homes included replace.11ent of doors, screens, 
windo1:1s, steps, harrdrails, minor l~!':lks, window and windoi·rsills, etc. It 1,yas 
further RStiin.ated that a minimu.rn of 20-2.5 homes per month could use t[l..is service 
an<\.~9-ave them Jaccomplished given good weather. 
~ lJ ~-9 J . ;.l.. •· I al t• . . t '. ~li'OO d ,.. • • . .Ln a.11uary w.. if;, an :t.nspec t;J.c,n ev~ ua J.on v:LSJ. -;:.~:e ·:)...., · an •_,?rJJTJ.J.SSJ.on ... 
On A,0 ''£ repreisa"ltati ves found:_ the COJ=P __ fl lr.L-;-: · ·A ·',\-..+-i -"..1. Of the· ~ - - ..- :J- - .,__-')_), .. ""'_ ,_:,.._ ~,,. 6 ' 
$2,.513 available to the C:A?, all but ~;6L; ::2.d :,n; 3-t&::':::..als requir<:--. to 
1.f.L11terize homes oi' Charleston Cryunty11 s i'he~ :; ... _::-'::,' contribu~ion V:as bJJ.-
tiplied m1'l.r1y tines as the l'ig.1r~ re~')~esents orJ.,r ;"':at.Fial costs. T-.:jans~rtation, 
labor costs' e\c. >vere borne by co:a.Rh. ? 
, --- ·<- . 
As CAP funds for th.is project are depleted, we humbly submit the following con-
tinuaticn proposal. One hundred and fifty (150) ho!lleS are identified and carried 
as in need of assista11ce. A nunber of other homes are being assessed; however, 
tllis assessment is not yet complete. 
PROPOSAL 
Description: 
To meet the identified energy probla~s of approximately 100 households; defining 
means and ways of alleviating such problems; formulating and carrying out a basic 
action plan to deal with the problems resulting from the energy crisis. Hore 
specifically, we propose to continue the winterization of houses of the elderly, 









Past efforts saw the winterization of 67 homes accomplished, which was 13 short 
of the targeted 80. This shortfall is attributed to climatic conditions, the 
unavailability of required materials, and the hiring of carpenters. Through the 
combination of the resources of COBRA and the local CAP, we were able to obtain 
a better utilization of the monies available and complete more homes that could 
have been completed individually. Given sufficient funding, and the expected 
continuance of the relationship with COBRA, we could easily winterize 20-25 homes 
per month. (Note: CAP proposed and was funded for the winterization of 20 homes.) 
Feasibility and Relevance: 
Local community priority has been to demolish dilapidated housing in both the city 
and county. On the other ha..l'ld, these dilapidated houses are the oP~y ki..l'ld of 
housing available to the poor. This program of winterization has served to not 
only make homes more enduring gi vE>.n climatic conditions, but also brings them up 
to a level which is acceptable to the housing inspectors, thus allo1v.ing these per-
sons to retain access to their homes. 1{hile the objective of this proposal is 
singular, dual purposes are being served. · 
Non-GSA Resources: 
The cooperative agreement that this agency had vuth COBRA and the application of 
CAP/COBRA/GOA resources vlaS critical to the success of the initial program of win-
terization. ~fr.dle many agencies identified the need for winterization of homes 
as a probla~ none had any of the needed resources (money) with which to attack 
the problem. Funds '\ltilized for the original effort •·mre st~te (GOA), federcp.. 
(CAP), and local (COBRA). Given the continuation and resour~·es requested here:LYJ., 
we foresee no probla'lls iu accomplishing the goals set fort>r. ·· 
j .i . 4 .1 ~ 
l } l, t 'f 
·' :> I. I 
' 
?roj ect Pesu:J_ ts/F~~t --~~st: 
J . 
Sse att~shed CA? 325. ~ ! I 
Eval1.~8. ~,ion: ----------
Evaluc;tion will be h10fold as required -- self-evaluation .:u1d an evaluation in 
concert with regional a'1d national agencies, i.e.: Fli'Jt and NBS concerned with the 
energy crisis. 
The SEOO will develop the self-evaluation tool as they are the grantee for these 
monies. SEOO and GOA did evaluate the Charleston '75 winterization effort in the 
interest of evaluating those energy efforts for which it was funded in South 
Carolina. He see no reason to expect anything less for this program. 
l 
~ ' l 
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N:ry training and techni.caJ! 05 
assistance required. will 
means and ways of 
' alleviating such 
problems; formulatt 
ing and carrying 
out a basic action 
plan to deal with 
problems resulting 
from the energy cr • -
sis. 




the weatherizing of ~ 
homes. 1 
Coordinate the delive~J of IT-
service measures establisne I '· 
to meet energy crisis.-(.> · .. 
Purchase, store and dispens~ .
1 1 1 1 fuel oil for· ·emergencie~. · •L.' 
Augment and increase ·t.he , · 
food supplies of such :L~~.18d-l 
iate help agencies as JIEj~p, I 
Saly.Army, Star Gospel His.,! 
Outreach Programs for em~r~~-
gency dispensing durinr, '"'""-'..... ! 
I·• 
be requested.from .the SEOO. 
~· 
crisis. · . .' , .. . I 
5. Purchase clo .. thing ana L)edd.ix:fL._J_ 
. for those without sufficien"9...,.:J 1 
heat or any heat. · · 
·-t''· TOTALS CARRIED FOR'(IARD FROM PREVIOUS PACES (/{any) 
22. CRANO TOTAl. 
_) ;q._L.E5S ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED FUND~ (Corryovtr) 
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, PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To meet identi-
fied energy problems of the,poor; defin-
ing means and ways o.f aD:e'rlating such 
problems; formulating and car~Jing out a 
basic action plan to deal with problems 
resulting from the enerf!.'Y_cri_sis · 
~. 
PLANI'<"ED RESULTS 




· . .' ... (IF\. NECESSARY) 
1. Develop strategy fo~ and implement 
the' weatherizing of homes. 
OPER,IBENr. 
• ~fo/31/76 i_c_c_E_O __ c_s_t_af_._f_; I w·,_I_t_w_a_s_es_t_:il_n-:--a-t-ed_t_h_a_t_l._~0-0 ___ 6_0_0_o_f:-; ;- I-
. COBRA ! 1 I the 20,000-t- families eligible fo 
. 
2 .• _ ,Cggrdinate the delivery o·f service " " 
measures established to meet energy 
crisis. 
-3 •• Purchase, store a;o.d dispense fuel r " 
O;L]: for emergencies·. · 
4. Augment and increase the' food'suppliej3 " 
of such immediat,e help agencies .as . 
HELP, Salvation .Jmn:;}r;.~ta,r Gospel Hisr-
sion, Outreach Programs, for emergen-
cy dispensing during crisis. 
· 5 • Purcha~e clothing and b~dding for ' I 11 
. 

















All Compon- ,. ~~- the assistance· will participate 
ents , .. ··r=J- in the program. The·limitecl: a-
mount of resourqes availab~~,the 
CCEOC Staff. I , · · . rising costs ·of goods and :rerl 
. · ... ,,.'~rices, figures significantl~ in 
CCEpC Staff;J , ~the suffi<:,iehcy of this effort. 
Trans.; I&R , · r·- One. hundred and fifty ( 150) 
. ·homes are identified and carried 
...........--:·· 
' .B.S 'in need of assisi{~ce.. sixty+ 
seven (67) of the 80 targeted 
ll II 
. . 
l-1- were accomplished during the 
first effort. ·completion of cur 
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1. APPLICANT AGENCY 12. DATE SUBMITTED 4, GRANT NO, 
Charleston County Economic Opportunity Commission G~tober-1975 40573 
.s. PROGRAM ACCOUNT 
a. NUMBER b NAME c, BEGINNJNG l d, ENDING 
Operation Anti-Freeze //II, Winterization ?• ..... u;ram 11/1;75 10/31/76 05 








DESCRIPTION OF ITEM ANO BASIS FOR VALUATION ·--- FEDERAL. 
SHARE --(21 (3) 
j-Winterization materials: Caulking, insulation, weatlwr::-~~r·ip 
I ment, adjustment, or repairs to heating system. -· -..(')--
r ~~--
ling, replace- 7,300 
-
I Eme>"gency assistance: Fuel, clothing, grants, or payment L'lliJrantees for I j 




$8,193 Available -~· 
7, 0 ADC!TIOHAL. NARRATIVE STATEMENT IS ATTACHED 
TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD FROM 
!-])LACHE 0 PAGES (il any) -0-
-">..- TOTALS $8,193 
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:Y: Opportunity Council, Inc. 
• NUi·!S~!l.: 40578 
~'I AREA: Social Services 
BCAii.D AP?RO'JES: 
.• 1 YEAR PLAN 
PROJECT DESIGN OUTLINE 
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PROJECT OSJECTIVES: To provide 
emergency assistance to 20 
families £or fuel ~na utility 
bills through grahts:or loans. 
PLAN!'."EO RESULTS 
HAJOR ACTIVITIES; ... 
t---=:< .... - p r.>. ;-; ~ ~ . 
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implementing project. · · I 
a. 
. I. 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
1·rlnterizing ):jomes of 55 low income 
families, making thf.!se Homes more 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
winterizing homes of 55 low income 
families; making the.se names more 
comfortable and ress:hazardous. 
PLAN!'<"ED RESULTS 
PJ...A:-l:-1~ 
DES':?..I?TION QUARTZiU.Y P..!:SU: 
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Center. 
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?ROJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
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Identify homes to b.e wtrmrized 
(number and priority) .. 
a. Accept applications-for home 
winterization. 
b.: Obtain description. of ne~d, 
~ocation, ownership and work 
estimate of· homes to· be screened 
1. Caulking 
. 
2 •. 1V'eatl:er stripping 
,3. Storm windows : 
4o Broken window r~placement 
· · '5 • · Linoleum 
Co Determtne 'eligibil~ty and pri-
ority of need in potentia~ re-
cipient. · · 
d ~ '·Research applicants ability to 
p~y for ~aterials to be ~s~d ip 
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PROJECT 09JECTIVESr To assist in 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
wlnterizin~ homes o:f 55 low income 
families, ·making these homos more 
comfortable and ·le'ss hazardous. ... 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
winterizing homes of 55 low income 
families, ·making th~s·e homes more 
comfortable and less hazardous • 







~. Establish tme frame. ~~~~rol~/3;~! Execut~ve c;ir .. ,-,. v j~~ v 
a. Planning and screening 
b •. 
c. 
• • r'J ••• 
Approximate date of beginning 
and ending of work in winter-
izing houses and t~e element. 
9f each unit' repair. · 
Mohitoring,·reporting and eval-
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noJECT OBJECTIVES: To assist in 
winterizing homes of 55 low income 
families; making th~~e homes more 
comfortable and u~ss: hazardous. , SIC"-'TURJ: ~IRl\'N' 
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Purchase material and .obtain· equip-
ment to obtain. project goal~ 
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QUAR"i'ZRL Y P..!:S!J! 
f BEGIN 
/t/75 V I V 
END ' ' lOPER ~-~I 
1 RSLT RSL! 



















100 window panes at .70¢ ea. 
50 Tubes caulking at .69¢ per tube 
200 pr. Weather stripping at .55¢ 
100 Storm windows at $17.00 
25 Linoleum at $27.00 ea. pc. 
Miscellaneous Items 
(caulking 9uns, tacks, ~umber fo£ minor . 
wood repa1rs and sheet1ng for roof repa1r) 
Total materials 
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE 
I j J . 
T I ' ? 
Purchase of emergency fuel ~1pply a_:1d grants 
J.. t and./ or· loans to·' pay ~. tiifi ty bills. ' _l, 
~ 
~ . l r y r i ~r 
. f ' <' } 
' . "" ). 1 l ' ' 
TOTAL El\lERGE:~dYf ASSISTANCE ' 7 
> ' 
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY· APPLICATION FOR COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM 
SUMMARY OF WORK PROGRAMS AND BUDGET !l'l•u•e '"'"or pdnt rt,udr. See inmuni&us on reu,., ... ; roco I'iiir!ci;on 6710·11 
I. fltiAWE OP' .t.~PL.ICANT AGENCY 2, NAME OF EXECUTIVE")OIRECTOR ,3. ~~~;3r~~~~;~alcode; Darlington County Community Action Agency r.c. Wiley 
-·-<l=o_· --
r. .. STI'EI!T AODRES5 7. CITY I. STATE 0, ZIP COOE 10, P\..AN YEAR 
•h-
PO Box 596 Darlington S.C. 29532 01 02 03 D.~- os .. ..lltOJC.C:T TITI..E AND . 2. I . 3. 14 • TIME TABLE , .. . -· 
'ITATEhiii~NT 0" PRIOR• ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO AC~ttEVE GOAL. PROGRAM YEAR QTR. TAA.It~ltJG AND TECHNICAL. 
ONE•VEA .. GOAt..S lTV 
AS515TAt~CC REQUIREO 
.. T 2NO 3RO 'TH 
To reduce the use ~eatherizing homes for rural ....,__ 
of energy con sump- poor and elderly families. ~-
tion through winteJ- ~ 
.. 
ization of homes fc r ~emporary plastic storm window 
the elderly and and wooden storm doors. ....~".;..-. 
poor residents. ., -
Banking around the foundations ...... ~ 
To assist poor and with polyethylene plastic ~· 
elderly families sheeting. 
...... ..:")--
with emergency 
fuel shortages. Caulking and weatherstripping 
of win¢!.ows, doors and wall <6 
- cracks. .....t:t-
Wall insulation and replacemen ·-A-
of wall, if not ton •..:!X"(Iensive. 
r{J ·-·0.~ 
--c)-. 
,-\ .. ---- ·-
~0. •10 TO hiiNOAITV ENTERPRISES 21. TOTALS CARRIED FORWARD FROMPRl''ii"OUS PAGES (!{any) 
,....,._GRAND TOTAL 
2!. LESS ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED FUNDS (Carryou<r) 
(FOR OEO USE) OATE F<ECEIV£0 
.. PROGRAM YEAR 
FROM I TO 
. .. 17. ... 








U.\1 8 npprot·tJl 










24. NET ADDITIONAL FIJf1'DS REQUESTED FROM CEO (/~em 2Z minus 23) ~Z,43b.OO I 
15. THIS APPLICATION HAS BEEN (Check "au or ub" a.r appropriate.) 
A. 0 Approved by the applicant' a a. O Reviewed by the applicant's adminisrerina 
1ovcrnins board. board and approved by its aovernins oCficials. 
Zll. NAME ANO TtTL.E OF PRINCIPAl.. GOVERNING OFFI~IAt.. OR PRINCIPAL.. OFFICER OF GOVERNING BOARO 
I.e. Wiley, Executive Director 
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j~NCY: Darlington County Community Action Agency 
P.ANT NUNBER: 
P.cv.iRA."I AR£1\: 
~T~ BCARD AP?ROVES: 
SIGNATURE OF .CHAIRHAN: 
MAJOR ACTIVITIES, 
SCHEDULE 
WITH SUB-STEPS BEGIN! END 
.--n-. 
~ 
1 YEAR PLAN ~ 
.r>-
__,(),..... of energy 
PROJECT DESIGN OUTLINE homes for 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES: To reduce the use 
consumption through winterization of 
elderly residents. • 






·~- PLANNED RESULTS -
CHEC~~ 
PLAN~E:' 
QUARTERLY P£SULr. .... l --- ·-DSS(:RIJ?TION 
(If' NECESSARY) 
~~~~~ ·;~~ ., I ._, I 1_ 
-~--------~--~--~--r-~'------~-r- I t . ' 
Weatherizing ,homes for rural poor and 
elderly families. 
T~·-prqgram will be a coopera- · · 
. Temporary plastic storm window& and wooden 
storm doors. 
Banking around the found~t-ions with 
polyethylene.plastic sheeting. 
Caulking and weatherstrippimj·of windows, 
doors 1 and wall cracks. · 
Wall insulation and ~eplacement wall, if 
not too expensive. 
Stockpile of fuel such as wood# coal, fuel 













• ..J. ·~ 
~rt-
tive inter, intra, agency · Wint:rizi~g 
. The Neighborhood maxihum n mber 
Service System, Senior Op}:!ortun of h)mes. or 
i t,;i.es and, .Services, . the· Depart- the ;Joor 13-nd 
·111e~t of soCial Service·s, ct-nd elde ly. 
other inter~sted individuals· 
will se~ve as referral sources 
to identify emergency and most 
ASevere problems-in providing 
adequate heat for their homes 
and problems that occurre~ 
as a result of our energy. crisi~; 
Hot line will serve as our 
referral agency on weekends. 
., .... ..(')..;_ 
I ... ----L-
DARLINGION CUJNI'Y <XlJMUNITY AcriON AGIDCY 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE II 
12/75 - 04/76 
The Darlington County Community Action Agency is the pr~ry vendor 
of the allocated grant according to CSA instructions 6143-1. 
The Corrmission on Aging, Ms. Jane Davis, Director will, through her 
personnel be responsible for the recruitment of eligible clients, and shall 
determine approval or disapproval based on the COA review of those proposed 
applications for Project Anti-Freeze II. 
The Darlington County Corrmunity Action Agency will then, therefore, 
inspect the dwellings of COA approved clients to best determine each client's 
needs assessment as pertains to winterization. 
Such goals will be established to conserve energy by the increasing 
of thermal efficiency of eligible client dwellings. In addition sjch 
home repairs designed to reduce heat loss, i.e.; repairing of broken windows, 
patching of roofs and walls, and caulking uf cracks and joints to reduce or 
prevent infiltration; insulating of attic, floors, walls, weather-stripping 
of doors and \vindows, and folh~dation banking; the lessening of infiltration 
~problems may necessitate such measures as replacement of heating sources, 
replacE!J1ent of furnace filters, minor adjustments and repair of lheatingj • 
systems or replacement of dangerous heating soprces to assureitnat he~lth ~ 
hazards are; not .created du~ to maJ: ..... :functioni~ .. ·{'hE'atililg .rource~. l . .l 
~ r ~ l · cr ·.·.~ · ·~ 1 'r 
~'Tipl>.:}sis will be p~~f'tl v.:h~~ possiible toward abpJrYing th~se flmds 1 l 
for materials 1in the \v-ay of! peiiT'£lllent .d0fS, windov.'S, rooLing ~d carj?entry·f 
work, inorder lt.t.•a~ thc;se proposed repati..rs• will benefit the elderly irf 1 







We estimated from our experience of Anti-Freeze I 
of last year that the average budget as per client 
will average around $100.00 per client dwelling: 
We anticipated from this history and the local 
COA personnel that we will be able to service 
approximately 35 clients with funds budgeted 
for Anti-Freeze II. 
A total sum of $3061 has <been approved for the 
Darlington County Community Action Agency Anti-Freeze 
II program. This includes $625 local match which 
will be furnished out of the 1 mill county tax levy 
awarded this agency by the Darlington County Commission. 
~ i 
T 
CAA A ~.lc-ca tion; .ti .A Loca.y !Ma tel¥ l 
' ? 
$2436 
jb 62 5 
Total " $306i 
~ r r 
r 
Allowing for COA approval of approximately 35 homes 
in Darlington County for winterization under Project 
Anti-Freeze II will approximate the following: 



























40 lineal ft. 





DARLINGTON COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY 
ITEM 
9 X 12 Rugs 




3' wide mil polyethelene 
3/4" scheen molding 
4 d. box nails 
tubes caulking 
storm doors 
units of weatherstripping 
rolls 90 lb. roofing 
roof cement 
x X 12 X 12 wolmanized lumber 
16 d. box nails 
exterior door units 
exterior door locks 
1 X 4 T&G boards 
8 X 8 X 16 bloeks (concrete) 
Sakrete sand mix 
3/8 C.D. plywood 4' X 8' 
1 X 6 T&G board 
2 X 6 SYP 
glass panes of miscellaneous sizes 
window sashes 
7/8" roof nails 
~ -~ 
~', ~ 
rl ~ ~ 
J. 
I 
b ~ 1 
I ? 
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4% tax 1 110. 20 
T-DtAL: OF ~..ATfRIAL 
1 
$~I 7 54 . 9 0 & -~ 9 
10% fiel } 1 I 
emergency ~--~06 .10 
~ ~ $31 61.00 
~1 
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1 
a. 11 phases .of work pro-~ 
for 83 families. gram execution, goals 1 
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5;Make emergency grants for. 
fuel to approximately 83 I ] . 
homes at an average cost I \ 
of $5.00 per home. · r 1 
6.Carry out an educational 1
1 
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1. Family and personal 
profiles maintained. 
2. Monothly reports and 
news releases-. 
3. Community and Program 
data compiled monthly 
and quarterly. 
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. I i SIEILITY lcn:::c;< c~i HliJO?. ACTIVITIES, · 1 I ASSIGt;-:;-;=:ur --
.. WITH SUB-STEPS 
MOnthly reports and news 
releases. 
Community and.Program·Data 
compiled monthly and quarterly 
Volunteer Servic&s. 
1. 'Solicitation of Volunteer-
, Services. · 
2. Coordination of-Volunteer 
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.,.,~··t<·---~· .. ·~·"""~ ........ -~ .... ~~~\.~--. 
•• 
~ GRANTEE: HUMAN RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT COMMISSION DATE: 11/3/75 
COUNTY ALLOCATION TOTAL GRANTEE 
$2 ,073-Dillon 
ALLOCATION: 
1. $ ~ .o:u .oo 
2. $2, 040-Marion $4,113.00-oEO . 
919.00-In-Kind 
3. 
Volunteer 400 hours at $2.30' 
Salaries ~er hour: $919_.00 
PERSONNEL COST Fringe Benefits -o-
- Sub-Total $919.00 
NON PF.RSONNEL COSTS: 
Insulation for 50 homes at $75 per home $3,700.00 
1<"merRencv fuel Rrants for 83 homes ~ $413.00 --
Sub-Total: $4.113.00 
) ,', :- 6 :> 
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vi duals thro.ugh 2.0 Winterize homes of inco~ .. ~no-, . .. 
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provision of. emer 3.0 Provide information abput -,n. .. 
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1.0 Stockpile and dist~ibuie fuel oil, blan 
kets,.coal, wood, warm clothing etc. 
1.1 Contact vendors for purchase of above-
mentioned rna teri a 1 s •. 
1.2 Purchase materials needed. 
1~3 Solicit contributions pfmateriasls sue 
as ~lankets, warm clothin·g, fuel. oil., 
coal, wood etc. from ~o~cerned citi 
·and local .merchants. 
1.4 Adverti-se program through :the 'media. 
' . 
1.5 Receive referrals through Team members, 
soci a 1 service agencies· et_c ~ 
1.6 Scree~ clients to determi~e.eligibility;' . . ·. .. . 
1.7·Distrjbute materia·ls to e1i'gible ~~i~ntst• 
1.8·Maf~~a~n!~ppropriate reco~ds. 
SCHEDULE 
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.Emergency Ser~i ce _ T-:-. <'>-
Director of I ···~ -···r~ 
•. II !I II II I X i ,('\. 
.II). 
'Director of x I ~-,. 
E~rgency Ser~·; ce~ .. .('ll..-.·. 
Team Nembers I -..t . . I . I-<1-
Bi rector. of p eveloment Tej ms~ 
ream Members I X 
.(')<. 
4 rectorof r· X 
~mergency s~ i~es 




Director of 1 x ·1 1 --
Emergency oSeryi ces 




PROJECT.OBJECTIVES: To provide assis-
tance 1n the area of energy to 
1500 low-income individtJals through 
the winterization homes and the 
provision of emergency assi~t-
ance during crisis situations • 
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· ;;,.o AP?RO'w'ES: 




2.0 Winteriz~ homes of income eligibl~s. 
2.1 Advertise program through the media. 
2.2 Recei·ve referrals from Team members,othe 
social service agencies. . . . .. , 
2.3 Screen clients to detennine'income eligH·-
il ty. . 
2.4 Make work estimate on h'ome. to .be wi nte:ri ... 
ed, determine· repairs needed and·cost~ 
2.5 If rental, proper.t.y, ob'tain owner's per .... 
mission. to f11ake needted repa,~rs. 
2.6 Purchase material-s as;neede'd, 
' .. 
.. 
2.7 Make ne~ded :epairs on home •• 
2.8 Maintatn n~ces.~ary_.repo:t forms •. 
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Director of X 
Project' HOMfl. 
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SIGNATU~ 0:' .CHAIR:1ANs 
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Provide information about en~rg~ censer 
vati on. ' · · : . 
~ . ". . . 
O~de'r boo.klets about energy conservatic 
Distribute booklets to each individual 
SCHEDULE 




n!cei\li n9 emergenC·?' 'a;;s iS tance or wi nte .: . 
izati-on services. • • · · • · . 
. 
DB tri but~ booklet~ in· targe.t area c'om- . . . 
munities. . • 
. . . 
Dispt,ay booklets in offi"ce.for clients. . 
• . .. . . . 
I . - ; . . . . 
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ASSIGN1!ZNT, CHECK ONE 
OPER B'E~E 
RSLT Jl&LT ~ 
1 "' Team Members X ·:O 
Director HOM· 
Dir. of Emer ~· P 1 a nne r ·· , . X 
n -Director HOM F ·x. 




Team Member~ X . . . ·'! 
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O.::St;RI?TION 
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~edfate utility cut-offs through ~oordtn 
ation with other agencies.: . . 
. ~ . . .. . . 
~ecefve re~errals through Team Members, 
)ther local sod a 1 service agnecies. 
}e ie'rmi.ne if media t•;i on.· necessa·ry. . ' . . . . . . 
lark witn other age~cies to pay uti.l i_ty 
d 1 t. . . . . . 
SCHEDULE 
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Dir. of Emer 19· X Services, 
..f)-Dir. De_v. Te jam~ 
Director·Qf X "<· 
Emerg. Servi ces 
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. 
0 
!)1 rector of X 
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J?'u.Nt-.'"ED RESULTS . 
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OSS':RI?TIO!'l . 
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BUDGET 








Winterization Materials 6,372 
Emergency Assistance 708 
(Mediation of utility cut-offs, 
fuel oil, blankets, coal etc. 
Non-Federal Contributions 
(warm clbthing,?blankets, 
fuebroil, ~oal, wood e~c.) 









~ ' fl 
Non-Federal Contr~but1ons? 2,646 
Total Budget 
Winterization Materials 90% 
Emergency Assistance 10% 
9,726 
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Laurens, Edgefield, Abbeville --...t)....-~reenwood, 
McCormick, Saluda Community Actions, Inc. w. A. Pruitt - 803-223-8434 
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; 4/1/75 3/31/75 40592 
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winterize 75 homes ... 5 Info~ Residents of Program , 
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r the elderly and 
sadvantaged in the Select Participants 
I i 
.() 
~-county area. · · -4-· . Materials and Supplies · ,..r,.. t- . I , I· 




Offic'e Supplies X .('\,. I ......... i 
Telephone X X ~ ; ~ 
Utilities 
I 
X X ---<~ 
; ' ·-«>. 
I -0,-
Travel X X 
("'_.--
Fuel 
--1'>- 1,030 . X X --(').-





20. AID TO lrrooiiiNORI TV EN TERPA15ES 21. TOThLS CARRIED FORWARD FROM PREVIOUS PAGES II{ any) 
22. GRAND TOTAL 10,300 
2 3. LESS ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED FUNDS (Cn"Y"""I none . 24 • HET ADDITIONAL FUNDS REQUESlfl[l.fROM OEO {lt<m 2l miuu• 23) 10.300 I 
CERTIFICATION ----21. THIS APPL..ICATION HAS BEEN (Ch~rk uOu or "b" 0$ appropriolf>.) 
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James A. Bowers, Chairman 












28, OATE. Ofl' BOARC Ar:;l· 
PROVA'- 10/28/75 
_.:eerJ .. _..., LL--.. s, :L, _ _.:iell, . ...:>be.) ____ , 
E"::'1': McCormic;,.., Saluda community Actions, Inc. .. 
..::.:'1' Ntl!o'.BER: 40592 
:OGRA.'f AREA: Energy 







SJ~~TU.l RE OF CHAI~) 
~~._~\_~'L-u~vJ -u .. 
MAJOR ACTIVITIES, 
WITH SUB-STEPS 
.0 Inform Residents of Program 




1.2 Prepare News Releases 
1.3 Prepare Approriate Announcements 
for Target Area Group Meetings 
Select Participants 
2.1 Prepare List of Known Prospects 
2.2 Contact Social Services Component 
and Other Agencies for Referrals 
2.3 . 'Follow-up on Contacts From Publicity 
.0 Target Area Group Meetings . 





1 YEAP. PIAN 
"'...,(").,, 












PROJECT OBJECTIVES; To winterize 75 homes 
for;the elderly and disadvantaged in the six 



























































Stations foriGLEAMS Target 
Area 1 
News Stories: in GLEAMS Area 
Newspapers ; 
Announcements in Churches, 
Clubs, and Other Target 
Area Group Meetings 
Contact Knowr Prospects . 





Contact Reqponses from 
Publicity 
Program Planning and Operation 
Orientation of Personnel to 
Duties and Respo~sibilities 
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[]1 02 ·<EJ 3 0 4 os 
,., TIMETADI.E--o-1 1 &, 
PROGRAM YEAR QTR. 
..c>-
TRAINlN~ AND, TECHNICAL. "· 
17. 
~.:.o rur4CS' PAOJCCT TtTL.C AND 
iTATCMC"''T OF 
C"l>'YE:.AR GOA.L, ~ ! IIST,~3RO-,OT~ ~-1---
PRIOR•J ACTIVI TIE5 REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE COAl. 
ITY ASSdSTA.NCE. R(QUifl£0 .0· 
PA 
Winterization Program 
To wintP.rize at least 
34 homes of individuals 
whose income is within 
CSA poverty guidlines 
(especially senior 
citizens) to provide 
more comfortable and 
healthy living conditioms 
while at the same time. 
minimize the cost of fu~l 
and electricity, 
especially to those 
individual(s) living· 
on fixed incomes in 








Establish Program Advisory 
Committee and inform communit_y 
about the program I X 
Analyze Community Needs 
Identify and screen 
individuals/families who 
X 
qua 1 i fy for services I X 
·~· "'~-· .. _ ... _ ... 
Inspect'dwellings to deter-: 
mine what work i~ to be 
performed I X 
Enter into contracts with 
vendors . J X 
Have necessary·repair·work 
done · I X 






























'"· I''·OTHt.A '"'L~ovrc£.s 
tJ 0. A VA I\. A 1 \,. C 












$639 (in kind: 
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~:r..:':l: Lowcountry Conununity Action Agency 
:;·r :ru:·IBJ-;R: 40032 
~ ;.;.:.1 1\RI::J\: 
£ BOARD APPROVES: 






1 YEl\R PLAN 
PHOJEC'r DESIGN OU'l'L"'9E"" 
GAP A/5 4') 
.(') 
. ...(').. 
Tti lvin~~>l·i '~ a~ lr,st ~11 hnmesj"f' inditd.-t .. 11S r'·....,.~ 
..... JIIH3 '" »lthl" v..>A pOv~.:r ._y yu1ul.!t '~ \t:::.pCCII.lllj 
senior citizens) to provide mon:! ccJ, vt'table and 
healthy living condit~on~~ while at the same time 
PHL'J J::<. r ObJ !;<.;'! l Vl-.:,: 
minimize the cost of fuel and electricity, especially 
to those individual(s) living on fixed incomes in 




1-=-:~ . ---~- - PLANt~:::.!~~:_ -------------
BEGIN I END 
' ~. i l I?I.J\!\Nr:D 
_CB!:."CK~ ,·_ DE~~~::·riON QLIARTJ::.R LY .l{ESULTS 
~
BENE ff:i,.. (If' NBCE::;SARY) ,---,- . 
RSL'r o. 1 . 




ESTABLISH PROGRAt~ ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND 
TNfORt4 CO~iMONTfvAs(fUT THE f5RCiGifAM- --
Prepare and distribute Radio and T.V. announce-
ments 
Prepare and distribute news-reJeases 
Prepare and distribute announcements for grpup 
Prepare and distribute transportation schedules 
when appropriate, for attendance at meetings 
ANALYZE COMMUNITY NEEDS 
Survey Community Needs 
~· "·--~ ... 
.12/75 I 5/76 I LCAA Board 
12/75 5/76 
Ex. Dir. 













1-:0 Advisory Commit tee wil 1 be set I X 
up according to CSA Instruction 
6.43-1, Para. 76. 
For use by all radio and T.V. 
stations through the C/H area. 
X 
l. 2~o be printed by a 11 ne1vspapers I X 



















F~se in Churches, community 
meetings, P.T.A. Clubs, and 
other situations where groups 
of individuals from the target 
communities form. 
\.JB:enever possible, set-up route 
and time and place of pick-ups. 
Canvas via door-to-door surveys; 
~nd personal contact. 











.~CY: Lowcountry Community Action Agency 
n tru:-lu~;R: 40032 
r:;;;.,..·.:·l /1RJ::A: 
~ BCAPD APPROVES: 









1 Yt)iR PU\N ._,n..,.., 
~· ... 




PRt'J t::C'r OOJ EC'flV}:S: 
PLAN~:ED HESUL'l'S RESPON-
SIBILITY 
ASSIGNH£N'r -~IJECK O~E t) DESCRIPTION r,.:>U.".R'fJ::RLY RESULTS 
RSLT RSLT 
~- r PLt\!\:-1}.0 _ 
OPERf~-E (IF NEO~SSARY) --] l I 
------------------------------------------------i'------~-------1"'------------~~ I ~----- t, ----
() 
Analyze available statistical data 
Identify'variables to consider when indicating 
which dwellings might need repairs. 
IDENTIFY AND SCREEN INDIVIDUALS/FAMILIES WHO 
QUALIFY FOR SERVICES 
INSPECT DWELLINGS TO DETERMINE WHAT WORK IS TO 
BE PERFORr~ED - ---- - -




--· --· ------- ________ .k.:___--+--
5/76 
5/76 




Adv. Comm. ·j X 
Ex. Dir. .("l-
Housing Spec.! 
Trans. Coor .. 
Housing Spec.l X 
Knowledge a b 1 f 
Volunteer 
Housing Spec.! X 
Knowl edgeabl ( 
Volunteer 
Housing Spec.! X 











Reviev" census information 
and statistical date of 
county, state and local 
organizations: i.e., zoning_ 
commission; DSS; VA and FHA; 
a.1d, local housing authority. 






Have applications (use approve( 
forms) filled out and reviel'led 
by Advisory Committee; and, 
have owners fill out consent 
form. 
Enlist aide of FHA, VA, bank 
and/or construction specialist 
~-
, 4.l.:"~o Fill out work estimate form. 
~·)-







---· ---'----•·-----· --·--·-·-----·---·-· ---· .... -- I··- ... '--- '----'-









. _ __.,__ 
l'/,0,~ s 
r:::1,;v: Lmvcountry Community Action Agency 
;,:;-r rru:-m~:R: 40032 
.Ct.; l-1.:1 A;..r:,\: 
1 
SI ·~·, i\PPROV£5: , Cl!1\IR.'1A~· ·~r: 30M<.D ' G"~'l'URE Or • . 
XAJOR ACTIVITIES, 
WITH SU13-STEPS 
3 Counsel with home owners 
) ENT~ J.!!IQ. CONTRACTS WITH VENDORS 
) HAVE NECESSARY REPAIR WORK DONE -- ----
I Make sure vendor has copy of work estimate form 
Start and conclude repair work 
3 Repair work is to be inspected 
~ Provide payment 
I 
--------
.P· ~ I 
!'>-
l Yl·:f,R PLIIN .Fl·:~'JI::C'r OllJl::C'!'lVES: 
Pl\OJEC'r DESl<.;N 9_\[l'J-INJ:o: " 
GAP A/5 .t). 
I. SCHEDULE~ RESPON-SllHLI1'Y r:- ASSIGNNENT 
BEGIN I _"'"D 
~- PL:\m:t:D HE:.;ULTS 
=<">! ________ l ___ i>!~\~ -·-
CHECK O.NE1 DESCRIPTION QUAR'n:RLY RESULTS 





Rsvr 1 RSL'r . ·----·--+---·--
l!ous i ng Spec. I X 
Knowledgeable 
Volunteer 
~ :!>l 4.3 
-·0-
5/76 I LCAA Soard I X n. 5.0 
Advisory Comm. ·..(')-· 
Ex. Di r. o ·'I 
<> 
5/76 1 I -6 
~ 
Housing Spec. ~_! J 
I 
6.1 




I Housing Spec. 
f 
6.3 
Knowledgeable ~ . 
Volunteer .. .; 
... X ~ 




' Determine extent to which they 
can either pay for part of the 
cost, do some of the I'JOrk, or 
both. 
Se1·1er bids v1here necessary; 
and, have all work contracted 
bonded by contractor. 
Any changes in work and/or 
costs should be agreed upon 
by all vested interests. 
~rior to final payment, corre-
sponding work completion form 
has to be filled out by a 
vendor. 
viork completion form has to 
signed-off on prior to final 
payment. 
In accordance with established 











X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
l•,',r;t.',j 
;r.:::c'l: Lov>~country Community Action Agency 
, .. ,::-r tru:-mER: 40032 
=-.!)'.iHJ~'-1 i,Rt,\: 
\T£ BChkD APPROVES: 
, F CI!AirulAN: ~ 
SIGWI.TURE 0 rJ',_/' 
/ 
MAJOR ACTIVITIES, 
• \VITH SUB-STEPS 
0 EVALUATION OF SERVICES, REPAIRS, AND PROGRAM - --. . 
1 Analyze previous data in light of completed 
work 
2 · Evaluate actual cost versus projections 
3 EvaluJte actual heating and electrical cost 
savings versus projections 




Evaluate amount of energy'conservation 
Have fiscal audit performed 
~ 













~-RESFON- ....,., PL.I\NNr:D Rr:suurs 
SIBIL11'Y ---·------r--· p!..,;\t;:{l::D 
r-:·~ ASSIGt.'"l'fr:NT CHECK ONE .n-.. DESCRIPTION QU.l\RT!::l{LY RESULTS 
BEGIN I .. NO I . . 0 (IF NECI::SSARY) ·-·-] .----...--
-,-~. ~- L-1 I __ 
12/751· 5/76 
Housing Spec. 










X 7.1 Analyze against services per- I X 
formed, and nc1~ data collected 










7.4 Use work estimate and work 
completed forms as guides in 
conjunction with home visita-
tion follov1-up. 
XJ _.,.j 7.5 Use specialists prov~ded by 
··.p l pov1er and other uti11ty 
;· companies·. 
0 
I .7.6 Have fiscal report on fi1e. 












_!._.. ___ --- - -------··-··· ·-------·-------- ----+--~·----- ........... . -~~·-·- _l:_ ________________________ ---· ·-- ...... . ___ ... ..._ _ _., __ _ 














lowcounfry Communify Action Agency 
120 Benson Slreel 
Wal1erbora. South Carolina 29488 
WINTERIZATION PROGRAM (1975-76) 
Cost Break-down 
1. Total Revenue for: 
a. Colleton County 
b. Hampton County 
2. Total Expenditures for MfffGf(.lA LS 
a. Colleton Cou~ty 
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01 n~ os 
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FOR THE I 1. Notify residents and re- - - - -~ I I 
ELDERLY ferral agencies of the progr _.., ... $lO' 02 9 I !' 
and services provided •. 






ton, Newberry and 
Fairfield Counties 
living in housin~ 
that needs minor 
repairs such as: 
weRth~r strippin , 
2. Identify homes needing 
minor repairs and emergency 
fuel. 
.. -r ~- 1 !(')-.· • .. ,(').. 
3. Community organizers will ,_ 
identify and develop profiles 
on families needing services. 
- I - j - ~- '"· 
--i'>··· 
() 









ing roofs, minor ' d.SS ist with needed repairs. ....,. 
<"~ 
$2,624 
repair of holes l '5. Establish the ability of - - u· 'L' ~ 
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110 Notify residents and referral 
agencies.o£ the program and services 
to be. provided. 
1.1 Inform residents ·about the pro-
gtam through news media, f1yers,posters 
etc, 
1,2 Inform refertal agencies ~f the 
program through verba~ contact. 
2.0. Identify homes needing minor re-
pairs and emergency fue~. 
2.1 Work through community organiza-
tions., . 
2. 2 c'ontact zoning cornmiss ion in 
each county, · 
2.3 Contact the Housing Authority 





































2.4 . Con-tact Department of Social 
Serv.i<;es .. ir::t each c"ounty and other organ··-
·zations that work with the elder1~. 
· 2,5· Review sta,tistical. data pertain-










To provide winterization ~aterials 
and services to 150 low·:..:tncome families . 
·.v in Lexington, Richland, Newberry and w 
Fairfield Count i.e s. j 
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3.0 Community Organizer ~ill identify 
and deve~op profiles on fanilies needing 
services. I 
3.1 Review existing profiles 
3.2 Through information referral 1 
new profiles will be developed. 
3.3 Screening ~f tlients 
4.0 Inspection and-identification of 
work needed. 
4.1 Naintenance super-Visor will make 
pre-repair inspection# • 
5-:·e Establish the ability of homeowner 
or land~ord to assist with needed 
repairs. 
~ 
5.1 Arrange meetings with homeowners-
landown~rs to determine if ~hey·can 
assist in making repairs. 
· 6.0 .Contract witli repair· vendors·'. 
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5 te ILlTY 
1------:c---1 ASSIG~:;::t:!liT 
l 
BEGIN END j 
' 7.1 Post .repair inspection ' 
7.2 Follow-up visitation and 
signature of homeowner 
7.3 Evaluation of homeoWner energy 
conservation. 
·7.4. Through confer.ences with residencs 
where repairs were made, evaluate 
program, 










8.1 Fotlaw normal accounting procedurEJs 1~ccount ing X. 
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The funds to be expended are 90% for winterization materials and 10% 
on emergency fuel or utility cut-off with endangerm~nt to health as prere-
quisite and on a one-time basis, only. Labor is e:x_r:ected to be furnished 
under another grant from the Department of Commerce ZDA Manpower Grant through 
the State E c onomic Opportunity Office. 
The maximum amount for materials will be $1SO.op per house with owners 
or landlords asked to participate in the Program. Emergency fuel and utility 
payments will not exceed ~ total owed bill to maximum of $50.00 
Program expcted breakdown will be as follows: 
$9,029 WINTERIZATION MATERIALS 
1, 000 EMERGENCY FUEL AND UTILITIES 
~22624 
$12,653 
DONATED }jATERIALS AND SERVJCES 
_] ____ TOTAL ON GSA FID.'DS 1 · 
~ ~ { 
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Operation Anti-Fre ze II 
















11, OTME" ,.'CSOURC£a 
A VAt\ .. A 8\.,.lt 
(Spuifr c ... oo'll 
a.r:d 60uJt~} 
... 
Winterize Homes ow1ed Llo 
or rented by indivjduals 
and families of lo~­
income status 
Purchase materials and 
supplies durable enough ~o 
withstand atmospheric con-
ditions and conserve heat 















Provide Emergency Junds 
to families who ar in 
Coordi~ation with loc~~ utJli~y 
company to provide Pro~ect I 
Director a running list of 
accounts which are in the 






need of assistance in 
restoring utility ervides. 
Evaluation 3~0 
.a.ID TO hiiiNOAITY ENTERPRISES 
N/A 
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Provide lo~~income i~a~v~~~als and families, as wel 
1 YiJ~!~ PJ.;.W,. 
q ... 
PP.o:r;·:T r,;::.;JGll orr:·r.n:r: as the elderly an opportunity to participate in an 
G!>P l\;1 5 
energy conservation program, designed to lessen the 
_ _.....,._impact of the high cost of energy on such families 
c- and individuals to reduce energy consumption. 
--·---·----·---,---=~Pr-1' ' I -- -----~---------. -- -----~~,-=-:~--.-·--------------· 
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___ L ___ J...-_________ 1 ~~_1~~~:~.. 1 NOV.l JAN. I MAR., MAY I 
1 . j e-_ 0. Project I ir. j x -------· ------------,..I.W •.C. ... l..EE~ APRIL t JUNE 
;·VITH SUB-S'J'EPS 
-
Takin~ re~errals ~ro~ ag~ncies and. 11-17-~,5 12-3r-75 ~- I ,, ! -- -- -- I --
organ~zat~ons ass~st~ng ~n contact~ng I •• · 
and screening individuals and families 1 
eligible for services I 1 j 1 0 l I _..,.... .. 
1.0 
~!:> '> ::JU :::>U 
Communicate with landlords of families,'l-1-76 1-30-76 
who rent, to acquire consent to begin 
repairs. 
Receive bids from supply companies on 
materials needed for repairs. 
Make purchases of materials and sup-
p;ties 
Begin Winterizing Project. 
2.0 Begin Emergency Assistance Pro-
ject 
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
PROPOSAL FOR WINTERIZING HOMES FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS 
I. Description and Scope of Work 
t 
A. n1e aim of this proposal is to enable low-income families and individuals, 
including the elderly and the near poor to participate in energy conservation 
programs, designed to lessen the impact of the high cost of energy on such 
individual and families, and to reduce individual and family energy consumption. 
Due to the increase in cost of practically all basic necessities, the poor face 
tasks beyond their means in an effort to survive in this period of economical 
instability. 
In Orangeburg and the three adjoining counties, Calhoun, Bamberg and Allendale, 
most of the population is scattered in remote rural areas. Many of the dwellings 
are in very poor condition. A large percentage of these individual and families 
are AFDC recepients, Food recepients and for the elderlt, the majority of 
them receive Social Security benefits.0 For many of these recepients, this 
assistance is barely ,enough to meet their basi~. needs. 
~ G 
1. ~ntification of the P~oject area ~ 
1 
~ : '1 ;.. '¢ t· j f ' :.' ~ 
prffi1geburg~County is located in'L~9 lower central portion of tbe.bt~te~and l 
~overs an area of 959.15 square mileS'. The iota'f population i~ 69, ~S9 of whi::::fQ..y~ 
the majority is non-w~ite. The lar9est city and couAty 
1
.seat is Orangebll_rg, 1 
located near the center of th~founly. fhe county is pr~dominately ruril; ~ 
hm.·ever, there has been much industrial {;rowth in qe past ten years which has 
contributed to the 'economic and social progress of the county. Orangeburg 
county is a very progressive area in which most state agencies, as well as civic, 
service and social agencies are represented. 
Or~~geburg County has 8,420 citizens over 60 years of age. Of this number, 4,070 
live below the poverty level and 2,879 are representative of the minority. The 
lack of income severely limits the ability of the old as well as the young to 
purchase materials to repair his dwelling. 
Unemployment, hunger and health along with unsatifactory living conditions are 
contributing factors which prevail in some area of these counties, causing 
undue hardships to the majority of the low-income individuals and families. 
Such a Program can be of benefit to many of these families if this proposal is 
approved. It is difficult for many of us to realize what a life in poverty 
entails. No comforts beyond the barest necessitiesand usually cold, hungry and 
unemployed. This Program can serve one purpose if nothing more--provide them 
with a more comfortable dwelling during the winter months. 
- '--
South Carolina's poor are both young and old as stated earlier and the majority 
are black. 
County Tot. Pop. Tot. Blk. Pop. Tot. White Pop. %Blk. %White %Poor Blks.&Whites 
Orangeburg 69·, 789 38,332 31,457 55 45 57 
Calhoun 10,780 6,514 4,265 60 40 61 
Bamberg 15,950 8;698 7,252 55 45 51 
" ~ ~ ~ 
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2. Past efforts in this Project area and capacity to expand those efforts. 
Last year, the Orangeburg Area Committee For Economic Progress, Inc., par-
ticipated in Operation Anti-Freeze #1. This program was a success in our area as well 
as a success statev.ride. The former program was designed especially for the 
elderly. Most of the funding was contributed by ti1e National Council On Aging 
and CSA (OEO) . 
Being b1e first of such a program, naturally, there were some major difficulties 
involved in getting this program unden;ay. First, there was a delay in receiving 
the grar.t proposal package. Second, planning had to be done on an impromptu basis. 
Third, upon completion of the package, there was a delay in obtaining the funds. 
Through all of these uncontrollable circumstances, we, at the CAP level met all 
scheduled time limitations. 
Plaps have already been made to use all available resources in the agency and the 
con~nuni ties in which \ve will serve. we ~are anticipating these services· to be 
considered additional in-kind services. : 
During last year's program,the number of homes to be winterized were limited because 
a large portion of our funds were used for labor. Four (4) carpenters vlere hired 
to co.Ttplete the project in the four qounties partici,Pating in the pror.am. Tn~s 
left us ;·:i th limited ~unds in 1which ~ purc)l.ise matek-ials and sup;Hie • ' ' )., ' . b~ 
• ~3> r ~ -li . ~~ 
':l.. o· ~ * ·~· $" 
QpproxL~a~ely eighty (80) ~mes were winterized last yea\. We att~pted, in 'all 
sir.s:Jri ty, to~~qllo·.v the guidel~nes 1of the• Counci~ on Aging as to the a.uount spent 
on each d•,•c?llJ.::1g \vhich v1as seventy-five tofone hundreci dollars. !> 
~ ~ 
? 
If tnis p:::o_;->osal is approved, ninety (90) per cent of these funds will be used for 
l<iaterials and the remaining ten(lO) per cent for Emergency Assistance. Emergency 
Assista.<ce funds are much needed in this area. 
:-:any families are faced with very extraordinary and unusual problems during the 
\·;inter months. Some are layed off because of sickness. Some get behind in bills 
for the reason that their families cowes first. Christmas ls nearing or has just 
p;:::3sc0, causing many of these families to fall behind. All of these situations 
i1:_-c fac ~d by many lo\v-income families. l'lhatever their reasons may be, it is an 
obligation to those of us more fortunate to lend a helping hand by first assisting 
thc:n during a tLue of need and second, educating them in ways to prevent future 
occura.1ces. 
It is our aim to render services to no less than one hundred-fifty (150) families 
whose income level is below CSA's poverty guideline. 
I 
\.~ 
3. Reasons why this proposal is both feasible and relevant. 
Housing needs and assessments are high on the, list of community priorities. 
A program of this nature is feasible because it is designed to focus directly on 
r.~any of the problems faced by the poor in relations to shelter conditions and 
emergency situations that will arise as a result of the cold winter months. 
Often, programs are initiated with much interest and enthusiasm.Suddenly, public 
concern G':Jindles for the lack of support and cooporation, or as in many cases, 
another prio~:ity becomes the prevailing issue. 
The relevancy of ti1is program is twofo19. First, tbrougl]. the success of last 
year's program, \ve anticipate total communit.y awareness and support. Second, 
the program is designed not only for the elderly, but for every individual and 
family in need of major or minor home repair or assistance this winter. 
4. No:-1-CSA resource opportunities availilhle for this project. 
Since ninety{90) per cent of our funds are to be used formaterials and the remaining 
tc~ (10) per cent for Emergency Assistance, all labor will be provided through 
our own resources and those available resources in the com..-nunities. It has been 
stated that a special grant application has been submitted to the Depart..-Eent of 
Cor.,raerce to assist with labor for this project. If, for any reason this special 
grant is not approved, the Orangeburg Area Com..t~ittee For Economic Progress, Inc., 
\vill contribute $1,592.00 toward in-kind contributions. <:> 
!Labor: for thisbprogram will be p~ovided ~y way of an additional gr~nt fro~ SEOO, 
' alon~with thei assistance .wM skills of personn~l~,presently employed,.:.by the 
agency ~locate ~ scre~rr 'indi vHiua~ and farruh<rs0 a~d refer all ehgablf t l: · 
families' Ito Pro~ct Duect~r, ~ 0 , 9 * t ~. !' 
Plc;~,~ are be~ng madG to contact all of the build~nli sup~ly' cpmpanies in ,~'he !our . ·' ' 
COW1ty area to assistance in the way of do111?ted' mate~ials and S1fpplies 
as a token of appreciation of our business in the past as wefll as.futurO relations. 
' 
5. Projected results for each project effort with a unit cost estimate. 
This proposal is des for 150 dwellings. For each building to be winterized, 
there \\'ill be a Building Hinterizing Plan. This plan will include a description 
of the existing level of insulation, a description of the optimal combination of 
energy conservation techniques to be acheived, and the a.-nount of work which in the 
estimation of the supervisor or carpenter in-charge of that particular site. 




II. Civil Rights 
A. Title VI of the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides under Section 
601 that: 
"No person in the United States shall on the ground of race, creed, or national 
origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal 
financial'assistance. 
B. Title 28 of the Code of Federal Regul<ltions, 42.201, et seg., sub-part D, 
iJrohibits G.iscrir.1ination on the 9rounds of race, color, creed, sex, or 
national origin. 
III. Anticipated L1cor.10 and fee schedule of payment of material. 
A. All material necessa~y for repairs will be purchased through purchase orders. 
The Orang·.-:>buzg Area Com;T,i ttce For Economic Progress, Inc., will receive a 
bill at the end of each month for all purchases during the mo,·1th. The an-
. ticipated income will be drawn from the special account set up by the agency. 
IV. Plans for redistribution of any left-over fm1ds. 
A. In the event redistribution is necessary, the Project Director will make 
the final decision. Those determined to be in need through monitoring and 





A. T:1e H!~ipients ~of these funds shall be iltdiviciuals and fanulies of 
~~tus. Their homes or dwellings shall be g.f su~h construction or 
:lepairs, ~h~ the services~rendered will p~bvidef for b,ett$r .living 
.:.
0 
the ~;_JComing winter months. ~ 
0 
9' Q ~ ·, ~ 0 s. o 
in need of ~ ~ 
dbndi tions ~u~tr·· 




Accurate records will be kept on aal activitiss concerning this program. 
All do.ta co;s.oerning the operations of this Wil.teriz1ng and Emergency 
Assistance Pro(jram \vill be monitored by the Project Director and made avail-
able to 5200 and CSA auditors. 
B. The effectiveness of this Program will be measured by the accomplishment of 
our goals as listed below. 
1. E£fccti vely winterize homes owned or rented by the poor to reduce the 
use of fuel by 10-209a, and bring heating cost within the individual's 
or fru~ilies' budget. 
2. l'iinterize 150 homes _or d\vellings of the low-income individual or families 
in an effort to make these dwellings more comfortable places to live 
during periods of inclimatic conditions. 
3. As a result of the Emergency Assistance Program, no less than 100 indi-
viduals or families will be able to have utilities restored in the case 
of....possible..._shut.,.off'_s •. 
':} ( 
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PIEDMONT COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY 
The cost breakout of CSA Funds to be received from the SEOO are as 
follows: 
Materials $ 4,550 
Emergency Assistance 2,017 
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2.1 Contact Suppliers and arrange for 11/15 l/75 
Emergency fuel 12/1/7 15 J.T. Gordon X ..,. 
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2.2 Set up machinery necessary to han- 11/15 /75 
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OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE 
II - To conserve 
energy and lessen 
the impact of the 
. high cost of fuel 
for poor people by 
~ncreasing the ther 
mal efficiency of 
their dwellings 
through a program 
called Operation · 
Anti-Freeze II. 
Program policy on 
Establish a Program Advisory 
Committee to assist in making 
program policies and in evalu 
ating . 
Solicit referrals and seek o.u 
one hundred homes which oeed 
winterizing. Screen the ~orne 
down to fifty of the most 
·needy condition. Homes·~f 
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tute ~t least 10% of the fif-
. ty. Unrepaired homes screen-
ed for· the 1 is t of Operation 
Anti-Freeze I shall be exhaus 
ed first. 
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50 homes occupied by poor or 
near poor persons· by carrying 
·'out such activities as: ceil-
1 ing insulation, window and door. 
repairs, floor repairs or cover1 
ing, caulking, weatherstripping 
Outdoor toilet repair shal1 be 
included. · · j 
Conduct administrative f~nction. 
including supervision of 2 car-
penters and 3 laborers, obtain- I· 
ing matching in-kind, maintain-! 
i ng .and pro due i ng records. a no· I 
reports of the program, eva}uat1 
ing and implementing the·.total l 
program. 
Conduct Energy Crisis Interven-
tion activities inclu~ing.toun­
seling on budget management, ne.., 
goitiating with utility compa-
nies, fuel dealers·and,landlord~ 
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ENERGY CRISIS 
1 'i FAR P.J,.AN --~ · PROJECT osJECTIVES: To conserve energy 
and lessen the impact of the high cost.of fuel for po~ 
PROJECT DESIGN ouTLINEP€10ple by increasing, the tnerma.l effi<;ienCy of .their·'· 
• ' dWellings through a program called·Operation Anti-Fre~ 
)• 
.GAPA/5 I.I. P~am·policy on Winterization in CSA Instru·ct1ol 
1 L L t ....... QP[[:"t(,~U~~ , 61
0
43-1 shall be complied with in conducting this progr; 
·J 
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tee to assist in making program po- ! 
1
. . I 51% of the PAC. membership while 
i-cies and in evaluating. I _j · others shall be governmenta.l off 
j • ~.. ""' /cialsand.const~uction.contfactol!'s 
2.0 . -Solicit referr~ls and seek out .one ~/5/76,2/28/71Project Dir, x_ /-t>-1 . . :· · .1 IX 
hundred homes wh)ch. need wint.erizingl · .....fl>. 
Screen homes down to fifty of the . . · -~~ 
.most'needy condition. Homes of se- · 
nior citizens shall 2onstitute at. / j 
least 10% of the fifty. Unrepaired · I· , 
--homes screened for.tbe list of Operat 
· tion A~ti-Freeze 1 shall be exhaustea 










3.0 ~ Rep~ir and increase th~· tli~rmal effi_rl/15 )12/31 
ciency'of at .least 50 homes occupiedj 
by poor or near poor persons by car~ 
ryi~g Qut such .ac'tivities as.: ceil-
ing insulation, window and door re~ 
pa_i rs '·: _floor repairs or cover.i ng, 
ca.ul k'ing, weatl:lerstripp'ing. O.~tdoor 
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RECEIPT 
$11 ,028. 00 
_3 ,308. 40 
$14,336.40, ~ .•. 
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FOR 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE II. 
CSA Energy Funds 
Required In-Kind (33.5% of materials and supplies 
66.5% for volunteer services 
Total Receipt .. 
./ 
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The applicant named bdow plans to Apply to OEO for financial l:ssistance under pr~vision:s of thf" Economic Opportunity Act of 
196~. 'The activity that the applicant p!&ns to undertake is described in Section I below and in accompanying documents. 1'1 
:.rdcr to assure that thi~ "cdvity is comdlnated _with other programs and anti-poverty activities, you are requested to c7plc:te 
.';ections II and III of th1s form. · 
1 
OEO allows the office, agency or institution to which this form lR sent, a minimum of 15 days from recdpt of the fn~ to co~plcre 
and return it. If you are unable to respond fully to the request within this period, you may either request addi_!.i,onai ume ~r 1f r.he 
,..chedule will not permit an extension, y::;& may return the form with notation. explalninlil why you were unable to complete Jt. • 
(When thi.t form is u.secl with other documen!.t to implement procecl.ue.c of the Federal Profec:l Notifica:km a.nd Revlew Sy,.lem., o.f!ecu4 CleGT'»C'" 
l,o&ut:s ore allowed 30 days ln whi.ch to rr.<p;;md.J 
This checkpoint procedure is not designe-5 to require c~ncurrence in the proposed activities by the recipient of this form. HcT-
~v~r, OEO does require that t·h~ a.pplicant provi_d: ~n opportunity for all appropriate officials, agencies and institutions to ex1•resa 
:heir concerilli with respect to the propc>,.:ed acuvrues. 
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t-'0. ,I.ND STREET CITY COUNTY ST-'TE 
1321 Lady St., PO Box 1520 Columbia Richland S.C. 2920~2 __ 
t. N,t..JJ,E AND TITLE OF STAFF DIRECTOR 5. TELEPHONE NO. (fnclu:!e .-'u:a 
Code) 
J. Lee Spratt, State Director 803/758-3.191 
s. TITLE SRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ANTI-POVERTY (1nclur!in, funding tources) 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE #II, "Winterization Energy Progr'am" 
The·State·Division of Economic Opportunity will·be the g:::-antee with the'seven:teen CAAs 
acting as delegate agencies for the cont±nuation of a st.ate-wide WinteFization Energy 
Program. The program will be South Caroljna's second year of ng to winterize and 
repair homes for the poor and poor elderly. ·Last year 1,434 homes for the elderly and 
other indigent persons were repaired. This year Hith an increase in the funding level 
we anticipate a substantial increc:se in the mmoer of homes winterized ,or repaired. We 
hope t.o serve an esti.:c.ated 3,C',OO fa.nilies J..nti-Freeze #II. As you "?ill 
note, we are requesting $282,000 from the Depar~~ent of Co~~erce which will be used for 
the hiring of approximately 52 people as carpenters, carpenter helpers, and program 
directors of the statewide program. The materials and supplies for the program will be 
provided through the $94,182 Community Service funds. There will be other funds and 
7. COMMUNITIES TO BE INCLUDED IN PRO"'OSEO PROJECT{S) 
This is to be a state~wide program serving all 46 counties •. 
8. BUDGET PERIOD (Program Year) FO~ PROPOSED PROJECT(S) 
8!::GINNING DATE 
11 1-75 
S. TOTAL ESTIMI>.TEO COST OF PROPOSED ACTIVITY 
{hem 10 + 11) 
$399,746 
ClEO FORM 394 JUL 71 
ENDING DATE 
8-31.-76 
10. OEO FEOE.RAL SHARE 11. NON·FEOERAL SKARE 
$94,182 CSA 
$282,000 Dept. Conun. $23,564 
I 
Attachment 
OPERATION ANTI-FREEZE #II, "Winterization Energy Program" 
material generated by the individual CAAs to increase the number of homes repaired. 
Also emphasis will be placed on identification of other needs and problems brought 
on by spiraling cost of fuel, inability to pay cash for fuel or electrical power 
endangering health. Program will include grants, small loans, mediation with 
utility company or fuel supplier and financial counseling and maintenance of 
emergency fuel supplies, w~rm clothing and blankets. 
The community action agencies will identify the needy poor and will id~ntify the : 
needy elderly in coordination with the local council on aging, church groups, and 
other community groups. 
The identification of the needy and the establishment of priority of work in counties 
not covered by a community action agency will be done by the community action agency 
adjacent to these counties. 
' 
Information concerning the program will be announced through the CAAs, news media, 






!.ECTIOH II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY· RESPONDING TO FO~M 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Aiken County Community Action Commission 
14. 
NO. AND STREET 
PO Box 2094 I CITY Aiken 
tS. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF IHCiVIDUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
George A. Anderson, Director 
ADDRESS 
I COUNTY Aiken 
5 E CTIOH_II_I. __ _ COMMENTS ON PROPO'SED ACTIVITY 
11. OJI.TE OF RESPONSE 
October 21, 1975 
STATE 
S.C. I ZIP CODE 29801' 
11. TELEPHONE NO, (Include ;drra 
Code) 
803/648-6836 
18, WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSULTED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D,ESCRIBEO IN SECTION If 
0NO 
18a. IF "YES", (Item 18 o.bove), DESCRIRE IN WHAT MANl-IER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIPATED 1"1 ':PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT, 
The proposed project is a continuation from prior years and our Agency has not only 
participated but fully endorses the proposed activities. 
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED .II,CTIVITIE$ 
AFF ECTI"'G THE POORt 
The information printed in response to Section I, number 6 which gives a brief 
description of the proposed activity would best describe my response to this 
question. 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE: PROPOSED PROJECT(Slt STATE ANY OTHER FJ.CTCRS WHlC'"I YOU BELIEVE SHOULD INF'L!JENCE 
OED'S DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUND T'"IE PROJECT($). 
Positive. 
21. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than,. Clearinghouse}, Pl-AN TO PROVlDE SUPPORT (through the provision of H:rvic":s to hene{iciories, 
technical assistance or other a:r,<islancc) TO THE: PROPOSED PROJECT? (If "Yes ... describe the specific kinds of support,) 
XX) YES 0Ho 
Our Agency plan~ to provide support to the proposed project by implementing the 
indicated activities as a delegate agency. 
: , .. ' I '•·. I : ;, ,. I· !i , .. ,(·.: ''t,! r · · r. t ~ •. ;' •) 
SECTION fl. OFFICIAL OR AGEHCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL DR )IIGENCY RESPONDING 
Anderson County Head Start Project, Inc. 
1], DJO. T E OF RESPONSE . . >'j.;,.i;;.;..,. 
. : . ~~::~!J::~;: . ·t 
14. ADDRESS ~. ~~~:}:~--. .. ~ 
·ZIP CODE NO. AND STREET JCJTY COUNTY 




1!.. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INDiVIDUAL 16. SIGNATURE 17. TELEPHONE NO, (Include Area 
COMPLETING THIS FORM Code} 
Mrs. Ruth Walker, Director 803/226-0367 
SECTION Ill. 




AFFECTING THE POORf 
ECT!S) CO!.IPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YO CURRE"'T At-10 PLANNED A.CTIVITIE$ 
:zo. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S}t STATE ANY OTHER FACTORS WHICI-i YOU BELIEVE SHOULD INFLUENCE 
OED'S DECISIOI-< ON WHETHER TO FUND T>iE P«OJECTCS). 
". I~ £Z ·~. .... 
;__..:) /L:~ .L1/10~e.JZ t!e.,-7 vG/. __ £!../tt- ~~·-.£. 12 J2/! ~ .- ~' 1'~ --:1 .. ,_v t . "' 
~~ L'~~,)i--,L'' ~~,.__ .. '1 //f{~.·~ .;v ··~ .1 <iC_~~ 
/~-;---'-~ ~~~ vL/ • 1~ -~~~"-) ~L-C0"~ tJ~_e) 
-+!~ f~ ;{1 ~ ~-~L~.J0 ·~ 
EiJE!<#}f_ . --·--·· 
;.!1. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than" Clearinghouse), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT {through r1.e proviosion of u:.rvic'-S to l>ene(iciories, 
technical cusistonc.: or other as:<islancc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTJ {If "l'cs••. cescribe the specific kind4 of support.) 
[ZJ YES 0NO 
o,[rlit{•nnl_~>pact: is ~'!'Oitir~d =!""~;,~"! OTJ hlo"lJ.. P').rr:- .. !. 
Gl'O llU--·•1 
··' ...::_~------------------~--~----
SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 
11. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Beaufort-Jasper Economic 0 
NO. AND STREET CITY 
PO Box 31 Beaufort 
J5, TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF IHCiVIDUAL 16. SIGNATURE 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
Gilbert Zimmerman, Director 
SECTION 
1). D-' TE OF RESPO!o!SE 
STATE ZIP CODE 
Beauf~o~r~t~----~~~s~--------~·-2~9_9~0_2~---
17. TELEPHONE NO, (lncludt: .;lrt'O 
Code} 
803/524-4245 
t8. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSUL TEO IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(SJ D.ESCRIBEO IN SECTION It 
t!J YES ONo 
tsa. IF "YES", (Item 18 o.boue), OESCRIFIE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT VOU OFt YOUR 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. . 
PARTICIPI'- TEO I~ ':"PE 
After receiving notification of available funds for Winterization 
Programs, the SEOO requested that we submit to them a feasible and_ 
indepth work program. Also, comments .on the proposed program were 
periodi solicited from CAAs by the SEOO. 
----·--·-.· 19. HOW WlLL THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED A.CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POOR? -
The Vli:nterization Project for the poor will be a part of· our overall 
housing program activities. 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT{S)7 STATE ANY OTHER F.ACTORS WHICH YOU BE:LIEVE SHOULD I~JFLUENCE 
OEO'S DECIS!O"' ON WHETHER TO FUND THE PROJECT!S). 
This is a very much needed project in the state of South Carolina, 
and through its past efforts has proven to be most beneficial to 
the recipients. 
;11. DO YOU, OFI YOUR AGENCY (other than" Clearinghouse), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (through the provision of .servic"s to '/,cne[iciorie:<, 
technical assistance or other as:<istanct:) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTf (If "l'e.r'', .!escribe the specific kinds of .support.} 
£.:Xl YES D NO 
\•le. will serve all eligible recipients according to the priority 
listing designed by target area staff; advertisement of such 
services to be rendered will go out in all of the CAAs target 
. ·-






SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 




NO. AND STREET 
PO Box Moncks Corner 
1!1. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INCiVJDUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 





18. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSUL TED IN THE PLANNING OF THE 
DYES DNo 





17• TELEPHONE NO, (Include Artc~ 
Code) 
803/899-7373 
PROJECT{S} D,ESCRIBED IN SECTION ll 
19•. IF "YES", (/tern 18 al.ove), DESCRIAE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP,t.TEO 1"1 ":"PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT, I 
J 
-------------!----~----\,' 
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED IICTIVITIES 






20. WHAT IS YOUR OPif·IION OF THE PROPOSEO PROJECT(S)T STATE ANY OTHER FJ'CTORS WHIC>I YOU BE::LIEVE SHOULD INFL!JENCEj 
OEO'S DECISIO"' ON WHETHER TO FUND TliE PROJECT!Sl. I 
2.1. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than" Ct~aringhouse}, PLAN TO <'ROVIDE SUP"'OFtT (thro~gh the provision of H:rvic"" to 




SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPOtWi~G TO FO~M 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Charleston County Economic Opportunit 




13. Dl'l TE OF RESPOHS.E 
O~tober 17, 1975. 
STATE 
S.C. 
17. TELEPHONE NO. (lt>cludc Arec 
Code} 
803/723-9285 
18· WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSULTED IN TKE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D_ESCRIBED IN SECTION IT 
ONo 
18&. IF "YES", (Item 18 al>,.,c}, DESCRIRE IN WHII<T MAHNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP.ATED l'i ";"PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
Tne planning for this year's ~~terization Program started last ye~ and is a con-
tinuation · a..11d expansion of our· efforts of last year. 
·-
\9. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED 
AFFECTING THE POORt 
COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED AcTIVITIES 
Our ple.ns for the use of this funding include not only r.1aterials, l:?ut also the· 
people to do this t~Tork. Our efforts v.r:ill also be coordi11.ated with the local 
Depar:tment of Social Services, the United ~;lay and COBRA. 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)T STATE ANY OTHER FJ>CTORS WHICii YOU BELIEVE SHOULD !NFI.:JENC 
OED'S DECISIO'l ON WHETHER TO FUND THE P"'OJECT!S). 
:·Je nest hea:rtecily endorse this progra'll. 
2,. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than" Clearinghouse), Pl.AN TO PROVIDE SUP"'ORT (througi, the provision of servic":s: to 
technical assistance or other as.•fstancc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTt (If ·•y.,,.••, c!escribe the specific kinds of support..} 
!X] YES 0NO 
As.a delegate agency for this program, our whole staff becomes available for 
>'IIhatever is needed. 
SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Darlington County Conmunity Action Agency 
14. 
-NO. AND STREET 
PO Box 596 
15. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INDiVIDUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 










17. TELEPHONE NO, (/ncludre Area: 
Code} 
803/393-5811 
18. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSUL TEO IN TI-lE PL F THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) DESCRIBED IN SECTION If 
DYES DNa· 
tea, IF "YES", (Item 18 abC!!Je), DESCRIRE IN ViHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT, 
AGENCY PARTICIP" TED 1 .. 71-'E 
19, HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECTIS) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CUI=IRENT "NO PLANNED ACTIVITIES 
AF'FECTING THE POORl 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)? ST.ATE ANY OTHER F,o.CTORS WHIC!i YOU BELIEVE SHOULO INFUJENCE 
'oeo•s DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUND TliE PROJECT!S). 
2\. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than <t Clea.ringhouse), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPOF!T (through the prooisicm ;of urvic"s to l>endiciories, 






SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RE~rUNLllliG TO FO~M 




NO. AND STREET 
PO Box .680 I CITY Marion I COUNTY Marion STATE s.c. ZIP CODE 2'9571 
IS. TYPEP NAME. AND TITLE OF IHCiVIDUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
1&. SIGNATURE 17. TELEPHONE NO. (Include Arra 
Code) 
Blakely Mcintyre, Jr., Director 803/423-6711 
SECTION Ill. COMMENTS OH PROPOSED ACTIVITY 
IB· WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSUL TEO IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D,ESCRIBED IN SECTION It 
!Ba. IF "YES .. , (Item 18 ol>qve), OESCRIRE IN WHAT MANNER ANO AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIPATED 1 .. ';'t-'E 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
Through a representative-of SEOO office>.> .YT.e had input into 
proposed project- ·during initial.plannirigphase • 
. · 
-l 
19. HOW WlLL THE PROPOSED PROJECT!S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED ,t,.CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POORf ··-· , • · c ·_ 
·The proposed project will provide funds to· ·partially winterize ~nl 
repair houses of many of the less fortunate _people with whom we work~· 
Also.will be a vehicle for providing fuel in emergency or in desperate 
situations. These additional services complement our assistance and_ 
referral, Housing and tr.s.n:sportation projects. Our Housing Specialist 
will coordinate these projects with our-other programs. 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)l STATE ANY OTHER FACTORS I'IHIC~ YOU B!i.:LIEVE SHOULO IN 
OEO'S OEC!SIO>I ON WHETHER TO FUND 71-!E PROJECT(S); 
Because of great numbers of sub-standard houses in our area there 
is an urgent need for this project. 
21. DO YOU, O"t YOUR AGENCY (other than tt Clcoringhouse}, PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPO>tT (throug1t. the provicxion of ~crvic"'" to 'bencficio,-ies 






~ECTION II. OF FJCIAL OR AGENCY RE~PONDING TO FO~M 
U. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 1), DATE OF RE!iPOH!>E 
.. Greenville County Council for Community Act'i on~ 
1 "· 
ADDRESS 
NO, AND STREET I CITY Greenville I COUNTY Greenville STATE S.C. I Zl: COO£ 29604 PO Box 10204 
15· TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INDiVIDUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
16. SIGNATURE 17, TELEPHONE: NO, {Include Ar.,a 
Code) 
John M. S.n-7Yer 
~--. Director 803/242-3712 
~ECTIOH Ill. COMMENTS OH PROPOSED ACTIVITY. 
16· WERE YOU, Ol'l WI'IS YOUR /IIGENCY CONSUL TEO IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS) D,ESCRIB_EO IH SECTION If 
IX] YES QNO ... 
16&, IF "YES", (Item 18 o!>ave), DESCRIRE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PAR.TICIPA 
PLANNING OF TH~ PROPOSED PROJECT, ::_ •. ,., _: ~,. ·- , , 
Greenville County Council•£or CoLmunity Actions. Inc. was informed about-the 
Emergency Ene-.rgy Projec.t via rnen:orandum through the S,EOO. Our comtllents and 
recornmendatiein.s tv-ere irivi ted. 
\9, HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AHD BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT ,.,_ND PL.ANNED "CTIVITIE$ 
/I<FFECTINGTHEPOORf ' • '~;:·, __ · ...... , I _·· • 
'Il:'ie, ,projects we are currently operating, -Ooeration _warmth and Project: Anti- • 
Freeze, could be suppl~ented financi2lly tPxough the pro?osed project. With 
suppl~mental func'ls, additicmal poor members in the comr:n1nity could be served. 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)l ST/I<T£ ANY OTHER f'"'CTORS WHICii YOU BELIEVE SHOU\.0 INFLUEHC 
OED'S DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUND THE l"ROJECTIS), · 
There is no quest:icm th<?.t the poor are t~e rrost se,;e.rely affected by the 
cm-rE:nt Energy Grici$~ \Je f(~el thc:.t there is a definite n~:,ed £_or this t;..-pe 
of project. 
lU, DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than,. ClrCJJ'in,house), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUP"'OFtT (throuch the provuion of servic~• to Lene/iciorie, 




We plan to assist in any way po~sible with the Emergency Energy Program, 
if an4 when we are called upon to do so. 
(If .,./dll{;•nnl.•p"'"' Lit ~,.,,,&r.-tl ::f'..,_;,.,<e 0'1 l.t,.~J. ("U"". 
~- () 0 ·~·~~.,\ 
~--·- :', 
SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RE!>POt.WiHG TO FO~M 
IZ. TITLE OF OFFICIAL Ofl AGENCY RESPONDING 
GLEAMS Community Actions, Inc. 
14. 
NO. AND STREET 
PO Box 707 
1S. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INCiVlDUAl. 
COMPLETING THIS FOR"' 













17, TELEPHONE NO. {Include Art:11 
Code} 
803/2238434 
IB· WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR -'GENCY CONSUL TED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECTtSl D!"SCRIBED IN SECTION It 
DYES DNO 
18&, IF "YES", (!tern 18 cliove), DESCRIRE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP"TED 1"1 ":PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. . 
.. 
·-
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED 'I.CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POOR! '·· ._ ., : 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(Sit ST-'TE -'NY OTHER F.I'CTORS WHIC!-i YOU BELIEVE SHOULD 
OEO'S DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUND THE PROJECT(S), 
~t. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other t~.an "Clearinghouse), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (through the provision of servic..,s to hene{iciodes 
technical assistance or other tn.•1:slnnc:c) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTJ (If .. Ye.c", c!esc:ribe the specific kinds of su.pport.) 
DYES DNo 




'• - -"' 
! t .. \ . 
------------~------- --- ·- ~~~-~ 
SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 
tz, TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Legal Services Agency of Greenville County 
NO. AND STREET 
135 South Main Street I CITY Greenviile 
IS. TYPED AND TITLE OF IHC;VIDUAI. 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
Willie T. Smith, Jr.; Director 
ADDRESS 
I COUNTY Greenville 
SECTIOH Ill. COMMENTS OH PROPOSED ACTIVITY 
1), D.C. T E 0 F RESPONSE 
STATE 
S.C. I ZIP CODE 29601 
17, TELEPHONE NO. (Include Arr11 
Codr} 
803/233-2779 
\S. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSULTED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D!'=SCRIBEO IN SECTION It 
DYES j.Z!No 
18&. IF "YES", (Item 18 nbCJVe), DESCRIBE IN WH-'T MA"'NER ,t.NO AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIPATED IN ':'PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED 4CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POOR! 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF TH£ PROPOSED PROJECT{S)T STATE ANY OTHER FACTORS l'iH!CI-I YOU BELIEVE SHOULD INFL!JENCE 
OED'S DEC1510"1 ON WHETHER TO FUND THE PROJECTIS). 
21. 00 YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than" Clearinghouse}, PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (throut.h the prert•i.l'ion of servic-:s to 





; ' .FU.· I'.. . 
___ _,;_ _______ ~--41------~-------
. ~ECTIOH II. . OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FO~M 
IZ. TITLE OF Of'FICII'IL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Midlands Community Action Agency 
tl. DATE Of RESPONSE 
14. 
NO. AND STREET CITY 
2000 Washington Street Columbia 
IS. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INDiVIDUAl. 16. SIGNATURE TELEPHONE NO. {/ncludt Area 
Code) COMPLETING THIS FORM 
Dewey Duckett, Jr., Director 803/779-7250 
s COMMENTS OH PROPOSED ACTIVITY 
18. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSUL TEO IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJEC:T(S) D~SCRIBEO IN SECTION 11 
(K] YES QNO 
!Sa. IF "YES'', {/lem 18 above), DESCRIRE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICJPJI,TED 1"1 >1-'E 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
In assisting with last years activities, 86 families assisted of 175 applications. 
Our Agency actively participates in and supports the project • 
.. 
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT .tlNO PLANNED "CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POORf 
- .. ~ v " 
This· ~rogram makes an essential impact into and on our attact on the poverty' causing. 
eleme~fs in our target areas. It complements and accents our outreach program in 
the four county area • 
., 
• 0 
20. AT IS Y9UR OPIN OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)l STATE M.JY OTH~R F.I'CTORS WHICH YOU BELIEVE SHOULD INFLUENCE 
OED'S DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUND TliE PROJECTCS). 
The proposed project is essential in dealing with total pr~blet¥ within the area, 
with emphasis on energy conservation as well as direct aid to the po9r. 
:Zl. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than tt. Clearinghouse), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (tl.rougl. tl.e provision of scrvic"'s to 
lt:chnicalauislance or other as"i:stancc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT! (if .. Yes••. cescribe the specific kinds of support.} 
~YES QNO 
We will support and assist in fhe coordination of efforts to achieve .desired goals 
in our four county area. 
{If oJditi.:•nnl_spo.cr U ~'!'OtM.i.r':d :;(HJ.li"'J~II! 011 J.Ia.-." .....,.rr:-..,: 
GJ<O tU.:·11 1 
' I. , . , '! .. '· 1. ~ ·~ t • 1 , ~ 
• 
SECTION II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RE'SPONDING TO FORM 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Program 
14. 
NO, AND STREET 




t5. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF INCiVIOUAL 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 
16. SIGNATURE 




.~ ' . 





17· TELEPHONE NO. (Include Area 
Code) 
803/722-0107 
18· WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSULTED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D,ESCRIBED IN SECTION IT 
DYES LaNa 
tBa. IF "YES", {Item 18 ob011e), DESCRIAE IN WH"T MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OF!. YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP,t.TEO IH -;"PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT • 
. · 
HI. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURREiiT AND 









:zo. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S)t STATE ANY OTHER F.I'CTORS WHICH YOU 
OEO'S DECISION ON WHETHER TO FUNO TI-le PR:OJECT(S}. 
BELIEVE SHOULD INFL!.JENCE? 
2t, DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (othu than tt Cl,aringhoust:), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (throu~rh tl,e prGvi.sion of s<:n.dc~s to 'bcncficiori~s. 
technical o.•sistance or oth<!r as!<istancc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTt (If .,}'es••, c!e•cribe the specifit: kinch of support.) 
DYES DNo 
(ll odtliti.·~nnl :''PO.Ct: iJC ~~aN.ir~d .::p,..:.;,,..~ Ol'J. 
G~otU...C-'11 
d:l, f 1 lj• I' . ;.''I ; .. 
I. .':; \ I ' d: ~. L . : t ., ' ./.l ' ;.;, :! : ~ i ' . '~ i . ' . .. 
SECTIOH II. OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING TO FORM 
12. TITLE OF OfFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 0" TE Of RESPONSE 
Orangeburg Area Commission for Economic Progress~ Inc. '''· ~ ... 
!C. ADDFlESS 
NO. ~NO STREET CITY COUNTY STATE ZIP CODE 
PO Drawer 710 Orangeburg Orangeburg S.C. . 29115 
IS. TYPED AND TITLE OF IHCiVIDU-'L !&. SIGNATURE 17. TELEPHONE NO. {Include Area 
Code) COMPLETING THIS FORM 
Hunter Stewart, Director 803/536-1027 
SECTION COMM 
18· WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR AGENCY CONSULTED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT($) D_ESCRIBED IN SECTION It 
lQg YES QNO 
tea. IF "YES .. , (Item 18 above}, OESCRIRE IN ViHAT MANNEI=I AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP,t.TE.O 1,_. ':"PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
The South Carolina Association was briefed a,nd helped plan this project.. We are 
members of the South Carolina Association. 
. 
19. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT!S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CURRENT AND PLANNED 
AFFECTING THE POORf 
We will be a delegate agency for this project as we have been in the.past in similar· 
projects. 
zo. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PROP:::JSED PROJECT(S)T STATE ANY OTHER FJ1CTORS '1/HIC'i YOU BELIEVE SHOULD lNFUJENCE 
OED'S DECISIO>l ON WHETHER TO FUND 71-JE PGOJECTlS). 
This winterizing project has been one of the priorities of this agency and one 
which we have been working on for the? past threP. years: and all funds are ex.,. 
tremely limited. Although we will be receiving a very small amount of;funds 
through this project, they are necessary to overall operation. 
Z1. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than tt Clearinlihouse}, PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPORT (through the pravic<ion of sr:rvic"'z to he,r:fici"ries, 
technical azsislancf! or other as:<i:stoncc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTT (If uy.,.,••, r!escribe the •pr:cific kinds of support.) ! 
.· 
~YES OHo 
We will be a del~gate agency and cooperate with the SEOO. 




j • 'I' I 
· • ·• . r.r: : '! I :! 
----··--------
!.ECTIOH II. OFFICIAL -OR AGENCY RE!.POHDIHG TO FO~M 
12. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Sea Island Comprehensive Health Care Corpora~~on· 
NO. AND STREET 
Route 3 Box 225 
!5. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF IN~iVIDU.t.L 
COMPLETING THIS FORM 











17. TELEPHONE NO. (Include Arta 
Code) 
803/559-5501 
111, WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR ... GENCY CONSUL TED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D.ESCRIB.ED IN SECTION ll 
DYES kJNO 
IBa. IF "YES", (/lem 18 <>Dave), DESCRIRE IN \'IHA.T MANNER At.ID AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP.IlTEO 1"1 ":"PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
, :r 
19, HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CUl'!RE"'T AND PLANNED .t,CTIVITIES 
AFFECTING THE POORl 
Last year Sea Island Comprehensive Health Care Corporatio~ provided 
home repairs for 384 clients. We anticipate a greater need as a result 
of surveys and requests from the community. The proposed-program would j' 
be a ·much needed dimension in order to increase our capability in pro-
viding services. · 
20. WHAT IS YOUR OPiNION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT{S)T STATE ANY OTHER F/'CTORS I'I'HIC!-1 YOU OE:LIEVE SHOULD INFL:.JENCE 
OEO'S DECISIO-i ON WHETHER TO FUND 7'iE PROJECT($). 
The program is a much needed one. Over 18 percent of the Sea Island 
population is 65 years of age and older. 
21. DO YOU, OR YOUR AGENCY (other than,, Cleo.ringhouH!), PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPQI'{T (through !he pr<YVi;rion of .crvic-:.J to hencficiorirs. 








OFFICIAL OR AGEHCY RE!.PONDIHG TO FORM 
U~. TITLE OF OFFICIAL OR AGENCY RESPONDING 
Waccamaw Economic Opportunity Council 
1:1. DATE OF/RESPON. SE 
' ~ j0;/3. 4 7 j'"':"_ ;. ~ ' 
------
'"· ADDRESS NO. J\NO STREET CITY ST,(TE 
____ PO __ B_ox 671 ____________ ~ __ c_o_nw_~a~y _____ ~~~~---------+----s-._c_. ____ L__2~9_5~2~6~--
,5 •. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF IHCiVIDUAL 17. TELEPHONE. NO. (Include Arra. 
COMPLETING THIS FORM ·code} 
Samuel Hudson, Director 803/248-4208 
SECTIOH Ill. COMM EHTS OH PROPOSED AC_=-:..T..:..IV.:__:_:.IT:_:Y:__ ___ ~------------
18. WERE YOU, OR WAS YOUR I'.GENCY CONSUL TED IN THE PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT(S) D_ESCRIBED IN SECTION ll 
~YES QNO 
18&. IF "YES", (Item 18 o.l:>otJtl), OESCRIRE IN WHAT MANNER AND AT WHAT POINT YOU OR YOUR AGENCY PARTICIP'*'TEO IN ':'PE 
PLANNING OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 
We were notified at a SCACAA meeting. This Agency had input at that time~ 
-· 
1!1. HOW WILL THE PROPOSED PROJECT($) COMPLEMENT AND BE COORDINATED WITH YOUR CU~RENT .AND PLANNED 
AFFECTING THE POORt 
This· Agency will act as a delegate Agency. 
started during the winter season. 











20. WHAT IS ';OUR OPINION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECTI!Vt ST"TE ANY OTHER FJ'CTORS 
OED'S DECISIO"' ON.W!:IETHEF!, TO FUND THE PROJECT{$), 
BELIEVE SHOULD mFUJ!iNCE~ 
This is a most worthwhile project. The poor are made more comfortable during the 
cold weather,also this project will reduce the amount of energy consumed. 
21. DO YOU, OR. YOUR AGENCY (other than n Clearinghouse). PLAN TO PROVIDE SUPPO>iT (tl"l.lough the provision of sc,ic"'s to hcnc(iciorics. 
technical a:uis!ance or other as~1stancc) TO THE PROPOSED PROJECTt (If "Yes''• <!escribe the specific kinds of support.) 
.• 
IX] YES 0HO 
We will admin~ster a portion of the project. 
(I[ oddilt:•nrzl :t.poce U ~~cu.ir.,..tl =!'"'J.fi., ... -: on ~lo"''- p?~r:o .. : 
















& Review System 
Through: District # __________ __ Clearinghouse STATE APPLICATION IDENTIFIER 
CLEARINGHOUSE USE ONLY 






Wade Hampton Office Bldg. 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Telephone 758-2946 
The applicant hereby gives notice of intention 
to apply for federal assistance from the sources 
and for the purpose described herein. 
e Governor 
Applicant Division of Economic Opportunity 
(official name) 
Address PO Box 1520, 1321 Lady st. 
ColiliilbJ.a, S.C. 29202 Phone 758-3191 
Person Author· J. Lee Spratt 
Control Number 
Supplemental #1---------- -- --
Supplemental #2 ---- -- --
Supplementa 1 f/3 ------
Suspense Date 




to be Filed __________________ __ 
Project Name ANTI-FREEZE II, "r1interization Energy Program" 
Project Period: From II / __ 1_/~ To~/~/~ F. NewO or ContinuingQI 
Summary Description: 
The State Division of Economic Opportunity will be the grantee with the seventeen CAAs 
acting as delegate agencies for the continuation of a state-wide Winterization Energy 
Program. The program will be South Carolina's second year of helping to winterize and 
repair homes for the poor and poor elderly. Last year 1,434 homes for the elderly and 
other indigent persons were repaired. This year with an increase in the funding level 
we anticipate a substantial increase in the m.JITtber of homes winterized or repaired. We 
hope to serve an estimated 3,000 families. during Operation Anti-Freeze #II. As you will 
note,. we are requesting $282,000 from the.pepartment of Commerce which will b~ used for 
the hiring of approximately 52 peQple as carpenters, carpenter helpers, and program 
directors of the statewide program. The materials and supplies for the program will be 
provioed through the $94,182 Communi~y Servic~ funds •. ·(Continued on Attaahed page.) 
~ ~ . . . 
R. County to Be Serve 
I. Cities/Towns to Be 
J. Estimated Number of 
K. Is environmental impact statement 
environmental impact anticipated. 
so, indicate nature and extent of 
Attach any materials/exhibits which further describe the project and its significance; 
.e.g. maps, detailed narrative, ENVIRONMENTAL IHPACT STATEMENT, etc. 
L. SOURCES M. PROGRAM TITLE N. PROGRAM NUMBER~': P. ANOUNT 
Local CAA In-Kind $ 23,564 
State $ 
Federal $ 94,182 
Supplemental 111 Dep'E. or Commerce $ 282,000 
Supplemental #2 $ 
Supplemental 113 $ 
Other $ 
TCITAL 
*For Federal Programs, Numbers fran the CURRENT "Catalog of 
Federal & Domestic Assistance" 
c;pr:n Fnrm C:,-7/71 PRO.TECT NOTIFICATION 
I 
Attachment to SPGD Form 5 
Operation Anti-Freeze #II, Winterization Energy Program 
There will be other funds and material generated by the individual CAAs to increase 
the number of homes repaired. 
Also emphasis will be placed on identification of other needs and problems brought 
on by spiraling cost of fuel, inability to pay cash for fuel or electrical power 
endangering health. Program will include grants, small loans, mediation with utility 
company or fuel supplier and financial counseling and maintenance of emergency fuel 
supplies, warm clothing and blankets. 
The community action agencies will identify the needy poor and will identify the needy 
elderly in coordination with the local council on aging, church groups, and other 
community groups. 
The identification of the needy and the establishment of priority of work in counties 
not covered by a community action agency will be done by the community action agency 
adjacent to these counties. 
Information concerning the program will be announced through the CAAs, news media, 




Pro j e c t No U f I cat ton t1: R e v z e \"4 Systarn 
(: STATE A?PLICATION ~· 
I IDENTIFIER t 
PROJECT NOTIFICATION REFERRAL ~ Clearinghouse ~ 
/:.1.':.! -.~ Use Only f 
h ·'"'. -~ • CONTROL NUr~BER ~-&L{::_ ·.- · ~"'· · • ri ., __ ,. ., - DI ST. NO. FY p 
-'~D~1;':/'o~ ·... . m [ q ~1!41 rn fJ 
'/,r/r_. ··Q·'· /c·- ". SUSPENSE DATJ:: ~ 
"'~:..)'··· . ;/ -" "",· r· .. . - ~J /;;:> ·-:·::- '. ·-' t . . 10/6. . . . ] 
The attached project notification is being refen·ed to your-~.Pf::_ncy in ·L · ·.- - .'l 
accor'Cfance with Office of ~lanagement and Budget Ci q;u1 at· A-95:.:-y This L ..... ~-::c·::.~;;;:ss:~;<i:.!:i'::;l:.il.;...~ 
System coot·dir;:::tes the l'ev~eH of propcsed Federal or federa11y assisted development programs 
and projects. Please prc,vid~ corrrnents below, reiatinp the proposed project to the p1ans; 
policies, and programs of your agency. All co:rrnents will be reviewed and compiled by the 
State Clearinghouse. Any questicns may be directed to this office by phone at 758.:..2946. 
Please return this form priot' to the above suspense .. ? .. a·t.:e·:·~o.'2J2·: .. .. - ....... ,:·· ... , D 
• . ,, •• Y .•• ' • c I ffi' ,_ /} 
State C1ea~:ingh~u~~- · .~-· . _,:,>' .• ~: . :.FlY'~'"'~,-~-·:~ f./J]t,;rJ~A.,.Ct-,_. 
Division oi Adm1:r13wa;,:;an . . S1gnatu~e · · · If 
1205 Pendleton Street ~ 
Columbia, South· Carolina 29201 -~-- t~as!:.......:.._;_...I1~.S;.~~tt..;;.§. ..... n,L.? _J_r_. _____ _ 
if necessary) __ ________,·_:_.... _____ _ 
P~ 0. Box 98 
Yemassee, South -Carolina 29945 
/t -Governor \v. Brant]cy Harvey, lJr. 
0. Box 1112 




w [;l d I I Iii 0 
Suspense Date /t:.:_ 3_ 7,:;:-
The attached project notification describing a contemplation for federal 
-assistance is being referred to your office for review and comments. 
Please provide your office's comments in the spac below and eturn 




OFFICE HAS NO CO~WENTS. 
OFFICE REQUESTS CONFERENCE PRIOR TO MAKING CO~WENTS. 
OFFICE COMMENTS ON CONTEMPLATED APPLICATION. 
(Use reverse side or separate continuation sheets if necessary.) 
Signature 







- . J 
South Carolina 
Project Notification & Review Syst2m 
PROJECT NOTIFICATION REFERRAL ~· ~~~ 
• r.;'-:.:' .. • ~i ·, ~- ,.::-:,r:;r~~\~·~[7!; :·~;· i ;_;~, 
Commission on Aging ~- · ·~ ·, ·..r. ~·~G ~- 5 F> ~ 
- ,. • ,- I ~-.~ l \--~ ~-- <......j ~ .._ . -; 
915 -::Me.in-"Street· _, ··· J 
Columbia, sc 29201 \. sr:.?S91:~f 
The attached project notification is being referred to your. a~ency in 






£ DIST. NO. FY 
~· m loJojii4] m 
SUSPENSE DATE 
:.l0/6 -.~ -
~-: ,.: .- -· . -""~-\~.;._. . 
System coordinates the review of proposed Federal or federally assisted development programs 
and projects. Please provide comments below, relating the proposed project to the plans, 
policies. and programs of your agency. All comments will be reviewed and compiled by the 
State Clearinghouse. Nly questions may be directed to. this office by phone at 758..:...2946. 
Please return this fonn prior to the above suspense ds}e, .... to: 
-~;;:.~~~~J;-. /~:::"'~:·:·r~ ;· ~:(:=~~·.~~ 
~i~i~;~~e~~;~a~~~~=~~~o.;_n st~~~~~.f~,ffiti'fi(3 J. J)'+~;-: ~o; /2 
1205 Pendleton Street·l>'. ·_ <. ~'"·~? o:. ...,.,.,~4';;....,., ·"1l~· 
Columbia, South·Carolina-29201 Narne ~ -~--tlmer C .. ~1litten, Jr. 'il 
Q PROJECT COMSISTENT WITH AGENCY PLANS AND POLICIES~:: · 
0 Jl.GENCY REQUESTS CONFERENCE TO DISCUSS COMMENTS 
-< .. 
'·~ 




0 AGENCY COMMENTS ON CONTEMPLATED APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS: 
;L <3__~~<~~ ~- 0,~~ ~J~ A£_,~ 
d
- tJ ~ • -~ r ~ "'\ ~ r:\ r: \ \ J ~ 
·"---:.;~ ;<---?_.,.~ .fZ.__r~u'---:.~~~_p_{!~, r\ t. !; L 1 J .-
'J .,j.,) 
DATE: <f h .:::,-lz.:s~ 
I I 

















I . ' 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~~-----------A-p_p_e_n_d_ia_A____ ~ 
GRANTEE REFUNDING CERTIFICATION lo:mm::tH"Illi OAIIIIIPI'ROI'AL ~ 
State Office of Economic Opportunity 40632 
.I OHE SUDMITT::. __ _ 
SECTION I. Ct:RTlF'ICATION OF' GRANTEE ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTS. f'/'A•· f .. ll .. ~o••6 liHrJ ,J,,.., • ., .• " "''" 1"'"'""'/y 
taf"d tl.ilh thl' Of{icf! ,4 £,tmur:uc- Or·f>Ol'tqt;ily. Grunlrr mu.st cln,ck UJ>tdH:nh/1" rr.l;.m'f umf num·A t lfnntrs. if t~ny.) ---··--·---- -· r~-~~ ... -~H: ·r------------
OOCUMENT l NO. Filii IJf:O USE: ON/.Y 
_______ .. _ ---- --------·--- ___ .. ---------------\--·-.. ·---..,...,j--=--:-----.r----o---.l------------
1. ONE TIME SUBMISSIONS PAEVIOUSLY'REQUI<:<.o/L'r·datt 
Thr-~r forms r1rcd oril> Lt tt'su.bmiur.d r/ liar": is a clu.tntt 1n 
... 
II. OEO 
C~ OEO FOR~ 373~ "AF-PLtCAY:ON FCR OfSIC"tA '!tON OF A 
UNPER St.C't!QN 2tOtAP' 
D~ OEO roRM J74:, u"40iiCE TO POL11'1C.A.\.. SU~DIVISlON OF:.. 
TtON FOR RE C.OGNI '!ION OF LOCAL C AA t;~:;;cq SEC 2:HJ'Ai 
E. OEO FORM 37,, '~CE.RT:FtCATIO"'.,l OF ':'.)•.'PLit.~.rCE' WiTH 
~EC. 2tl OF 'THE t~'>:.l Jd.."£NOM("tTS Q-F ""'1>-fE EOA.u 
2. SUBMISSIONS I"REVIOUSLY REQUIRED ANNU><U.Y 
(Update 4s chcull.t'S occur.} 
•• ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OR C>URT ER 
-~------------ ........ ----· --·--------··-
[, B<OGF<AI"..;JC DATO. ON KEY STfo.FF EMP~CYEES 
0 
F. CAP FOF<I-4 87. "OELEC.-'1E I.GE>iCY BASIC INI'OR"A1'1CN" 
G. STA1EMEHT OF ACCOUNTING SYS~EM 
AUOIT SURVEY AND RESPONSE 
·- -r.r:-;~t,nu-a1.--7moi~ 
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:>ECTION II. CO~IPENSATIOH 
The sa1arie:5 and fringe bt:n~{;ts of ~11 t(l"".?loy~es of this a;-,;:-lic~nt .,·hich :~.:e s~?portc~ by OEO funt!s 1 -:-rare counted:= .:or.ui• 
bution to the noo-Fcdcr:t1 slar~ u::C<'r a arant m.1:!e by 0£0 h:1vc bt:en re\·i-:~•cJ :tccorJing ro"OEO instruction! .and cony•rA!:::>iiiry 
ho• been c5<ttb!i,heJ • 
Docurr.crua(ion of the:" me-c~cd~ by whlc~ the applir::tnt cst:abtishcd cor.-.para~ility i5 :\vailable in .Jf>pli:•nt't: fifes for ccvie..., by 
pcr:-Jons~authori.tcJ.by OEO ;lnd per~o:::::-.-=1 of ·the G.enernl Accouncins Office .. 
,~QY 1mend:7lcnt in the ruruse ro tht" OEO 6f!proveJ salzry s.c~e~ute rc!Ou:t!o& in .l g.;r.crat ft\i!H' in !!>alRries or any <holO~e 0! in-
cu:•.&e to fr!n(;c bene{it:'S. for 01ll e.r.:;lc; t'es sh.:lll b~ bas~d on a cun~nt dc:te:::lir . .:at!vr. of corr;pen"S.J.tion cc·r.>p.trabiliry .. 
----- ~~~=-------------- ______ T_I !L f_~ O~!}:i~_I_YI_L_R_IG_.-l_T 5------------------------
ThF •pplicanr AGREES rh>t it -..·i!l ccr::p!y wir:1 Tid~ \'1 of the Civil R>;;~rs Act of 1964 (P.L 68-}~2) a,J the Rc;;u!•ticn• of the 
Office of Economic Opportunity issu-:C ;~rsuaot ro ch.at tide: (45 C~~ .. R. P:a; 1010), (0 the cr.d :hat r.o ;:-crsc:1 in che l!:1it<~d S:ates 
!tha.II. on the grot.n.:.i oi t~ce, cot·cr, or ~ation .. tl o:igint b~ excluded from p:1n.;cira~icn tn, b.c dc:1ie-d rh~ ':-er:efirs. oft oc be- o:.:-.ei'-\·isc 
~ubj~ctcJ Hl di~cri"'tlinar:or. ur . .:er a-;:y pror:r•t;. or acti·;ity !or which the ~"'-;;:i!C":.£1t fi::'Ct:i'..•("S. Fcd-:-t:1i r::.:l~=!:d a.ssisr.::H"\0:(' either 
d:r<'cdy o=- in2ir':"ctly frcrr. :he Off1ce c~ :co:"I •. :;T;ic Oppvr~~.mity; a.nd HEREBY Gl\'ES ASSt:R;\\'CE TH.'.T i: <;<,·iU ir.vne~i..tr~Iy, in 
a!l phases :~nd lcvc1s of fEOg~ams. ln..: ac!:ivi:ies, inc;r,,:l .lf\ af!!rr:utivc a~:;;n pro.g:am !O achie'"'!" c:q'.:.J.l c;?~::u~t::~:;: f-:r _Fartic: .. 
p=tion, 'A·irh prc· .. i.~ions for cficc;! .. r pc:-iodic s~If .. e-:tah.::Hion. 
In the case- "'"'here the f"!.:!c:r3) fin~!.":,("iai as~i .. -.aocc ts ro ;-:c\·ide v; i:-r:p:.:::· ... ·-:: c: !sin the' fo~m vf :::~rs.:.na! ;;:c;:c::y, o:· rc:d p:.-,;rc::ty 
vr in\ercst thetein or ~::uca.::r.cs :.~~:e~.:n •. :hi~ J .. su;:lr:C(' sh:d1 ot>lis<lt:.:: o:he- -'t::l!c-am. or. io the .cJ.sc ~is ~=.;'b~cqu(".r'!f ~~:lnsf~:-. the 
uar.!Scc:ee, for the pertoJ du:~""tb v..:,;:c\.; r;;~ ;rop•.:r::y !~ :..;·:!::'~ Ic: 3 p..:~;K•~C f.:: ·5:hich t.hc fede::d i:r . .::.:"" . .:ia! ::.:_;;s;s:-'l:--.cc is ~x:~::de~ 
or lor ;:tnothcr p-...::poH~· i:1"·o1vir:;: t=::- ;:cvi:-.1on -.>f similar scr·.:ic~s .tr:.! ~)~;-;,(f~ts 1 ~r fo: :lS lens .!S :::;:- . .1.;:.:;-!i:J.~~ rct.:>i:1'> C'.-<.:-,e;.':i~~p 
or pos-H·,sicn of ~r,e prope:::)-· o;.!l::::-.c·;~~ is tenser. In an od::-r (~;,~~l tbi-s 0.5S-U(6DC~ shalt c:l;!ifd:~ t!:e ?.;:-p!ic.:~nc !c;t!_;':t! ;-~:jo,jo 
durir.o: ")o:hich tht" f~d::-:;1! fili~:-:ciai ~-~:-~s::.:;:-. .:e is ex~c::nC"::d ro :l. 1f 
~ 
THIS ~SSt:R."'--~CE ;"j; r::ivcn ir. C0::1-.i..!-:rA':.:on o! a":J fu: ~h~ ~urpv-;c nf o~rai~d":~ citt:t"r .tnt'cdy or U'h~i.n::cd:-r ae;: ard .all .Fedcra.I 
gr.:lr..t:c>, lva:1s, c,.,orr;;rs. ~rct::~·rr:_.· • ...::- ~t:tcour:·s, ::he refc;r:d o .• ts..,Jg!"lr;,..:"r.r c! \ I'),TA volunteer~, r)f o•r.er feJcral (In..!n..:t~l .:oS51U· 
-.oc\!' t'xern-!cJ after th(" J.ltc i-:rR -~ :...: ~.c: • ..t.;-t<li:;:!n: !>y the OHict:~·peF~o;:c-.nic Oppnnun1cy, inct .... .::r.s In ... ta;ir.H!~t pn., ;:1cnt!' after. 
$~Ch J:uC" 9!'1 :\C-.:1.:'-...t!! uf :lfrl:c:lC :~..;f .. F<..·-.!~..·:3: fin.ln'"·i:J! a1i·>i"t.J.nt..·<.· ,,.·!'lich wc-rt:' .'1f-prtJ9et! bt'fotc ftc!-: .-=:>~c:. Th~ Appli~a~t ¢ 
rec~~~!:r:.s .1n_(! .:t~:-:.·~s th.:u su_:h F.r-:.c~~: fi~i,ci:d as-.i<>ta~:~c ":'ill~~ ~.xtcr.J~J ~n ~t-t·Jf.tnce o :n .. r1pr~<>~~!a~ijtns an1_:txr~~r~nts- "' f-
m.l..:t> tn ~:"lt.F .l:-<;:>ur.lnc~ • .:lr!J (n.lt .tic Ln_lrt.·J ~!~t¢s .s-haH h:.1"-.-~u.c !lt-:ht to '">t:C'~ ;•.:.Hct:tl r..·nfur _,.·t~·t~t of tL:~ ;'!.5,Ur;'\ll\.:'~··_ T~il"i 
ass<.:.:.u:cc ts ~l~~i¢'-:: en :he ,4;t-'.=-ftr:tn:. 1t6,- ~c::t:"es"ots,c.:.;~::'~~-:-~~~s~ ant! ;t'j,si.;.:u(."es, :tnd [he pcrso!'. o: ~~scns- '?.h~~e·,i.t;ru:t".:.:es 




F:o-nJs or o{h~.:r :t>~ou:._·rs. d~·-·B~r:J !c.--. r:-:,.zr\m~ or ac:r;vlties Je.si6~ed to m~c: tht" nt.·c-J& of :h<· puc: .,.~chin :~c comn~uni~,- ·.,to ill nor be 
dim,nishc,! :o ort!c c tn prn•:idt.- n.:J;;·r--:.k·r'l! ... ~1.1rc conc:;t:\!rloo-. foe ~ht.: (J:an:c.-r. 
~'l'i!~ te,..pt.·-:t t..,.: ~Och prn.-.;P."lm .tcro-:...:or tnO:his h.1n~ing rt·'iut.·:-;:t: 0 ~ 
(l l 1flc :a::n0unrs cl~:.mr· { ,...,. nnn-Fc::Jt.·:.>~.6.~:e tt""p~scnt .t't tnO:t!:.?SC o\er ex~<.. 'li<'~r-:, ~em r:<::.:1·F~-::cf'.::;1 ~o~.:-~t·~ /J'aC.-:: f:.n 
'Sit::l:;.'1f activities Jurir.~ the t'ch~ n:ont:h.s prior ro initial :1J:'piic3.::!·:n to Of:O io: the p• ... ~:;::;:;.~ acco.!Unr. 
(2) The prv5~::a-r a ... :co'-Y'~· ,..c:vic(':). will be Jn 
Econor;Jic Opportu11ity .-\cf ..1-.: 0(:->t.Jnce. 
SECTION Y. 
...w· . A. . b . . ( -~ . . • ' . ' ' .. .,~lt;cu ro. ,'10(~n su s:.H;,;.:zon or. servLc~s ,t:r,..;: tCus ·)· pto'.'hl~u Wl~hOU[ 
\t'e he<c::,y CERTIFY <ha< to th" hc,;r of our kno.,.·Icdge ond belief rhe information sho"'·n on this form anci ;he docu-
mencs, if ~ny, au.1ched hcrern~ .lccurateiy rcpce:-'er:::: the stntus of the 3bove-n::tm<.:.! gr:1nr::e .lS vf the d=!~e o~ this 
cenificarlon. 
·~·c furt!•c·r C!-:'{TIFY dJ3t o;·e a:e corr:plying, and will continue to comply, ,..jrh the provisions and policies st::.ted in 
Scn;on;; ll through IV or ~his f'""'-
to 
" ~ J 
' 
'---
Projoct NotiVIcotlon l!J Ao~lo~ S~ntom 
AUTHORIZATION TO FILE APPLICATION 
~lniOiai~S~D~ICI~I~I~~ 
• NOT VALID WITHOUT ATTACHED STATE ORU 
n LOCAL AGENCY cm-'~>1ENTS LISTED BELOW. n 
OI~I~I~I~ICICICIDICI~IO 




OIST. NO FY 
TO: Office of the Governor 
rn (ofoj1)4] rn 
Divison of Economic Opportunity 
P .0. Box 1520 
Columbia, SC 29202 
ATTENTION: 
Paul L. Ross 
DATE RECEIVED 
9/15 
I sus_P~,r~~.~ pATE 
- . ,. JD IJ 5 
J_ I 
!AUTHORIZATION EX-
PIRES ONE(l) YEAR 
FROt·1 CLEft.PANCE DATE 
LISTED BELOW. 
The A~95 review process has been completed. The clearinghouses have reviewed your 
Project rJotifi cation form pertaining to 
. . 
Operation Anti-Freeze 1111, "Winterization Energy Program" 
The Clearinghouses have no objection to the preparation of an application for 
Federal assistance for this project. You are requested to take action on the 
attached comments, if appropriate, in preparing your application. This form 
and attached comrr.ents must be included in your formal grant application. ~lhen 
your formal application is filed, please submit the attached pre-addr2ssed, 
postage paid card to the Clearinghouse. 
State Clearinohouse 
Division of Aaministration 
1205 Pendleton Strc2t 
CcJlumbia, South Carolina 29201 
(Tel2phone: 758-2946) 




Enclosures: Corr.nents, if any, mad~ by interested State agc:i1cies: COimnission on Aging; 
Lowcountry Regional Planning Council; 
Comments. if any, made by interested local agencies: 
onA Form 6A- (4/15/74) 
. "-...-· 
JAMES B. EDWARDS 
GOvEP.NOR 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
01VI510N OF- ECONOMIC CPPQF<TUNITY 
POST OFFICE BOX 1520 
COLUMBIA. S C 29202 J. LEE SPRATT 
SlAlE C!REClOR 







ALL CAA Directors 
Directors, Single Purpose Aaencies 
Director, S.c. Corrunis.sion o~ Ag]· r:u;,~~ ~·~' -" /~'  
J. Lee Spratt, State Director ~- ' L :£,- "~...-l"l 
Division of Econ Oppor unlty v ~ •/I 
Attached CSA ?brm 394 on Operation Anti-Freeze #II 
"hlinteri zation Energy Program" 
"Enclosed for your infomation, signature, and co:;rner:ts is CSA Form 394 
. :n.nti-Freeze #II ,
0 
"Win"terization Energy. P:t;;ogram." 
9 ~ II o 
the 0 enclosed form and re~~r~.the signed 
~~b <I l1' 0 ;s ~ 
to ~his offi~e no later than Nov~ber 3, l9f5. o 
0 6 • 








__ AMES 9_ EDWARDS 
GOVERNOR 
J_ LEE SPRATT 
Sit..TE DIRECTOR 
October 10, 1975 
OFFICE. OF THE GOVERNOR 
OIVISION OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 
POST OFFICE SOX 1~20 
COLUMBIA. S C 29202 
HEHORJI.NDUM 
TO: All CAA Directors 
FROM: J. Lee Spratt, State Director 
Division of Economic Opportunity 
SUBJEcr: Operation Anti-Freeze #II, Winterization Program 
Re: $94,182 CSA Grant an9 $23,564 In-Kind 
Attached are the special conditions concerning Lhe above captioned•graht to 
the State Office. Also attached are CSA Instruction No. 6143-1 dated July 23, 
197 5, Subject: "Emergency Energy Conservation Program" for your information a_nd 
q-ui c 2.11ce. 
~his 
rj -::/.·:ever 1 
i t(:<;T:.i zed 
01"43-1. 
E:nergy Conservation Grant ',vas made to the state, to the State Of£ice, 
trv:e CJ:_'-'.13 must comply with t"he s_!;:Jecial cona:i tions v;ioich reouires an 
"cost brea!wut" of funcs v-;hi"ch will be used speocifically for wi;terization. 
i~mst also ~amply with the guidelines as outlir~ed, in CSA -Insttuction No. 
0 • 0 
You will note from ~he. specia~ contiition t.~t>the State Office r:-~~t submit 
a ,-~~k progrr-.~ acceptalje "to t¥ Regional, Offi~e fq:q. this gr<=Jit~- This wo~k !ro~am 
,,,ill ~ons~t of what each of you ~!intend to c.:;se your allocation~of t;.hese \unds for, 
a .!cordi:-:~ to the <?~~·~elines. Pleoasr-::o not~ in para9rc.p1~ 10, page 5, of CSA Instruction 
6141-1, that at 1east nir,ety per cent of the fclhcs proviced ·under this grant shall ~ 
be expendedffo~ winterization materials. The remaining ten per cent should be used 
for er..ers::er>cy assistance to prevent nardship or endangerr-,ent to health due to utility 
s·h-ut-off or Jack of fuel as noted in paragraph 6 b, page 2, or CSl'. Instruction No. 
6143-l. ~·ie intend to consolidate this into one vmrk program for all seventeen CAAs. 
In order that we can prepare this \-Jork program and hc.ve the funds released by 
CSA, in t1.Jrn to you, we will need a v;ork program from you on CSA Form 419, Gl'..P A/5 
Form, and itt::mized cost breakout indicating how you intend to use the amount of 
funds allocated to you. He recornmend the generally accepted for:nula of a $1,000 base 
for each capped county and $.091 for each poor person in each county. Your share of 
the in-kind match requireinent is bc.sed on $. 0396 for each poor person in each county. 
It is the responsibility of each CAA which is 22suming 2ddi tional uncapped counties 
(Greenville, Orangeburg-Calhoun, and Aiken Cl'~s) to insure that the in-kind share for 
the uncapped counties is obtained. 
Operation Anti-Freeze #II 
Page two 
October 10, 1975 
To expedite the release of these funds we are asking that you submit your 
CSA Form 419, GAP A/5 Form, and itemized cost breakout to reach us no later than 
Monday, Noverrber 3, 1975. We will assume that you do not wish to receive these 
funds if your work program is not received by that date. Paul L. Ross, the Project 
Officer, briefed you thoroughly on this program during the CA2 Directors Meeting 
in Myrtle Beach on September 10, 1975, so that you would have the maximum amount 
of time possible in the thinking out and initiating your work program. 
While this time frame for submission of these documents to the State Office 
for consolidation into the state-wide work program may appear to be relatively 
short, it must be remembered that there are many factors involved which could delay 
the actual beginning of this project until such time as the maximum benefits could 
not be realized from it. First we must consolidate the report, submit it to Atlanta 
for review and approval, receive, sign, and return the Form 314 if work program is 
approved, wait for the funds to be received from Treasury, when fQnds are received, 
deposit them with State Treasurer, initiate vouchers for checks to all delegate 
aqencies, submit vouchers to Comptroller for payment, receive checks from Comptroller, 
and mail to agencies. 
Unless we move fast on this project, winter will be-half or even over by the 
time all of the above is accomplished. All of our agencies have and are even now 
facec v-ri "L">-J extremely short tirae frames and crash projects and f·ro9ro.r.:S on practically 
a daily basis. I have confidence in all our C]>..As that t:,ey can get tne job done in 
t::-1e ti"',e requi:ced. The State Office is prepe:.red to c:ive technical assistc.!'"Jce, if 
DeCeEsary and upon request in the usual manner. 
, z,~ain?, as 'l'.'e odid in the £:F~N Program, work prcgJSi'Lils not received in the State 
Office bv No\'t;:mber 3, 197 5, cannot be consicered. It is sirnply onot fair to hold 
6 - > • 0 
~up a state-vJ~de oprogram involving all 46 count;,ies simply b~cause one or 17<0re c;n:A.s 
• do~ not c:et in the ire ::;eqvired work proSJra.i:\>'3. ~ ~ 
>- !> .. .. 0 ~ ; 9 ll t 
~ ' 0 $ Ac:.L<ally, c.ach ·.agency can just~ aboljt take last Yfar s p::.'t:>grc:u:n, review it again,ft" 
the current guid-=:lines 1 a cbpy of ~which is attncr:ed, r,.ake f"~ncil c:ha~,~~~ to bring it 
int~ li~~ ~"~~"::h what ~»y~u plc;n for t~is winte!, a~a type ~~ t~;e forms~ This s~~uld not 
:t.e c:oo dliilcult, altn9ugh \·,'e "-~allze that eVSl_y,~:;e \·n•uJ.a llY.e to •have r•ore t:lme. 
This is ,,,hy Paul L. ?oss carr,e covm to, the :-j'rtle ?~ach !~ceting and briefed you, 
2nd in hiso rerr.ark.s 1 r1e T!iE:YltiC!'";ed tne fact ti-,at you should start thinki!lg about this 
:l:'Ectr's program and begin asseor:bli::1g the data, etc. That was the second -week in 
Ser:-·tember, so the entire trJing isn't brand new. 
To assist you in meeting some of the requirements of the guidelines, we are 
enclosing a sa..-nple application form to be used by persons in applying for assistance. 
Jl.lso enclosed is a sample consent of owner to make rerairs fo.cm, work estili1ate fo:t:m, 
and a work completion form, all of which are self-explanatory. 
The labor for this program will be provided through your own resources and 
through a special grant request the SEOO has submitted to the Departrnent of Commerce, 
if it is approved. Inforrr.ation on this special grant will be available as soon as 
a decision is made on our request with the Department of Commerce., vie expect a 
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Operation Anti-Freeze #II 
·Page three 
October 10, 1975 
Also attached for your convenience and assistance is a copy of a reduced in 
size CSA Form 419 and A/5. Pl.ease reproduce these, if necessary, and use this 
size form. It is adaptable for our book-sized work program submitted to Atlanta, 
and saves us from naving to have the long forms photocopies and reduced to a smaller 
size. 
I might add that Governor Edwards was highly impressed with last year's 
program and has expressed a tremendous amount of interest in this year's project. 
I am confident that we can depend on his full support in this activity. 
Should you have any questions concerning this memorandum or the program, please 




':'he ;·.reparation aDd submission of the work program for this project DOES NOT 
.K.SPEAT DOES NOT "require prior Board approval. vle hoave checY:.ed wi t.'h Atlanta and 
they have confirmed this. This sbou,ld speed up the su'i:'mli<ssion and eliminate C.elays 
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....... :~,. "";~·t. ... \-.~ , .• ~~ ...... 
SPECIAL COHDITION 
1. NAME Of GRANTEE 2. GRANT NO. PROGRI'-N YR. ACTION NO. 
SOUTH CAROLINA STA'rE ECONOJ1IC O?PORTUNITY OFFICE 40632 .75. ~ /_~='Jt: 4!-
3. SPECIAL CONDITION APPLIES TO: 
,a. g]'l ALL PROGRAM ACCOUNTS IN GRANT ACTION 
This grant is s.ubjecr ro the Special Condition below, in addition to the applicable General Conditions go~eming 
,grants under THle II or III-B of the Econonuc Opportunity Act of 1964 as amended. · · . ""~- ....:": , 
This grant for use throug'hout the State, and to be del ega. ted to CP.-?>.s by 
the South Carolina SEOO with the advice and consent of the South Carolina 
Jl.ssociation of Conununity Action Agencies, Inc. The delegation and assignment 
of funds must be by appropriate delegate agreement and approved by the Regional. 
Office. 
0 0 •. 1 Pf • • 
CA.P FORM 29 !REV. AUG 61!) REPLACES CkP FOH>.<S 29, 29a, 29c, 29<l, DATED 1~kR !06 AND 






""' -.. :.~' .. : .-::~ -:j:-::.~ ... ·--..~ .;~:...-: .~_. . - .... ~ . ' 
.JI L\..-H• .... v .. ,.:Ul j i~i\ Q, 
.-----------------~----~----------~~~~----------------~--=---------------------------
2. Ckii.NT NO. PROGR~M YR.. 1. NAME OF CRAtHEt: ACTIO:; NO. 
i .• • .• :...: 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNlTY· OFFICE·-:·:.=" 
.,_. 
·:· 40632 
:;PECIAL CONDITION APPLIES TO:. 
a. 1223 ALL PROGRAM ACCOUNTS IN GRANT ACTION b. OoNLY PROGR!I.M J~CcouN"! NuMBERISl -------------
Jbjs grant is subject to the Special Condition below, in addition to the applicable General Condition~. governing 
under Title II or IIJ-B of the_Economic Opponunity Act of 1964 as amended. 
----Prior to release of funds in thls.grant action the grantee~must sUbmit, for 
Regional Office approval, a Work Program outlining the energy activities to 
be conpucted. Funes which will be used spE:cifi.cally for Hinterizat.ion must 
be identified with an itemized "cost break-out". ·. · 
.. · 
" . 
t 9 t 
0 (I 
' .. 0 -~ 
0 





. ·., t 0 ·t 
0 





REPLAC(.S CAP FGC<~~S :<9. 29a, 2!il•, 29C. :Z£-0, UATED MARtS AND 
CAP FORM 25-c, DAlEO AUG &7, WHICH ARE 08SOI.ETE. 




' .'! -. 
~ .. ::_ :-:'. 
. -.. 
· .. ~ ... -
----'~- _;OMM UNITY SERVICES. 
Subject . .· 
' I 
ADMINISTRATION EMERGENCY ENERGY--CONSERVATION 
WASH!HGTOH D. C~ 20506 , PROGRAM . •· Office of Primary RupDnsl-
.. bility .. ·· .·'·" Operation-s 
Superudes · D·,;.tr'Jbut·Jon ·.··.·.· .. -:~..,.:"';;~:::. 
ER, !0, 15, 35-4, 45-1 
. -. . "' ~ "('.'\ - --~-·· · ___ ... · .... _"·· 
• . f :f~ _-=.:;~."·.--: . .; ::~- .. :----- --·--·-:::·~- ·--
EFFEC'fiVE DATE:. Ju_ly 28s ~i??_;; :::;: _:~.:::~<-~--: .•· ::;-;-::.;:~·;~·-::... -"·_:.' 
APPLICABILITY: This Instruction .'ts _appTic~ble_to· grantees funded. under ~:. 
·... . .. ,. T~tl e II_ and. T~tl~-YII;.; o(_tbe~_Cormimnity_ Services Act ·of~.;. __ 
.. :.:::: .;·.;·=·::.: .. ·:.·,;.197~~=rt_-~~~~;~~~j~~-:r~.;~~J~{~I={{::. ·;._.~---:.-.._ --~'-:_. _; .· ... ·- .:-: 
• • ... ~.-,..- .. __ ;"';":·,: ••• < ~ -::_M ~ ... -"" --" w- " -• ~ - .. · ··-~·- ·- ·_:..:._"""_~-:-.,_ .. : ·~-· _,:....:.:.=.:_. :;.-.~~ 
REFERENCES: (1) Section 222(a) (12. of tbe Corrn:nunity Services Act of 1974. ,-. ~(2)_::: OEO ·Inst;ruction 6710.:.1_, Applying for· a ·CAP G~ant- ·:~·,_:L-:. --~~: 
1. 
2. 
. :_ :.: 
... :. :.· 
PURPOSE 
· :·-- (3) OEO Instruction 6710-~, CH6:. Sim'plification of OEo~:.:....;.,.-[-:~· 
Grant Refunding Process '!._.- · :;:_ :---~·~ ·~·.;.:;-- -_-_ ... ~ . 
~ (4) OEO Instruction 6710-1~ CH5: Co~~olidatio~ of Checkpoint 
Forms 46, 76, .: fmd 77 .. · :·.--.,. , . :;.;i: _.::;~.:..;::~-. _ · :..·:- :::. .. 
(5) "0EO Instruction 6802-2 Non.-:F~de~af.Share Criteria 
(6) OEO Instruction 6802-3 Non-Federal-Share Requ:ireme~ts for 
Title II, Sections- 221, 222(a) · 2.;-d 231 Programs 
(7) OEO Instruction 7850-la~ Standards for .Evaluating GSA-
Administered Programs and Projects 
0 
:. ~ 
• ~ •• t. f> 0 
The p~r;rose of this Inst,uct:ion ~fs to (1) info~ ef.~:ible gr~teecs of= 
a n~ pro'\~i~ion in the. CSA legi~l~t~on which provides fo;.. fun~ng- O'f · ~ 
energy coonse'tvat,:iq.Q·Q~ograrns; and _(2)6 provide f;mding \uiclanc<e _to 
~ prospective ~ran tees. o · 
S2ction 22~(a) of· the Cc.•c--:-leli:ity S.:-rv:lces _!,ct of 197b includes a ne'l>i · 
subsection 12 that authorizes: 
"A program to be l:no;..;n as Emergency Energy Conservation Services to 
enable low-income individuals and. families~ including tb~. e_lderJy 
and the near poor tQ participate in energy conservation 
designe~- to lessen the of the cost of 
individuals and f ies ind 
~~~~~~~~~~-~--~~-~~---~~L-----~~ 
consumption. n , (Emphasis 
- .. ~ -~-- ". -~,- -- ...... :~. .- ":- '! _'- . .:.- . 
This Instruction discusses the purposes of tbe program, conditions of 
the program, funding policies, programs eligible for funding, application 








·,.:~.;;:·;\~'-:~-~~.~~f.:. ~ _,_ ... : 
.... -.. 
CSA INSTRUCTION Gl43·1 
. -..>. -· 
·The-major assumption underlying this pr~gram is that .the problems ~f .,· .. :~:-~f.>· 
the low-income created by the energy. crisis have severely limited their;,;::: .. 
ability to maintain minimum living conditions and in some cases, to .survive. 
While the·lon~-range goal: is to conserve energy and lessen the impact of 
tne high cost of fuel for poor people,particularly through programs· · 
to increase the thermal efficiency of their dwellings, there are or will . 
be in many communities emergency. cases .~ailing for programs of crisis:~~---
. intervention to restore utility service or pre~ent cutoff, provide : :·~· · 
emergency fuel deliveries or support other activities to assist those··-:.·· 
suffering serious hardships which endanger their health, especially;-.;.~~}~-;:~· 
if there are .future increases in energy prices.-. ··: __ ;_·~'~_;_~;/'~<-~::~·~ _,:,--;· .. 
. ·- - -.:""'.::':.- ·-- ... 
4. ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS .-. -· ·· 
-,::-.: ~~.)·•:-:;.' ,,,:.·.:>-·'-. ·.:_"'."T.:". "-:· -· ·~ .. ·- ~·,··:{:' ·~r-:;i'~7~:.:··:~~t~,:\~~~i~-:-~- .~jc'': . 
6. 
. Lo·w-income ·individuals· and families,·· includ in·g the e_ld_erly and..;.;near -:~. : .. : _ ·. 
-'pooi- .. an:: Eligible to participate in programs funded ·under- this,; Section of the 
Act. For this program, the near poor are those persons _'in fa~ilies_.or.· 
. unrelated individuals whose incomes are "between 100% and 125% of the · 
poverty ·thresholds as est~blished_ ~n CSA' s · c~rre_nt _Pove:ty Guidelines. 
. ~ ~ . ~-. ~ :: ., .. - f' ~ ;_ ! ~:- :: ·..:"" - . _: . 
. . . - -.:... 
C.~4s, SEOOs~ no~-profit CDCs ana other pub1ic and/or· private no~-
profit organizations and agencies that meet CSA eligibility criteria may 
e:pply: 
6 • ~ 
' 
~OGRA.HS ELIG:BLE_ FORO FUN1HN~ ~. < ~ 
• ~ o •o0 ~ 0 ~ 0 • 
a·" 
}lajor "emphases of progrc.ms; eligible I or funding inc1 ude ~ • 
• .. ~6 t .. .... 0 
Winteri.zinq: .rv~aKin~ llOI;Je repairs .. and· retr1fittiog a.:..·ell.\,rigs to 
TP.lD1.mlze heat~ loss antJ i:;;:r:·'f00Ve ther-;:;;al e.ffic:.t:mcy. Cor::DOtlenttS . . . . 
include first, r£c?airing of brdken '·''Lndov.·s, ;Jatching of roofs 
2nd ,.:al1s, 
0
2nc caulking of c::-ad·.s end 5oitfts to rf''duce or prevent __ 
infiltration; second, insul2ting of attic, floors, walls, weather-
stri~ ng of doors 2nd windo~s. and" foundation ~anking; third, th~ 
lessening of infiltration problems may cecessitate such measures as 
replacement of heating sources, replacement of furnace filters, minor 
adjustments and repair of heating_systems or replacement of dangerous 
heating sources to assure ~ha~ h~alth hazards are not created due to mal-· 
functioning heating pources. S11ch costs should be supported by funds-
from other sources, such as FITL11A 504 loans or HUD funds, in any case·· 
where costs for minimum corrective ""act fori -wo"u ld. r~quire exp;;:,od itures: 
in excess the-;nax.imum amounts as' specified. in page 4 paragra'oh z;· .. ~·-
. .. . . ·"' _-. ""' 
,· 
b. Emergency Assistance: Intervention to prev;,nt hardship or ~~d~n~~~~~~ 
to hea 1 th due to utility stu_t-9ff or lack of fuel. Components may in- (( 
. . l' ..·r -c:J:ucl-e gra.nts, Joans, or paynent guarantees;: mediation \..7 ith utility \ 
~rrpany or -fuel supplier and financial cocmse.ling; and rr,aintenance of "..::-
emergency f-uel -:supplies, -warm .clothing, and blankets. 
''.,., .,..~ ............ •' -:_;.,."- .,. --:.:~ ... ~.:..::: ~-~~ ... ·-"•r•• ·;..'!'"' '":• ... ;: :~.~~.:~~ ...... "·~~;;~ .. :,..,..=~""', . ....:.!"~.-~_;r.,:_:~.,..!~--;....~.:_.:,(::~..r~~'"\.:_i:,.r-;'~""'-:_~~-:·lot:•·-..:1~~::.·~-:,.. • .. ,...~ •. t ' 
• ..... ·;"":: ••• ~~.:~·> """.-;.-::~-:::---~~-,..~~"'t-·-:·_., ... .• ' ;,_ ... ~·- ~ - .... '-. ............. 6 ~~ ........... ---s·~>·..:a.'==-~-..:<:-.... ~~ ... :- ,._-~ -,_- .. :;:,:.-· • -·. ~~ 
... ;t_t~;f~::·.:: ... !' ..... -~.-... 7-'·-~-- .,:"".:-- «>:...a·~·ff .... ·,;, ... ;-_* ......... t ..... .;:r:;-::.~:.~~~~-·--·~ .. --;.!~.'·· -~-:.-: d 
-. ~ .. : • ..... ... .... t .. - .... - • '"' - ...., .. • . ... • -·,.,.. ~.. . .. - .. .._ . ~.. - .,.. -:. -- ... , i 
.__ .. ;. , .. '""i ... ·1.· .. ~-.:-:-: -. ~-~ __ .. _ ... ... " .. .. .. - ._ ·{ .... .,. ~·.;.::;.;: ,- ~ : =-~r;. r .j:_z.r5. .. ·r~- ·!7~;..~: .::' ~"'. ·: .. ~; 
i -;! -- ( ~ :: ~~Jl~}~~~~:f: i : .•. - .• ·._ ~ : . ~-< ~:y.: .. -.=::/;:=~~(>·· ~-~S::;.;--t. :~ ~-~:;·,.\ ~ - .- . '\. 




-- -:.~_ ~-.:>-.,,_ T .;,._~- ~..:-·T- - ._ ~3 -.~. ~-~-=--;~-~t-~·:::;:~:;~~.:.! ·:.:; ~~~:.t• .· -.~·::':· .. '- · .. · ;I 
. -. - .: :.·;~t;-,1:~~-~-- ~~::~:: ~ . : -~: .' .. · . - .: : ::;\];.:::~: .. -- .. :-.:~.:: . ·[ 
c. Othe"":tsii~p;r·t activities as authorized by Section 222(a)(-12t e.g~-~:_:.:;~>.:_. f 
"technical assistance, asse~sment studies, alternate energy_ suppl~es,-,.:;-:.--~·.;,~_·.-· r 
-- outreach activities;· demonstration of inn-ovativ_e a:n·d new ~echniques ,.-:~- ·~:: ~-: :· 
PR 00: :-:·;:~~::~n s • ~., ; '~ ~ ~ d~1i;~,i~ .·L~: ;~ -i -· ·: :, . . - • - ; : 
~::.::::..::.:::c:.._;:__c:.._.-_:-_ -- .... -.. _ ..... -!~_ .::;. ~--;~~.::<-::..~:.:. ~ ~:.-.. ~~~- --_:. --;,.~.¥~... '*""',;·-.:· 
a. w~~~-~d.zation:: ·::··: y- .,.-:_~:!:-_:~--=·.' - ~- --· .··~ 
.-. -· -- .:.- .. -... ~.-.... --;~ .;:...-: • "'"":.• ~-: .''> -~- :~-_;. -
• ~ ·~ -,;, o• ~ ":_:-~ : -·~' --' ~~~ *~ - • .... • -- ~;~:w .... 
The. ~ffi~:~ ~f .9P~~~tiC>~s, -_cr;A1" H~~-d::I~~~~-e~;~-~-~~-11. issue a Coru:n~nity- • ;\ 
Action Gu1de to Winterizing~which'; · it;( addition to. reviewing·--:. _ '. ~~~-:~­
techniques an~ . available J?Bterials: witi ~_provide indic':ltors for= ·--~~ _ . __ . 
·optimal· combina!=ion~ of_ energy conservation ~echnique-s for different_~~=-:~~<~_ ,.. 
climatic '·conditioris~-and fuel costs; based on studies of the Nationaif :-~-- _, 
B,~.~·-·~±~~~~~~~~~fit~~~bfY":;~,~~;j~: : :- : -~. _,'/ :~· .,; ·.: c, _:,Y" :~,~-- "- ... ' · 
Funded _proje~ts sha_ll_- prov~?e~ eit!:Jer _,in the· proposaT_or -in__' acco:J;-. 
dance ~ith ·a SpeCial Conditiorr thae-in _ the·_-~ase of winter~z?tion _--~--: 
programs: each administerini} -_.agency'- shali on- th-e -bas is of these.--. 
indicaton.~- es~ablish program standardl? inc:luding an optimal· com-
bination of energy conservation- techniqcleS to.·be attained by the 
program. The standards shall includ~ a require~ent that adequate 
repairs to stop infiltration shall be m2de in conjunction with the 
i~sulation of &ny building, and shall establish a ~odel cf oot ~al 
V.'interization stc.ndards .for a o;..;;elling oi: 1200 square feet of oround 
-. V jj t_ Q ' ~ C) -.0 
floor space.- i{he:.!:'e the adminis I:ering 0gency -is other tr.an the 0 - • .• -
grante~ <t;he grarA::ee may requn~ that the standar~-be_ subject to its _0 
9 arprc\~L-" _., --, - ~:Ill "• t " " ~ 
.c• ~ ~~}b eaci;_ buildi~g ;o b£0 V.'intlrized Oher~ sh!l i be a :::_~:-:....:::...:..:::..::.:.=----~:::..::.=-=-::..:::._ 
...~~-:~.·~_g_!:l_an_c-::scribed on a standard form to be s~p,pl:ied bs CSA., For ~ 
each build the ~lan will include a 2 ~cri ion oi the building, ~ 
a d scri?tion of the existing level of insulation, a description of 
the o i~al co~bin&tion of energy cons~r~ation techniques to ~e . 
Pchieved, a description of ~he arn~unt o~ v,ork ac shed toward'-
the optinal level in the first progra;n year, e:nd the amount of 
-wor'k which will remain to be accomplished in succeeding progrc:>...m 
years. Tbe Plari will also include a description of the need for __ 
and itemized cost of repairs to be made to prevent infiltration.,:-:-_-
b. Prouam Aovi"so_£Y Corunittf_'es .-
. Funded- pr_ojects shal_l provide-that each adminis'tering ag-ency shalL~~- -~_.,_. 
· establish a Project Advisory Corrmittee'; made up of at least 517.. ~'·~ 
poor persons and including ·representatives ·o:f- the local goverrJJDents·- ·-
and 'other resource agencies within the con:rnunity served as well as·. 
a_ representative or _I"epresentatives of the local public utility and-











· · ·. ···. '":~·-);..:;_ :f -~ -:~. · t .:;" _: • • .- -~~?~}-:;~_,it~}t;:_.;,::~~p;:~r.\~:t~---·: -~ f-~~i~-tf~:~--~- ·~/r: -·~~t:::i~~1~:_.r:r; ~ · 
. ..-:.:..·.~~- ~-- . ~ .. . ·' .: - . ··. -~ ....... ·l:""';,,.._J,-..... 
CSA INSTRUCTION 6143-1 · . _·;~.'-· -:_. . · ·· ... _·. ·. . . . . .·· . . ::~;5i~~r: .. f{·_' _ 
"' .. :.. "--- - _:. ..... "">t~..,~-"'•- .. "'-1 .~ .. -
,: :J~"·· :- -- . ~~:-· ~"---~i -~ 4 - ··:· :. .,;~~?f.~~1~f' ~ 
8. 
c. 
In the cas_e o{ w~_nterization programsthe Project Advisory Committeef~lb~ 
'shall estabffsb policies for the selection and approval of d~~llings .:·k·?. 1.!··~-.. 1' 
to be wintert';ed_~ .arid shall app~ove the _progra~ .?tandfirds de'scr!beC!_. _ _.~ ~-:·- ' 
in subparagraph a., including _optimal winterization_ ?t_andards.;~ ... ,: :-.::·::·:· ;' _ · 
- • • -- • .' «< .. - ·-. :..;..:-..: .... -"" ... • ~.'· • ~'-·7-: .... ~: .. ~ 'l; 
in any case where a Building Winterization Plan·calls for expenditures In view of the limitations on funding under current appropriati~ns,_ 1·1'·:::,.--.  
d.uring the first program year of ·more than two hundred aod fifty ~: .• ··~;~. 
dollars on any building in a program funded in Federal Region rv; · '---
VI, or IX, or more than three hundred and fifty dollars in a program-·;:· _ 
funded in Region I, II, III, V, VII, VIII, or X, the expenditure m~st ·:· :f 
be justified in writing and approved by the Project Advisory Co!!lliiittee. ~·-:.·.~) 
Documentation of. such justification and approval shall be mad ;_·. -.: - ·..i: · 
ava~l':_~.!e }o _?~~'-~~o~:~e~~est: ~-- · ·-·· · ·- ----=-=-"'·-- .:~.:..- . ,
1 
.Pl~;~i~~=-,~~d-~~ss~~ment of •. N~~d-~~: ·-- -~~-~·,·:'.:. -· .. .. .. f 
_ . _ . =--~,~~:. ~ .:-·7;~f·:'.~:;~:_-;.; ... ~-':,~-:~~,~~-~~! I 
·A major goal_ of all funded ~iograms will be a ~br~-~6~urate-~i~e~sment 
of the impact on the _poor of energy ~hortages and_ price J.ncreases~· __ 
and. the development of. a local. planning""' capability ·involving major""'-· 
commun.it_y resources ·to_ deal·.with_both:·eriier:g~_ric ~:and .. 1ong range~~:.-:~ 
implications of energy _cost_ an( av~iia~ility:~~.An"i!nportant part'. ·-:~ ~·~ 
of the "impact asses!Oment_ will be "participat ion~by ·all-grantees 'in-.~· 
a prog::am of inforrr.ation- retr~eval;= .. ss~e=?~~~graph lO.c.) _. ,. .. 
- '.! _-. - _;-;..- -
Fl'SffiiNG . .. 





.-.-."r~"" (.JD "' r.-.. ,~-\":.~, .• : .. .....,~ __ c-::,.., out O.i::; ry 1975 ~,-r..:~ __ :+'n _.:C~l-t)7 -::;.l..#;__. c..;; v ·;;;..-..,__.':;:': -~ ....; .. _:;;:;:; ,L'..,_ ..:._.,..:.1\.J.::;. \.'.'.i.L .1 !Jl..i i..:_ 
cc~:~iderc.tion to CL4s, SEOOs, and CDCs·. 
The non-Federal share requirement is waiv~d for demonstration and 
direct financial assistance programs. 
. -:. -
The non-Fed.eral share req~·irea- f~r prog-~a~s:- £~nde.d with FY 1975 funas · 
shall be 20%; for-programs iunde~'~{ih FY 1~76£unds it shall be 30% 
except .iri the case of CP.1\s with 22!'- and- 222 (~)- funding of less·· thaiJ·~ 
$300,000 per annum where it sh~ll be 25%~-"''" · 
: 
I ~ . ..b I 
(_ 
. . . ~ 
-. 








9 • ..:· APPLICATION REQUIREt~NTS 
) 
Documents Required 
, _-.;. __ , 
· Ap_pl,ications shall include at a minir:mm tbe follo;.ring: 
(1). OEO Forms 394 and 419. '(Required for all applications;) 
(2) 
- . 
Forms 25 and- 25a .. sbould be on file wi_tb tbe grantee.· ·· CAP 
~ .- - • .•: -~ • •, •,_r :.,. •"'- "2-
(3) CAP Forms ·s and 84. (R~~uired for unc.apped areas except for 
CDC's funded-under Tit1e VII.) ::..~--~·;·•-:..:~ ·:· -:·..c::;·---::~";,..~: 
~.:··· :_~~{?.·;~~;~~-:--.:.~~ .. ;~---;~.:--~--:--.-·-~-::~·· ~ --~·-:-;.· . ~~ __ .. ~_-;4~;=-
Nar·.;:ati;e-·Proposal.---.:(See 'section b: belo"")."': _:.: (4) .-· ..... 
...... _;: ___ . -.· ,_· ~ ;". (5)_ Evaluation component. (See section 10~) 
- . -~ _· .. -·-·. ~ .. ~-:. 







The narrative proposal should include a b~ief narrative of each 
energy project in terms of: · · . · · ---
-----c 1) Description of probler.1 addressed and the m.;,,ber affected. 
P2St efforts in this>project crea e:!ld cc:pacity to expand (2) 
(3)0 
~ 
t'ho9e efforts. 0 • · <> 
¢ ' 0 0 
Gi \J>en. you: locaJ.... c~rrJTiunit.Jl priori tj_es, why thiS' proposed 
' ( 4:» 
solut1on 1.s bck'\, ,r.eas~ble and r.1ost 'Te,.evant. . . o 
Non-eS.-"'resour-ce oppo:rtun~"ties availabl~ f--or this vroject; 0 
maximum ioordi~atitn s'hould be sought ·frJm p .;..::tgepdes, . 
Oych as. Frr~..A 504 _ :::.nd 5.15; GETA ;' J..O.~o; • JSVP; the Emergency t 
As;:dstance for Families 'A.FDC ~in !E\,1 • 0 1-lob:J,lizafion of State 
and local resources is c~itical to th~ successtof this 
program in a.chieving its g,oals of conservation 2'1G t'he ;:n~id­
ance of hardship. 
(5) Pro~ecLad : sults for 2ach project effort with a unit cost 
esti~ate. (S~e paragraph 7.) 
(6) Evaluation design based on the perfor>.:ance ste:nce:;rds and 
appropriate criteria. (See·paragraph 10.) 
10. ADDITIONAL REQUIREHENTS 
a. tive Costs 
In the case of ~interization programs-at least ninety per cent 
"of the funds provided under Section 2ii(a)(l~) shall b~ expended 
for rnaterials. ·. · -._:-_.,·: ·' - ; 













































It is anticipated that'the evaluation of energy programs will 
be two-fold in nature. The_first will be.self-evaluation_ 
by __ tl}e fund~q gr<!~_!ees; the design. should be included in the_ 
proposal. '.lbe design should -include program goals and · -_ 
provisions for data collection sufficient to assess progress-
tm~ard ·those- goals. The effectiveness standards' (CSA Instr~ction 
7850-la) should be useful in develop~ng evalua on crit~ria and 
instrwnent s. 
. -. 
-- ;.. *' , ·... .. . ~ - .. -: ::-.: .- . 
The secon_d __ will _be_~_Regi_onal. __ §ind_-_natior'Iai -effort involving.:.' 
coo-rdination_ with the Federal Energy Administrat ibn, the National". 
-B~reau of Stand~rds--and -oth~r appropriate agenc es.--·-~----::-- -----:. 
---·-···---""":"'--:~-----------:o--~~~~--·*"·-- ··------ -·- - ~ 
"' .. - -_, 
..... ,.. ~ ~ ~ 
Information 
- _-_!., ... : ..... 1 "',. -
: ~,_. _:.. __ -:--
Th~ R~gional and national e:_;.aluation effort ~ill be. based on ... _. 
data collected on the Energy Data Form whichv-will_~be'sent to: ___ ""' 
grantees once they are ;funded. 1 _- _ . ·-; - ·· 
, . -.>i~:J a . q~~L--cy.r-
E->ERT A. GALLEGOS U . ..r 
Director " 
0 0 ~ + 0 • t 
~ ... 0 °0 (> ~ • 9 t .. - 0 
. - t ~- • 0 
11 0~ ~~ • ' ' j:l . • • ~ 





. ~ ... ·.-' ;._ 
' ,• 
·."·-::.·.t" ~.~ ......... ~~ .... ,. ·.~~.._ ... "'~ - _'\.·.~~--.t ... :· __ ~ -.,,. . • 
~ -- :: ~ ~ .. -~:-. ...,. .-~~:: ~ - -· .-~-
.:', 
·. ~ ll 
APPLICATION FOR HOME WINTERIZATION 
-Name: 
Address: 
Directions to your home: 
Telephone: 
---~--------~-------------~--------~----------------~-------------------------------------
- L Total number of persons within your household: 
2. Your home is in need of: 
·A. Ceiling insulation Yes No 
B. StO!.lll Windows ~ Yes No 
c. Bro~:en window replaCei!lents Yes No 
D. \'iea therstripping Yes No 
E. Caulking Yes No 
F. 0-:::.hE:-r-Specify --·--· -------------
0 
t 
· 3 .... What kin~ 
.,. , 4 ., 
of fuel do.~ou use LO heat your lJme durjflg the months? • 
t • 
• Natura:» Gas 
.,E-qel o:l.i 6 
Bottle Gas 
(such as :?utc,ne, 
'Yiood 
fy 
dll ~• ~' 
Propane) 








• .. . 
0 
4. vihc ies this fuel? ::r.c;;es c.nd a<]CT2Sseo of all heating supply 
---·--------
5. Other comments. 
Signature of Applicant 










.. \~ ...... - ... ·~~-.· .... · ...... '. . ·~ ··~ .. .  . 
i 
•· ~·E OF -OWNER · · 
'ADDRESS OF . OW~E~: :.· 
: ..... · ....... 
.OWN OF O\mER· .- : · ~ 
. . . 
CONSENT OF OWNER TO. MAKE ~EpAlRS' 
- ~-· ... 
.. . 
' . .. --' .. ... _ ... ~ .. 
·. 
~-~-·~--------~--~------- . •· .. . - . ." · ...... 
: • ; ~-- .... w .. - "'.· . . .-
I hereby auUior.ize I • 
. " -· . . ~ .. . 
.. -- ~ 
make any rep.ai r5 Decessary_ to wi riteri ze the .. house/apa.rbnent .. own~d by me at 
... ~.. •,." .. ; ... ;.. ........... ·:·- .. -~:, ·- :. :.-" ..... 
. -. 
. .. .... 
•"' .. :~ ... ..... -:·· .. .. .. -
• .... ·- - .. .• .... ... • # ....... 
... . 
... . ..... ... ... - . 
: . ~ :· ··. -· ... : . "' 
. . ' 
- . 
·Yes · -.· 







I ogree that I .will ·not r_aise-the rent on the above mentioned h~use/apartment - .. ·.. .... 
)r a period_ of one _year after .. the comp1 et-ion :of the a~t~_ori:Zed repc.irs. 
~- . . ...· 
No ------
" 














- -·· 0 . 
' .. 
WORK ESTIMATE BY CARPENTER 
Name: 
Address: ---------------------------------------------------------------
Date of Estimate: 
Required Hork:-
I. Ceiling Insulation Yes No . 
If yes;- what are the measurements of the entire attlc space? 
___________________ ength idth. What Js the distance 
between the rafters from center inches. -----
2. Storm windows ____ Yes ___ _...:.No 





• _ ..6 5_,. 
Lenath 
6; 0 ~--~----;~---~-------~ 
t .. .7. 
8. • ____ o ___ ._::. ---·~-------
' 9. ~ 
10. ----·- -·~----~~---------
0 
3. Broken window repl~c Yes -----
Width ----
No 



























:: .--::_!!~f~ :::.:'i:~·~- : ~-
--. 
.• • . . 
4. Other requtred work specify: 
5. Required materials: 
-~~-----------------------------








:.·~";7 ~~; -~·:s::·;. 
. .. . - _ .. 





Total Hours Horked 
By Carpenter.=.· 
By Crew: 
Number in Crew: 
Llst and Cost of Materials 
$ .. 
0 
I .._ • + • J : J. h" • h ~ 1' <p • d h A D am sa. 1s. 1ao wt 1 7 e~~or~•parrfrma on my 8m~. 
Ccrr;;rJents: 0 + 
'\. 







Sigr.ature of Hu~eowner: 
This work was completed on date). ----------------
Signature of Carpenter 
have inspected and approved this work on date). --------------
. 

























HEATING INDEX~ Administering Agency Grantee No.: '-100 s y 
COLUMN I: Optimal (minUS}- COLUMN II: Existing (equals)- coLUMN III: Needed {minus)-
Attic Insulatiop: R - _l_L_ Attic Insulation:< R -
<n If 
Inches Type A: ___ -r __ 
Inches Type B:~1 
~cl ,, 
Inches Type Ct~ 
Floor Insulation: R -~ 
All 
Inches: _:z:_ 
Wall Insulation: R -~ 
Inches: 





Size: ___ sq.ft 






Floor Insulation: R -
Inches: 
Wall Insulation: R -
Inches:--








.. -----• COMPLETION DATA------· 
Date Work Completed: '----'.'_ Total Cost: $ __ _ 
work Completed per COLUMN IV? Yes No* *Column V conform? 
Man-hou~ < 
of Labor: __ c.E.T.A., ___ Titln x, ____ NYC, __ volunteers 
, Program Funds, Pro: ect Mainstream, Other 
~: R-___ = ____ in•hes 
Cost/sq.ft: 
X -
# sq.ft: __ 
=COST:$ __ 
l.l22.!;: R-__ "' ___..il':l. 
Cost/sq.ft: ___ 
X 
# sq.ft: __ 
=COST:$_ 
~~ R-_ = _in. 
Cost/sq.ft: __ 
X 
# sq.ft: __ 
=COST: $ __ 
~~ R-__ = __ in. 
Cost/sq.ft: __ 
X 





Cost per: ..__ 
X 
# Windows: 





• COST:$ __ 
TOTAL MATERIALS COST: $ __ 
INFILTRATION COSTS: $_ 
(from page one) 




Date Plan Completed:~~--- Date Work Scheduled:___/___/_ 
COLUMN IV: This Year 
Att!£: R-___ =_in. 
{equal~)- COLUJ:W V: ReginiNJ 









• chs'l': $_ 





R!!£Y.: R-_ = __ in. 
Cost/sq.ftt __ 
X 
Length X 1.5_ 
X 
Perimeter: 










... COSTI $_ 
TOTAL MATERIALS COST:$_ 
INFILTRATION COSTS : 
(from page one) 
$_ 
lABOR COSTS (if any): $_ 
GRAND TOTAL: $_ 














Ducts: R-_ • _in. 
Cost/sq.ft: ___ 
X 













• COSTt $_ 
TOTAL MATERIALS COS'l': $_ 
INFILTRATION COSTS: 
(from page one) 







Name and address of owner (if not occupant) : 
I, BUILDING DESCRIPTION 
Length __ ft, (X) Width __ ft. Floor Area sq.ft, 
Height of rooms ft. Length of exposed heating ducts: ft 
Number of Doors: Perimeter of II ft 
Number and size of Wi 1dows: 
# L w AREA # L w AREJI # L w AREA 
Approx. Age of Bldg. ___ Number of Rooins ___ Rooms used :i.n Winter: __ 
Attic Vented:_____yes _no Attic Accessible:_____yes ___ no 
Foundation: ___ cellar ___ slab ___ crawl space 
Exterior: ____ frame _____ masonry _____ other 
Roof: _____ shakes _____ tar paper _____ metal _____ asphalt shingle 
II. HEATING SYSTEM AND ENERGY COST INFORMATION 
Type and Cost of Fuel (P = Primary, S = Secondary) 
~ Monthly Cost ~ 
Which winter mo,/yr.? 
I 
Monthly Cost· 
lB!1. ... o..,.n __ _ Amt:_gal:11: $ __ Coal~~oke Amt: ____ Tons $ __ 
,!ll.Q!!. ___ . _ Amt: _____ therms$_____ ruu:,.Gas, Amt: __ Lbs, $ __ 
Kerosene Amta __ gals. $__ E:lect. __ Amt: __ KW/Hr $ __ 
~ Amt: _____ cords $ ____ _ Other. · ·-----Aint : ____ _ 
$ __ 
Type of Beata ___ steam/water, ____ air, ____ stove, ____ fireplace, ____ other 
llot Watera ___;~es, _nof Supplied by: __ gas, __ ._._elect.;,~furna'Ce · 
CSA Teat Fora Oct 1975 











III. INFILTRATION PROBLEMS: CIRCLE :m!, m.! DESCRIPTION .Qf BUILDING 
Ideal 
Tight, no cracks, 
caulked sills, 
sealed cellar 
windows, no grade 
entrance leaks 
Plywood floor, no 
trap door leaks, 
no leeks around 




with good fit 
















Tongue and groove 
board floor, 
reasonable fit on 
trap doors, around 
pipes, etc. 
No storm windows 
good fit on 
regular windows 
Loose storm doora, 
poor fit on 
inside door 







leakage area, poor 
seal around 
grade entrance 
Board floor, loose 
fit around pipes, 
etc. 
No storm windows, 
loose fit on 
regular windows 
No storm doors-
loose fit on 
inside door 
No indication of 
buildina paper, 
evident cracks 
around door and 
window frame 
Holes - loose 
.fittina 
Worse (describe) 
Cost for Weather Stripping and Caulking (if not included above) 
Total Cost for Correcting Infiltration 
Cost for Repair or Replacement of Heating Source 
Subtotal 
Subtract Amount financed from other sources 
Name of other Source 




Office of the Governor 
Division of Economic Opportunity 
August 14, 1975 
TO: CAP Directors 
State Director~~ FROM: J. Lee Spratt, 
SUBJECT: "Operation Anti-Freeze" Energy Conservation Program for winter of '76 
For your informati-on, we 
receive approximately $75,000 
winter of '76. 
have been informed unofficial that the SEOO will 
for a state-wide Energy Conservation Program for the 
This r:temorandum is to alert you of the program in order 






Getails of the allocation fo1rnula of funds to the C?~s will be similar to 
t'he fu:::-mula ou;;:-o most recent "Operativn J._l'Jti-?reeze" Energy Program. 
Your tl-,in:K:ing i~ terms of an Conservation ?r'b~ram for "\·tinter of ''76 should~ 
.:Jtart n~,' so there will r,l9t be a"c..elay in :the s;uorC~ission ofothe "cA!' Fo:cli, 419, Form 
0 A/5, CP..:P Follit 325 an;~325a.and a narrative the :i:'n"t:'luding 
Y<lW past eftorts in the' prCJPl~ area and ~x_rand t~'iose 
~ 
je are f~rwarding J copy of CSA Instructic~ ~143-1, t"S1"L:.qject: Emerge~y t:~"'.-ctv 
~ Conservation ram," dated Ju1v 23, 197~, for vour i::-1forrr.ation .and cuidance. "~~;~ific 
- • - - ~ - ~· - - . ~ .. - b ins t:cCJc':.i cr:s cor1 c,:,.crci ng the progrc-.m .=.nd yolir <:cL:'Occ; E!1.are of runo~ \-nll be ror.:e:1'3ca 
as s,c•on ;::s a fi:-;al decision is ;;·,c,de on tbe t~otal a.r~,o.Jnt of funds to be received for • 
South Cc-rol::i r,2. 
Should there be any 
or Paul L. ~oss, ? ect Director, 
JLS/R/dbs 
Enclosure: CSA Instruction 6143-1 
concerning this memorandum, 
as soon as possible. 
t 
con~act me 
I 
